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editorial
f

The End of Cultural Relativism

About a decade ago,a foundationsponsoredby the papal cabalmanipulated,under the banners of "city-

Savings Banks of Sicilypublished a small book on stateliberty,"topreventconsolidationofan effective
Dante's Ideas on Credit and Monetary Policy. The opposition and the emergence of a peaceful political
book assembled the evidence of a major economic order in which the cities would flourish. In the first
-breakdown crisis in Dante's time, and demonstrated decade of the fourteenth century, Dante demolished
that Italy's great poet was a fiery opponent of those all basis for what passes today as "cultural rela-

policies known today as,monetarism. The author of tivism."
,the book pointed out that the very same evil policies "Cultural relativism," shamelessly appropriating
which Dante and other leading thinkers fought to the word "relativism" from its use in physics, is
eradicate on the eve of the Renaissance have been re- merely bestialism -- the policy of denying a popula-

vived today under the aegis of the City of London tion its necessity to develop through technological
banks andtheir political errand boys. progress on the grounds that the culture it already

Departing from academic protocol, the Italian happens to have is genetically suited for it. To enforce

professor who wrote the book proposed that Dante's a lower, entropic level of culture upon a population to
surprisingly specific attacks on Guelph-papal ploys to make it the more susceptible to monetarist looting, the
loot the natural resources, labor power, and pro- intellectual mercenaries of the London and New York

ductive capacities of Western Europe should be banks reinforce their victims' attachment to the
revived today to trounce Guelphish proposals such as narrow world of tribe, local community, and "mother
the London campaign for a "Europa" currency to be tongue." Thus the victim is deprived of the material
floated on the sole basis of speculative hot air. and cultural enrichment necessary to make creative

Thus was Dante Alighieri, at the venerable age of contributions to humanity as a whole, and, ironically,
700, recruited to the ranks of the faction in the ad- deprived of whatever human content his culture may

vanced capitalist sector which wants industrial possess as the potential for change and development.
development, utilizing a sound, gold-backed currency The suburban-spawned "cultural relativist" who re-
to finance hard-commodity trade and high-technology jects nuclear fission and fusion energy for the Third
development. World, on the grounds that Western technologies will

We welcome the author of the Divine Comedyto the spoil the unpolluted "quality of life" in a remote tribal
ranks of humanism's warriors for the new world eco- haven below the Tropic of Cancer, is propounding a
nomic order, and propose taking the correlation much doctrine which has exactly the same significance as
further than the self-limiting scope of the Sicilian the terrorist's bomb or the imperialist bayonet.

Savings Banks. Contrary to the pundits who would Nor should anyone pretend to be taken in by a
have us believe that he was a great genius "looking Margaret Mead's indecent prattling about "preserv-
backwards to the Middle Ages," Dante Alighieri was ing cultural diversity" against technological progress.

among the initiators of the conspiracy which brought A rich diversity of culture in the product of humanism.
industrial capitalism into being out of medieval mer- A society which is growing and expanding requires a
cantile capitalism. Not only did he clearly identify and constant increase in the numbers and varieties of
detest the usurers, simoniacs, and Other "mone- gifted individuals it produces. The successful applica-

tarists" of his day. He framed a statement of political tion 'of any given mode of technology leads to the
and cultural program in opposition to monetarism exhaustion of the relatively fixed resources of that
which is still of extraordinary power. His particular technology. Human survival demands new inventions

target was _the localist ideologies which the Guelph- by creative individuals and the assimilation of these
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inventions by the wider population,, so that previously as the political rallying-point of an Italian humanist
marginal resources may be opened up. republic. The theoretical basis for his cultural policy ,

It is against that humanist diversity of culture that he set forth in one of his great Latin essays, De Vulgari
cultural relativism is most viciously deployed in times Eloquentia (On the Eloquence of the Vernacular
of economic breakdown by the monetarists. At it_ Language).
most extreme, cultural relativism -- the instrument of

Although left uncompleted (probably between
colonial rule which William Pitt the Younger used to

prevent the example of the American revolution_'y flights from one political refuge to another in the early
patriots from spreading to other British possessions -- years of Dante's cruel exile), the pedagogy and intent
is now being returned to American college campuses of De Vulgari Eloquentia is unmistakable. Hence it is

ludicrous to portray this treatise -- as in college liters-
and high schools through the mass importation of such

ture books -- as an argument for elevating Tuscan dia-
British excretions as punk rock and legalized "recrea-
tional" drugs, lect to be the national language of Italy. Instead, De

VulgarJ Eloquentia presents the necessity of a
national culture from precisely the same standpointDante Versus Monetarlsm
from which, on another occasion, he argued for the
necessity of a supreme world secular order in De

Dante in his greatest work, the Divine Comedy, MonarcMa. As he constantly suggests through his use
warned that disaster would overtake Europe if certain of metaphor and analogy, for Dante the physical uni-
practices oftheGuelphbankerscontinued. Thegentle- verse and human political and cultural activity
men he had in mind, dominated by the Florentine operate by the same universal laws -- the standpoint
Bardi, Peruzzi, and Accaiuoli families, took great of hylozoic monism.
care to preserve the face value of their gold florin, Dante begins by identifying the distinctively human
which was used for their lucrative international ex- quality of speech. Only man -- not the beasts -- must
change dealings in which usurious rates of hidden communicate his passions and actions to others, so as
interest were concealed. However, and this is the to further the process of social development. He pro-
policy singled out for the poet's censure, they met the ceeds to lead the reader through a succession of more
inflationary consequences of this international advanced states of consciousness of his own speech,
financial policy by systematically clipping the local from the "mother tongue" to a historical grasp of the
silver coinage, which was used to compensate labor evolving identity of language's origins and destiny.
and restore the conditions of production. Beginning with the Tuscan language, Dante takes the

Certain contemporary "free enterprisers" who pro- opportunity to distinguish between his own love, as a
pose to restore the United States'dollar's stability by "citizen of the world," for his native Florence and its
slashing imports, declaring a trade war on'this ha-

surrounding Tuscany region, and that of the childish
tion's industrial trading partners, and depressing belltowerchauvinists, including thosewhoexiledhim.
workers' consumption would do well to examine the After weighing and dismissing the merits of each
outcome of such economic cannibalism in the first half

municipal dialect to (lualify as a national language,
of the fourteenth century. The triumph of the aptly Dante proposes that a rational standard must be
named "Black" Guelph party in Florence in 1302 and

found, just as in physics, against which the particular
the exile of the city-state's leading statesman Dante

may be defined.
Alighieri marked the onset of a half-century of wor-
sening plagues, wars, and tyrannical governments. Wherefore in our actions, however many the
The countryside was ravaged and peasants were species into which they are divided may be, we
herded into the slums of Florence for sweatshop labor have to discover this standard by which they

under conditions which did not permit them to repro- may be measured. Now the supreme standards
duce themselves in another generation. The citizen of those activities which are generically Italian

militia collapsed and gave way to an "all-volunteer" are not peculiar to any one town in Italy, but are
mercenary army. Following the 1342 Bardi-Peruzzi common to all; and among these can now be
bankruptcies, all of Europe was swept by the Black discerned that vernacular language which we
Death in 1348. Half the population perished, were hunting for above, whose fragrance is in

It was against this bestial Guelph culture, which every town, but whose lair is in none.
proceeded in disregard of the lessons of the past and

The quarry is now cornered:
the potentials of the future, that Dante framed the new
world economic order of De MonarchJa and fashioned ... Having therefore found what we were

his magnificent Comedy in vernacular Italian poetry searching for, we declare the illustrious, car-
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dinal, courtly and curial vernacular language in he would have been boiled alive in oil, the punishment
Italy to be that which belongs to all the towns in for barratry. The charges stemmed from the fact that

Italy but does not appear to belong to any one of as holder of the highest civic office of prior in 1300,
them, and by which all the municipal dialects of Dante committed public funds to the militia to defend
the Italian are measured, weighed, and corn- the city from invading papal and French troops! The

pared, invaders had been brought there to impose upon
Florence the rule of the "Black" Guelphs who had

Dante's little joke, of course, is that the "beast" is been politically defeated by the antipapal "White"
not the language at all, but the reader's mindl caught Guelphs, the circle to which Dante belonged.
in sudden possession of its self-conscious rational
faculties. By "courtly and curial" Dante has singled Readers of the Divine Comedywill recall that Dante
out the historical language of the'peninsula's secular not only excoriated the evil Blacks who convicted him
institutions, namely the court and universities of the in absentia, but mercilessly pilloried "the sheepish
Hohenstaufen emperors who had fostered poetry in majority of Whites who lacked the strategic con-
the still-crude vernacular tongue as crucial to ceptions and philosophical cohesion to fight the mone-

tarist conspiracy. He embarked upon the project of
organizing for their political program of urban
development in the century before Dante's birth, reviewing Western European and Florentine history

The poet's pedagogy, superseding a bestial emotion from the fresh standpoint of the struggles in his day.
with the joy of discovery of the universal aspects of He became a Ghibelline -- the party of the secular
one's own speech, implies a true (not "cultural"!) monarchy of the German Empire, which had been
relativism, as the Labor Committees' founder Lyndon pitted historically against the papacy and its feudal
H. LaRouche, Jr. has interpreted that notion in landholding financiers.
Riemannian relativistic physics with the aid of Dante's tribute to the "eloquence of the vernacular"
Cantor's transfinite. The characteristic feature of a is an integral part of this project to restore and cele-

Riemannian continuum is the causal principle which brate the Hohenstaufen tradition which had been
governs the ordered transformation from acontinuum slandered and obscured following the death of
of one specific relativistic "geometry" to another of Frederick Irs last surviving son and the definitive
higher order in terms Of negentropy, that is, in terms triumph of the Guelphs in 1267. Frederick, a century
of the rate of increase in energy throughput of the before Dante wrote, had established a great center of

entire system. This defines a universe in which the translation and recovery of Greek and Arab science in
causal principle of ordered _cransformation to a higher Naples, to form the leadership cadres for his Empire
"geometry'.' determines the ordering within each and as an intellectual counterpole to the papal "think
specific geometry, tank" of the University of Bologna.

Only at the current phase of man's mastery of the The papacy centered its curriculum aro_md the
physical universe are we at the threshold of empiri- "linguistics" of the Middle Ages, canon law-- a school
cally verifying, in the frontiers of plasma physics, that of legal forgery whose most famous production was
the laws of the t_niverse do change in this ordered the "Donation of Constantine" in which the Roman

succession. -However, Dante knew that this process Emperor "willed" his temporal power to the pope,
was true of the human mind, and his rigorous Commit- tl_us legitimizing the looting operations, through papal
ment to a monist world-outlook impelled him to taxation, of the Roman feudal aristocracy. F_'ederick

constantly pose the irony of an apparently fixed, not only banned canon law from his university in
medieval cosmology against the self-developing in- Naples, but made his court the center of a project to
tellectual potentiality of the human species as a whole enrich the vernacular tongues so that the population of
which is his fundamental premise, his empire could assimilate the advanced concepts be-

When he wrote his call for a national cultural effort, ing recovered through translation. Dante harkened
embodied in a national language, for a country which back to this tradition in order to give Italy's skilled

had yet to become politically a nation, Dante was not artisans_ intellectuals, and humanist princes the sense
undertaking an abstract exercise in literary niceties, of their own antecedents that they needed to build a
In 1302, in a brazen "linguistician's" trick which nation from the shambles o( the Guelph collapse.
would make Noam Chomsky envious, the Black The monetarists have never forgiven Dante for his

Guelph party took advantage of Dante's absence on a insights and the power with which he carried them to
diplomatic mission to trump up charges against him fruition, and have settled the score by lying that Dante
of "barratry" -- the crime of misappropriation of was a "medieval visionary." Dante, who in 1301 was

public funds. Had Dante returned to Florence for trial, selected to head Florence's largest urban develop-
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ment project, is described as antagonistic to the 200 years by the British Empire's intelligence ser-
growth of the towns and their commercial develop- vices, including a large investment in "archeology"
ment, and out of touch with the trends of his time. As in the Middle East, to provide continuous inputs of new

proof of this thesis, it is actually maintained by many carefully edited,"evidence" on the antiquity of the
historians that the anarchism and egotism of the biblical Jews. The second is Karl Marx's ingenuous
Black Guelphs is the real antecedent to the noted acceptance of the twin myths of British liberal
"individualism" of the fifteenth century Renaissance! capitalism and French Jacobinism, which were

massively propagandized by the British victors after
the 1815 Concert of Europe, while the influence of the

History's History American Revolution and of Benjamin Franklin's _"

From a keen sense of the necessity to arm today's European humanist networks was systematically
humanist faction with the truth about its history in the hushed up.
face of the current world depression, the Labor We do not particularly relish flushing out the

Augean Stables of the liberal arts faculties. However,Committees have undertaken, over the past two years
particularly, the project of reviewing the past 4,000 the effort to reestablish the history of humanism
years of recorded history. The battle between forces us to undertake that task. In the case of Karl
monetarism and humanism which raged fiercely in Marx, the opening chapter by Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Dante's epoch and in our own goes back, in the form of Jr., of a forthcoming book on Marx's real biography,
two conspiratorial tendencies, to our earliest recorded which we print here, grew out of an intercontinental
predecessors -- indeed, in all likelihood, to earliest intellectual effort to discover Benjamin Franklin's
man. sources and influence. As that infh_ence assumed its

true colossal historical scale, the more glaring be-The process of uncovering history as the conse-
quence of man's willful intervention into nature came the anomaly that Marx was oblivious that

through such "networks" has led to a secondary but Alexander Hamilton had anticipated his notion of
extremely important discovery about history itself -- labor power. LaRouche has related this to two other
a discovery which gains in importance with the sheer observations about ivl_trx's historical "blind spots" --
weight of the written record. While history is not Marx's acceptance of the "originality" of Adam
"bunk," pace Henry Ford, a great deal of bunk is Smith, David Ricardo, et al.; and his rejection of his
passed off as history. Consequently, the real dynamic American correspondent, the economist Henry
of historiography has always been that of a political- Carey's, notion of a "community of interest" of labor

and industry for industrial progress. In turn, theseintelligence faction of humanists working in op-
position to a band of plagiarists, counterfeiters, and 'blind spots with respect to history pointed towards the
professional forgers, reason for the otherwise nearly inexplicable question

The recent admitted forgery of the supposed)epic of of why Marx abandoned the monist meth-
African-Americans' heritage, Roots, by a collaborator odology he had so clearly set forth elsewhere (The

German Ideology, etc.) in his abysmal efforts to ex-of Anglo-American monetarists' intelligence net-
plain expanded reproduction mathematically in theworks, is only one of the more obvious frauds per-

petrated in the service of monetarism. The object of unfinished final chapter of the second volume of
this particularly crass operation was to convince Capital
black Americans they do not rightfully inherit the An analogous process led to Paul Arnest's article in
achievements of American humanism and its Euro- this issue, "From Babylon to Jerusalem." The
pean antecedents, but instead must look back to a original impetus for this article was provided by

history of slavery and oppression and find themselves recently publicized archeological discoveries in the '
in their great-grandmother in an impoverished Afri- Middle East which raised anew the question of the

can village. The same can be said for the peddling of common roots of Jews and Arabs. The accumulated
the slavetraders' language, Swahili, to black college "biblical archeology" was compared with ongoing J
students at the City University of New York. work by Arnest and others cn the accomplishments of

More far-reaching and of somewhat more sophis- the ancient Phoenicians and Ionians. The abyss which
ticated manufacture are the two ideological edifices yawns between both the Neoplatonic aspects of
which this issue of The Campaigner undertakes to modern Judaism, and the actual high-points of the
raze. One is the shibboleth of "Jewish exclusivism," ancient peoples of Israel and Judah (under King

and Israel's "biblical rights" to certain Middle East David and Solomon, for instance) on the one hand --
soil, an ideology assiduously cultivated over the past and the monotous incantation of retributive tribal
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laws on theether, in the first five books of the Old Tes- alternatives which have been proposed for solving the
tament -- forced a closer examination of historical energy crisis even comes close. Without the promise
evidence which took editor Arnest right back to the of nuclear energy in the short term ahead, and the
scribes of Babylon. What emerged from the critique is rapid exhaustion of existing fossil fuels on that basis,

that the Babylonian rulers, in order to keep the Jewish hundreds of millions of human beings will be con-
people docile, paid or otherwise compensated a string demned to the cultural relativist's nirvana of star-
of Elijahs and Jeremiahs, Ezras and Ezekiels to vation, plague, or thermonuclear annihilation.
preach zero:growth, chauvinistic policies ("cultural But, provided the London-centered monetarists are
relativism" and its twin, "environmentalism"). On deprived of political power through a freeze on
balance it was not very different from the way the financial debt holdings, credit may be redeployed

Kaplan and Stern Foundations or the Rockefeller through a new central banking institution into nuclear
Brothers Fund maintain Ralph Nader and Cesar energy-based global economic development. Under
Chavez today -- for the same purposes, those conditions, we can look forward to the greatest

It so happens that the puncturing of these two epoch ofindustrialprosperitythe world has seen. This
historical fabrications and the replacement of the includes, emphatically, the necessity for that over-
.lies by an actual, if preliminary, account of the whelming proportion of theworld's population hither-
"monetarist" and "humanist" factions at work, is to condemned to bestial manual labor, to be educated

crt}cial to the potential for world peace and a new to make productive contributions as the skilled
world economic order today, Not only are the Bible workers, engineers, and scientists of the future.
and Marx's Capital all-time world best-sellers. More
importantly, whole populations and large inter- When Dante's heirs, the humanists of the European
national factions in today's world which play, a crucial Conciliar Movement of the late fourteenth-early fif-

strategic role -- notably the population of Israel and teenth century, set out to rebuild an urban culture
American Jewry, as well as the Arabs; and the Soviet from the ravages of the Bardi-Peruzzi bankruptcies,

they used analogous criteria. Against the nominalistand Eastern European ruling communist parties, as
well as their western counterparts -- currently share "cultural relativists" of their day, they deliberately

revived Dante and his humanist cothinkers fromthe delusions about their own history which are ex-

posed in this journal. These delusions contribute to earlier in the century, for the notion of the positive role
paralyzing potential humanists, or at lea_t factions of secular government in fulfilling the aim of raising
which would operate in the interest of the survivai and the "intellectual potential" of the entire human

prosperity of their populations. Once the initial shock species. For the first time they gave this general goal
has been absorbed and the cold shower is over, the its specific content of urban-based technological pro-
assimilated contents of this Campaigner will help to gress.

make it possible for Jews and Arabs, capitalists and The Conciliar Movement was a political movement
socialists to sit down at the negotiating table for a new to bring the Church under the control of a secular

-.international monetary system and work out a global humanist world-order, as it had been espoused by

program of economic development utilizing fission Dante and Dante's younger contemporary, Marsilius
and fusion technologies. ° of Padua, the Ghibelline author of The Defender of the

Peace. Before the Black Death Marsilius had"

The Criteria of Culture evidently formed a political cadre-leadership in
France and Germany around a notion of secular

We specify nuclear power because it provides the government for the benefit of humanity as a whole,
immediate clue to the rational criteria by which we which amplified the ideas set forth by Dante in De

may judge what is of value in culture today. Late in Monarchia. In the second half of the fourteenth cen-
1977, the acknowledged leaders of the international tury, following the Black Death, a depopulated Europe

physics community put out, from a University of was sacked over and over by armed bands of free-
Miami meeting, a strong call for nuclear fission and lance mercenaries, many of them led by condottieri
fusion development as the only alternative to global who began their careers in the English army of the

ecological holocaust and war. This seconds what the Hundred Years' War, and then continued as profes-
Labor Committees have been saying for some time. sional looters because they had no more home to re-

Fission and fusion technologies uniquely afford the turn to. It was in this situation that Dante's ideas of a

energy density -- the rate of energy produced per political order which would guarantee peace and thus
energy expended -- to mediate a leap into a higher foster scientific development took the shape of the
global political economic "geometry." None of the drive to reform the Church, through the convening of a
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council ofthenationalchurchesofthegreatEuropean met to decide the fate of the papacy in 1440, its
"nations." protagonists were confronted with a twofold far ac-

To the Conciliarists we owe the crucial notion of the compli whic h sensuously demonstrated the reality of
"inventor," the gifted individual whose creative in- progress in man's conquest of the physical universe,
novations mediate qualitative advances in tech- and showed that the humanistic studies so assiduously
nology; and we also owe them the innovation of undertaken from the late 1300s onward in Europe were

critical historiography, .for expurgating history of capable of debunking the entire false structure of the
monetarist frauds. Around these two interrelated papacy's canon law. Together, these achievements r

efforts they organized the political movement for a destroyed the authority of feudal banking based on
new world economic order which we know as the ground rent, which had kept the political economy of _'

Renaissance. In broader terms, they conspired to Europe ina'straitjacket.
/

bring into being industrial capitalism. We refer to two very specific accomplishments. On

The humanists of that period, like the humanist the one side, there was the magnificent dome of i
faction today, had to deal with bestialists on both the Florence cathedral, completed in less than two
"right" and "left" wings of the political spectrum. On decades according to the 1418 project of Filippo
the right there was the direct police-state rule of the Brunelleschi, despite a barrage of criticism and at-

Dominican order, "God's dogs" of the papacy, whose tempted sabotage by the Ockhamites, not dissimilar
outcry for a return to the bestial austerity of the pre- to today's "environmentalist" assault on nuclear

urban Middle Ages was heard everywhere in Europe energy. The dome demonstrated a conceptual
after the Black Death. On the "left," the antipapal solution, based on applying the most advanced
camp was shot through and through with proausterity available ideas in abstract mathematics, to an other-
anarchists who functioned as de facto, although not wise insoluble practical problem, that of spanning a
always conscious, agents of the papacy and its doc- forty-meter space without using costly "cen-
trine of papal infallibility. Such, for example, was tering." More generally, Brunelleschi showed how a
William of Ockham, the English Franciscan friar who "modular" technology could displace the fixed laws of
was driven into the antipapal camp by the Dominican medieval building practice to multiply labor power
vendetta against the rival begging order, through engineering ingenuity, and thus paved the

Ockham fully agreed with the Dominicans that the way for the breakthroughs in movable-type printing a
laws of the universe are essentially fixed, and that no decade later and in navigation of the global oceans.
secular government can serve the higher, distinc- Brunelleschi's solution, and the related advances in
tively human aspirations of the individual soul -- geography and astronomy which he and his
precisely the function which Dante had assigned by collaborators were working on at the center of a
necessity to a world secular government. By rele- scientific network which stretched from Portugal to

gating to the empire only punishing functions and by Oxford to Constantinople, were analogous in their
placing individual "freedom" on a purely negative, long-range implications to the international scientific
anarchic basis that freedom stops where one's neigh- collaboration for nuclear energy today, particularly
bor's freedom is impinged upon, Ockham effectively the fusion effort.

handed the keys to the earthly kingdom right back to Brunelleschi's methods made it possible to fulfill the
the pope and his Guelph-Dominican allies. "Cultural Conciliarists' commitment to the building of new
Relativism" was epitomized in the Ockhamite follow- cities as the locus for new republics, which they saw

ing by the Paris nominalist Jean Buridan, who fore- explicitly as political formations where the realization
shadowed today's drug-befogged advocate of "gay of the mental capacities of the largest possible
lifestyles" with the formulation of "freedom of indif- number of individual citizens in serving the common-
ference," known as Buridan's Ass. This is illustrated wealth would prevent the devastating ravages of
in the parable of the hungry and thirsty jackass, who, disease and war. By ruthlessly suppressing (no
placed midway between a bale of hay and a bucket of cultural relativist, he!) the medieval stonemason's

water, dies because it is unable to choose between the stone-by-stone approach to the project and creating a
two! standardized vocabulary of architectural elements,

It is important to chronicle, although summarily, Brunelleschi accomplished a revolution in archi-
the process by which the humanist faction turned tecture. For the first time it was possible to construct
Buridan's Ass into an object of ridicule for the next 200 an entire new city according to a plan, within the life-
years, and simultaneously brought into being the time of a generation. The fixed limits of the medieval
direct antecedents _o the modern "American System" cathedral, which for political as well as technical

of industrial progress. When the Council of Florence reasons took many lifetimes and even centuries tO
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build, were surpassed with a stride as powerful as If we look back from 1440, to the early years of the
man's twentieth century steps to conquer the solar Conciliarist struggle, we find that Dante Alighieri was
system for his habitation, matriculated early along in the "American" faction.

The other achievement shows that such scientific The first sign of Dante's deployment against the
advances were not attained without a fierce political nominalist "cultural relativists" came fifty years
battle. In 1440, the Italian humanist Lorenzo Valla after his death, in the decade of the 1370s. During the
used the philological tools which had been developed early 1370s, the Florentine Republic instituted an
throughout the preceding period to prove conclusively official '_Dante lectureship" in the Cathedral, and in
that the Donation of Constantine was a fraud. In terms this way declared to the world that the poet's native
of overall political impact, in freeing Western Chris- •city was turning its back on the political system which
tians from the traditions of the feudal papacy and had led to the poet's exile. That such an act would have
enabling them to weave the basis for an entirely new _ Europeanwide impact is confirmed by the fact that
political world-order based on the Neoplatonic core among its chief instigators was the city's chancellor

common to Latin and Greek Christendom, Judaism, Coluccio Salutati, andthat Salutati was in constant
and Islam, this expos_ by Valla was on a par with the correspondence with the northern European initiators
Labor Committees' current historical work in dis- of the Conciliar Movement, such as Cardinal Pierre
mantling the fraud of the "left" versus "right" cate- D'Ailly and other figures linked to the Brotherhood of
gories of political science. Thus, it is hardly a coinci- the Common Life in France and the Low Countries.
dence that Valla published his shattering proof at The political intent was further confirmed when

exactly the same time that Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, shortly after this, alsoln the 1370s, the City of Florence
the master theoretician and diplomat of the Conciliar declared war on the papacy. As a result of this war
Movement, successfully brought to Florence the lead- and the subsequent uprising in the city known as the

ing representatives of the Greek Empire and Greek Ciompi Rebellion, the Guelph Party was defeated and
Orthodox Church, long in bitter conflict with the Latin reduced to a mere status symbol in Florence, its

West. It was also the great German Cardinal of Cusa stronghold since the lifetime of Dante.

who in those same years was studying the Koran to The anti-Guelph political movement in Florence,
determine what community of interest could be estab- which in certain respects became the focus for similar
lished between Christianity and Islam. efforts throughout the West, set the context for

Looking forward from those events of 1440, what un- another extraordinary event of the 1370s. The Building
folds isthe series of breakthroughs which we associate Committee of the Cathedral of Florence, which in-
with modern science and industrial development. In cluded Brunelleschi's father, decided upon the final
Florence itself, on the basis of the informal meetings ground plan for the church, under construction since

occurring around the 1440 Council proceedings, the 1296. The 1370s ground plan provided for a dome

Platonic Academy of Ficino was founded not long af- larger, by far, than existing manpower and building
ter 1450. This institution in turn became the seed-crys- materials could possibly have constructed by existing
tal for schools and publications from Tudor England to methods.

Muscovy which were set up outside the "liberal arts" The hubris of the Florentine Building Committee,
establishments as centers of Neoplatonic epistemo- confident that a genuis would be produced in their

logy and the applied sciences -- including a strong em- midst to solve the problem (Brunelleschi the Younger
phasis on language enrichment, was born in 1377), evokes the correct approach to

This was an "American" faction in a quite specific today's world energy crisis -- exactly the opposite of
sense. Both Christopher Columbus and Amerigo the abortion proposed by the zero-growth "conserva-

Vespucci, the latter a Florentine educated in Ficino's tionists." The only way in which the world's living

circle, took the theoretical basis for their voyages standards can be raised sufficiently rapidly to prepare
west across the Atlantic from the geographical studies for a fusion economy, and begin to create the quality
which were part of the Conciliarists' curriculum. In and quantity of labor power which fusion will require,
slightly more, long-range terms, the Neoplatonic is to begin at once to rapidly deplete the relatively
networks descending from Cusanus, Ficino, and fixed supplies of fossil fuels for crash, high-energy
Brunelleschi were also _ as early as the sixteenth economic development -- while fission reactors and
century -- the initiators of the idea of a humanist fusion Power plants are being brought on line. Like the
republic in the new world which would revitalize Florence city fathers, who made their decision to build
Europe politically, and thus the precursors of the the dome while they were at war with the feudal
American Revolution. papacy, we have solid reasons to be confident that the



remaining technical and scientific problems of fusion related to fusion development, we are on the verge of
can be solved in time -- provided the political commit- demonstrating that the law of the human mind is the
ment is unflinchinglymade, law of the universe -- that man's willful activity can

The "Dantesque" faction won their battle for pro- change physical laws. The cultural relativist may not

•gress in the fifteenth century, for the sam'e reason that know whether to choose a bale of hay or a bucket of
the humanists must win in the twentieth. History water. We, however, have an exciting future to build,
illustrates that the essence of a human being, as dis- and necessity beckons us.
tinct from a beast, is his ability to supersede each In the process, it is only proper that we recall with
successive crisis through applying the powers of crea- pride the debt we owe "to those who have gone be-
tive mentation. Dante stressed that these powers Can fore."

only be applied socially. In plasma physics research --November, 1977
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IG RL MARX DIDNOT i OW

BY LYNDON H. LAROUCHE, JR.

' 'When we have chosen the position in which we can most work for mankind, then bur-
dens cannot bow us down, because they are only sacrifices for all; then we enjoy no poor,
narrow, selfish joy, but our happiness belongs to millions, our deeds live quietly, but forever
at work, and our ashes will be moistened by the shining tears of noble men. "

Karl Marx, Aufsatz, 1835
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ike most citizens today, Karl Marx was ignorant margin for doubt concerning the roots of the young
of the most crucial facts of the eighteenth and Marx's own development.

early nineteenth centuries' closely intertwined Euro- Admittedly, some researchers are confused by the

pean and American history. That ignorance of the near-simultaneity of anti-Prussian and pro-Prussian
very traditions which directly formed his lifelong views among Marx's father and associates. Their

world outlook during his youth compels us to judge confusion on this point arises because they lack per-
Karl Marx as first among those many other scholars ception Ofthe way in which German humanists under-

of "the young Marx', who, to this date, are still oc- stood (somewhat correctly) the highlights of the
cupied with their own efforts to discover the real ori- French Revolution. Contrary to modern mythology,
gins of his outlook and method, which dates the "right turn" of the French Revolution

More than a matter of scholarly curiosity is at issue to the Ninth of Thermidor, the German humanists,
on this point. Exemplary is the fact that had Marx not like the American Federalists, had seen many of their
been ignorant of his own political roots, especially of leading cothinkers sent to the guillotine by British
the powerful indirect influence of the American agents-demagogues Danton and MaraL and viewed

Revolution on his childhooddevelopment, he could not Napoleon (rightly) as so much a reactionary that the
have Committed the fundamental historical errors German republicansl being otherwise devoutly anti-
which flawed his adult work on history and political Prussian, followed Gneisenau and Scharnhorst

economy. _ .. willingly and vigorously into an alliance with Prussia
During the late eighteenth century, and continuing against the "greater evil."

into the nineteenth century, all of the key urban Marx's.own ignorance respecting his .immediate
centers of the Rhineland, parts of southern Germany, predecessors' history was neither astonishing nor by
and centers such as Weimar, were dominated by the

any means exceptional for his or later times.
influence of the American Benjamin Franklin and The great upsurge of Franklin's influence in Europe
Franklin's Illuminati and Freemason collaborators.

was quite literally chopped off with the guillotining ofCologne, Bonn, Coblenz, Mainz, and Marx'S own home
Lavoisier and the death of Condorcet. By the end of the

city Trier were hotbeds of the same general ten-
second decade Of the nineteenth century, the events of

dencies of humanist republicanism represented by the Jacobin Terror and the subsequent obscenities of
Franklin, Tom Paine, Turgot, Condorcet, Lavoisier,

Napoleon had wiped out the humanist movement as an
and Priestley. The influential Herder, who played a

organized force. Saint-Simon's fevered efforts to
leading role in the effort to spread Franklin's ideas

revive the influence of the American Federalists in
and writings throughout Germany, exemplifies the
common active links of Franklin's included influence Europe ,was but a faint echo of the great, later-

shattered humanist movement of which Saint-Simon
among such figures as Beethoven's childhood teacher
Neefe and Schiller and Mozart. and his father had been a part.

Marx himself was most strongly influenced l_y these G.W.F. Hegel, himself a product of the preceding
humanist currents. The director of the gymnasium south German humanist ferment of the eighteenth

at which the young Marx studied during the pc- century, typifies the:tendency unloosed among Ger-
riod 1830-1835 was one Johann Hugo Wyttenbach man humanist leaders by Napoleon's disgusting
who, although otherwise predominantly a Kantian, compromise with the Hapsburgs and his anointing
professed Benjamin Franklin as the strongest influ- himself Emperor. Like the humanist Illuminati and
ence on his thought. The literary and political society, republican Scharnhorst, Hegel allied his forces with *
the Kasinogesellschaft, of which Marx's father and fu- Prussia against Napoleon, and, to that extent, in-
ture father-in-law were members, was a hotbed of directly made peace with the great enemy of all
"German Saint-Simonism" and anti-Prussianism --. _ humanism, the English house of Guelph. Beethoven's
and also fervently anti-Napoleonic. To one who knows instinct is shown in his efforts at composing a sym-
the epistemologic_l characteristics of the humanists phony celebrating Wellington's victory, a travesty all
around Franklin's leadership, a reading of Marx's Beethoven's admirers are happier to forget.
1835 Aufsatz for school director Wyttenbach leaves no Beethoven's soul was not in it.

Editor's note _ The following article is the opening chapter and Scharnhorst: The Break, "and "The American Influence
of Finally, The Real Karl Marx !, a book documenting the on the Young Beethoven. "Additional appendices in the book
important influence of the American Revolution and its will include "TheCivJ] War _ The Last Attempt to Establish
leaders _ particularly Benjamin Franklin -- on the German a Capitalist Repubfic, " by Allen Salisbury. Several authors
institutions and thinkers who shaped th*e world outlook of are collaborating with Mr. LaRouche on Finally, The Real
Karl Marx. Other chapters in the book, to which occasional Karl Marx!, which is scheduled for publication by University
references are made in this article, will include "Gneisenau Editions, a division of Campaigner Publications, in 1978.

• , . • LPreceding page: Karl Marx; engraving of Trier at the time of his t .
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Into the circumstances following, the Treaty of case, there is no correspondence between the prevail- ,
Vienna emerged the historical fraud composed by ing characterization presently given in public schools
Madame de Stall, and the embellishment of the same and universities and the fact of the matter. What
fraud by the scurrilous Lamartine. All modern accredited textbook accounts provide is not an ac-
histories of the French Revolution in general use, count and interpretation from study of the best
including those so-called historians admired by the sources, but rather a piling of commentator's gossip
despicable French Comynunist Party leadership, upon irresponsible gossip with no adequate attention
faithfully follow in the pattern set by the frauds of de to ample sources more or less readily available. The

-_ Stall and Lamartine, the myth of the Ninth of Thermi- prevailing accounts of history are layers upon layers
• dor. Madame de Stall was otherwise the daughter of of so-called scholarly opinion concerning a mass of so-

Louis XVI's last finance minister, Swiss bankers' called scholarly opinion. Tracing these layers of so-
agent Necker. It was Necker who sabotaged the called scholarship back to their point of origin, one
French economy bY undoing the work of Vergennes consistently encourters some deliberate fraud, such
and Turgot, and who, in the service of the foreign as the cited work of Madame de Stall.
bankers and the worse aristocrats, shaped the mon-
strous financial crisis which unleashed the French

Revolution. At one point, underlining Necker's real
sympathies, his daughter was projected to marry 1[_£ EXAMPLEOF HAMILTON
William Pitt the Younger. Madame de Stall's fraudu-
lent French history reveals her to be nothing but a

conscious agent of influence of the same forces around For example: Did Marx, as is asserted, discover _he
Pitt and Bentham for whom the Jacobin terror's "labor theory of value"? He did not. He rediscovered

demagogues, Danton and Marat, were agents, it. The first systematic, published elaboration of the
With Madame de Stall's and kindred fraudulent "labor theory of value" was U.S. Secretary of the

accounts of French history went the spread of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton's Report on Manufac-

myth of "liberal" England as the purest and most tures, presented to the U.S. Congress in 1791, and was
advanced expression of capitalist development, and the basis for official United States government econ-
the complementary fraud to the effect that the United omic policy until approximately 1829! Hamilton, the
States Was more or less in th_ condition children's- first to use in publication the same method Marx

fantasy writer Karl May later still imagined it to be. employed to the same purpose in Theories of Surplus

Under the spell of the prevailing myths of the times, Value, refuted the British physiocratic doctrine of
and with significant added disorientation contributed ground rent to prove that technological progress in
by Friedrich Engels, Marx swallowed the fraudulent increasing the productive powers of labor was the only
account of eighteenth century (and earlier) political- continuing source of new wealth.
economic history and included those gross blunders Does this suggest that Marx wittingly or unwittingly
into the empirical axiomatics of his interpretations of plagiarized Hamilton? We have not yet established

both history and political economy, that the republicatio n of Hamilton's Report on Menu-
This problem of Marx-scholarship has been aggra- lectures was among the books the American Whig

vated to an extreme degree by Communist as well as economist Henry Carey sent to Marx together with his
social-democratic historians. Any scholar acquainted own writings. As Allen Salisbury documents the prob-
with the most basic facts concerning European and lem in the appendices,* Marx allowed his stubborn
American history from the thirteenth through nine- prejudices concerning English capitalist development
teenth centuries, leafing through the appendices of to prevent himself from attaining competent know-
publications of the Soviet Institute of Marxism- ledge of either the'American Revolution or the early /

Leninism, meets wholesale batches of classifications decades of United States history. Hence, Marx refused
of key figures from those centuries which are, in the to see that Carey, brilliantly developing further
main, out of correspondence with all reality. It should Hamilton's own "labor theory of value," had
be stressed that this ignorance of history among such demolished Marx's error of concession to Smith and
Communists is only an echo of the equally-bad or Ricardoon the subject of ground rent.
worse frauds faithfully retaught as history it, the pub- However, Mar,_ did base the development of his
lic schools and universities of Western Europe and

North America. * Allen Salisbury, "The Civil War -- The Last Attempt to Establish a
These criticisms are in no sense a matter of moot- Capitalist Republic," serialized in New Solidarity, Voi. VIII, No. 27

able differences of interpretation. If one turns to (May 31, 1977), p. 4, and Vel. VIII, No. 28 (June 3, 1977), p. 7. "The
Civil War-- The Last Attempt to Establish a Capitalist Republic" will

primary sources from the periods in question in each appearas anappendix in Finally, TheReal KarlMarx!
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- conception of expanded reproduction on Dr. Ques- study of their immediate family relations. One must
nay's work, not knowing that the forces of the study the direct literary remains associated with the
American Revolution and French humanists Turgot, person, of course. However, these sources become
Condorcet, et al. were students of Quesnay. Although properly significant after one has broadened the in-
there can be no doubt that Marx did not in any way vestigation to situate these figures in their historical-
plagiarize Hamilton to develop the 1 labor theory of cultural setting in the places in which they were
value, it is obvious that Marx's later independent raised.

rediscovery of Hamilton's principle was not acci- For example, in the case of Beethoven studies, it has
dental. Marx depended significantly on the same been shocking to discover that, previously, no
genre of sources which led directly into Hamilton's Beethoven researcher has appropriately studied Bonn
work. humanist culture during the 1770-1790 period. Instead

A direct study of source documents within their ori- of looking at Bonn of the 1770-1790 period only from
ginal context clearly establishes on all other points, as Beethoven as an individual point of reference, reverse
in this case, the truth of the historical problems in- the procedure. Beethoven was a conscious humanist
v'olved, self-identified with the Promethean image -- as was

A second major problem confronting Marx and Karl Marx. Where were the Promethean humanist
Engels was their effort to reconcile the myth of the cultural influences around Bonn, and where do these

Ninth of Thermidor with their commendable hostility intersect Beethoven's experience'there? Bonn Univer-
toward all ultra-left anarchist and similar declass_ sity was a hotbed of the Illuminati, and Beethoven's

and lumpen-political-refuse doctrines and political teacher, Neefe, a member of the Illuminati. Bonn was
tendencies. Concretely, wherever Marx confronted a one of the centers of Herder's circulation of Franklin's
variant of the ideological traditions of Danton and influence into Germany during the period Beethoven
Marat in real life, he attacked these obscenities was there. The evidence of Beethoven's fully con-
'without compromise. Yet, he clung to the myth of the scious identification witfi the Franklin-linked
Ninth of Thermidor all the same. Illuminati is clear once one knows what evidence is

This blunder causes no systematic error of note in crucial -- including the estate catalogue of his per-
Marx's own positive theoretical or practical work. sonallibrary.
However, Marx's failure to reject the myth itself It is for that reason that we include a chapter on the
created the opening for such influential travesties as case of Beethoven in a text otherwise devoted to the
Franz Mehring's history of the labor movement. In roots of Karl Marx's development. Two interrelated
Mehring, rigorous historiographical criteria are cast issues are involved here. The foremost issue is that all
aside in favor of an indiscriminate, maudlin pawing known extant appreciations of Marx's cultural origins
over every jacquerie within the centuries covered by are profoundly wrong, as we ,show. That prevailing
Mehring's purported history. Although Mehring would blunder cannot be separated from the characteristic

have been early to look with abhorrence and hatred errors of the historiographical method slavishly,
against today's neo-Fabian scoundrels, his romantic wrongly employed by the investigators in question.

sentimentality c9ntributed significantly to fostering The cases of Beethoven and Marx -- as most studies of
the current which produced the Proletkult obscenity both directly reflect the same general type of historio-
and the modern views of "The Left" which find a graphical incompetence -- are therefore linked in a
commonality among both honest socialists and out- double way. Not only do Beethoven and Marx .
right fascists of the Maoist and kindred types, ultimately share the same intellectual roots, but the

However, back to Marx's cultural roots, error commonly made on this point in both cases is of
an identical form.

Consequently, by showing how the same proper
m'ethods of investigation apply to both cases, we are

__iD_ demonstrating the essential thrust of the method
which must be adopted by all historians who prefer not
to be judged professionally incompetent hereafter.

It is all fine and necessary, in studying minds such As we show in the text as a whole, the fundamental

as that of Karl Marx or Ludwig van Beethoven, to point of reference from Which to study that process of

focus on all the literary remains directly associated transformation which we call history is epistemology.
with them. However, if the investigation is left at that, In particular, epistemology must not be treated in

no competent conclusions can be reached concerning terms of collections of specific points of policy and
the crucial formative influences on their development, belief, but as ultimately occupied with the relatively
Nor is much gained by Freudian or pseudo-Freudian transfinite -- in Georg Cantor's sense of that term --
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in respect to the possible array of beliefs and politics it epistemological categories (as generating or ordering
orders in each of the various sets of circumstances, principles) are sheer nonsense in the light of any

An epistemological current, as we define it here, competent study of the history of Mediterranean and
operates as a kind'of transin variant, a kind of constant European thought. These nonsense categories are not
ordering principle, which determines the way one set the transinvariants of epistemology.
of beliefs evolves into a different set of beliefs. In the approximately two-and-one-half-thousand

The successive sets of belief ordered in this way years of Mediterranean civilization, there are three
may each be studied to define a characteristic world basic ordering principles which qualify as trans-
outlook for practice. The characteristic world outlook invariants. We give their paired names; the first
of such a distinguished set of beliefs may, at first in- name of each of these three is the classical archetype,
spection, be in opposition to or otherwise inconsistent the secondt6e European epistemological name. These
with the characteristic world outlook of the set of be- are Apollonian-Aristotelian (Euclidean, non-Euclid-

liefs which precedes it. We might presume, for this ean), Dionysian-nominalist (monetarist, empiricist),
reason, that the two sets of beliefs are thus unrelated and Promethean-Neoplatonic.
as world outlooks. In some instances, this may, in fact, It is clear that Hegel intended to make an ap-
be the case; however, such evidence is not conclusive proximation of the Neoplatonic principle the
in itself. At a higher-- or, if you prefer, deeper-- level equivalent of his universal Logos. This side of the
of epistemological investigation, we may discover matter shows Hegel at his relative best. He correctly
that two opposing sets of belief are subsumed by what perceived that the Neoplatonic outlook was the only
we might call a common organizing principle, such One which converged on universal reality (natural
that that organizing principle is in some way funda- law). This was not remarkable, since Hegel, like
mentally distinct from the same notion of organizing Beethoven and Marx, was a product of Neoplatonic
principle as adduced for different arrays of world influences. However, insofar as Hegel was correct in
outlooks, this aspect of his impulses, he wrongly -- inadequately

Itis that organizing principle which we equate with -- judged the nature (and the historical efficacy) of
the notion of transfinite or transinvariant, the anti-Neoplatonic currents.

Notably, this perception was approximated by The study of these three generating principles
G.W.F. Hegel in the notion of the Logos as undergoing depends upon understanding the mirror relationship
a process of unfolding development, such that through between those outlooks, as a method of knowledge-for-
successive evolutions in this way it subsumed specific practice, and as a mode by which the individual deter-
world outlooks which were not immediately reconcil- mines his or her sense of personal social identity. This
able with one another, outlooks which corresponded to is crucial to the two principal subjects, Beethoven and

_tistinct, qualitative stages of the development of Marx, considered here. The issue of a youthful
human societies. Although our limited degree of epistemological influence is the matter of determining
agreement with Hegel on this point is relevant to the how this influence has shaped the subject individual's
discussion, there is a double error in Hegel's con- sense of personal social identity usually by no later
ception of the Logos. On the most obvious side of the than the end of adolescence. There may be exceptions
matter, the standpoint of historical fact, Hegel erred to this, but such exceptions represent a more complex
wildly in assuming that the accounted order of the case than we are considering here.

succession of ruling forms of Mediterranean society In the study of Karl Marx, the complementarity of
represented a necessary succession in terms of a posi- the sense of identity and world outlook is most drama-
tive unfolding of the Logos's self-development, Hegel tically underlined as we examine the way in which
committed the error of post hoc, ergo propter boc. Marx worked within the framework of the two prin-

However, more profoundly, Hegel erred in his con- ciPal errors of historical fact which otherwise flawed
ception of a single Logos principle. He failed to recog- his work. Marx accepted and vigorously defended,
nize that there are (mainly) at least three funda- almost to the point of an obsession, the myth that
mental, distinct ordering principles interreacting in English capitalist development was the prime his-
determining the course of human intellectual torical modelof reference and David Ricardo its most

development, advanced proponent. Yet, working within the frame-
Although Marx rejected the more simplistic distinc- work of that delusion, he otherwise developed his sys-

tions of idealism and materialism which brutally flaw tematic, internal analysis of capitalism in a way

the literary productions of the Soviet Institute of which, on all main points, entirely corresponds with
Marxism-Leninism, he veered significantly, and the correct _,iew of English capitalism. Marx ac-
Engels more notably, toward that disorienting per- cepted, on balance, the fraudulent myth of the Ninth
ception. In fact, idealism and materialism as of Thermidor. Yet', in every case Marx absolutely

/
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rejected all iof the varieties of "Leftism" which Apollonian's comprehensive coherence for universal
corresponded to the left-Jac?bin obscenity's tradi- law, he accepts the "fie!d-particle" notion of the or-
tions, dering of phenomena otherwise distinguishing the

There is a crucial connection between that feature of Apollonian from Promethean view.

Marx's later work and the evidence of the 1835 Auf- These distinctions in outlook are directly assoc!ated
satz. The controlling influence in Marx's develop- with different conceptions of the morally acceptable
ment, his evolution of his powers of judgment, was the understanding of the human will. The Apollonian
sense of personal identity established by the end of his regards any deviation from a predetermined form of
adolescence. The intensity of that correlation is rela- lawful behavior as error (sin) which must result in a

tively exceptional. There are few historical figures countervailing action by-the universe to correct this
who exhibit that sam e degree Of ruthless intellectual error (penalty). He concurs with the nominalist so far
integrity. However, the operation of this same prin- as to define a range or error which separates tolerable
ciple is not otherwise exceptional in. a notable error fromagreaterdeviation, which is outlawry. The
historical figure, and operates in fact in the ordinary V Promethean accepts no notion of toleration in the
individual case of everyday life, One's view of the uni- Apollonian sense, but regards freedom of the will as
verse as a whole is in the last analysis a reflection of properly action by man consistent with the lawful prin-
one's ruling moral sense of personal social identity, ciples of development of the universe.
the sense of what cannot be sacrificed without losing Freedom is not violation of natural law, but is I

what one regards as one's essential moral identity as a creative discovery, which enables man to alter
person within society, universal law in a way prescribed by universal law.

It is for such reasons that soldiers risk death in Scientific knowledge as the informed basis for chang-
battle, ing the world is the paradigm for Such freedom, such

In studying the three archetypes we have cited exercise ofthewill./

above, one can start from two points of reference to The Dionysian defines freedom as irrationality, as

arrive at the same result. It is the combination of both an existentialist assertion of egoistical, sensual, and
points of reference to this effect which provides the analogous individual impulses in spite of natural law.
essential degree of comprehension wanted. On the one The Apollonian view is characteristic 'of bodies of

side, one can consider the circumstances in which the opinion which attempt to resist both progress and
Apollonian, Dionysian, and Promethean outlooks degeneration, to perpetuate and perfect the natural

arise historically. On the other side, one can examine law. in_ its presently misdefined condition. The
the same _)roblem from the standpoint of the matura- Promethean view is characterized" by the com-

tion of the infant, child, and adolescent. Taking both mitment to scientific progress as essential. The
together, this is another way of exposing the mirror- Dionysian view (omnia contra omnes) is the anarchist

image relationship between the ordering principle of view, the licentiousness of the immoral declass_, the
world outlook and the person's sense of moral identity, criminal element, the lumpen, the individual or group

The Promethean and Apollonian outlook are corn- which places itself into opposition to those ger_eral
monly distinguished from the Dionysian outlook by the social interests which are contrary to its impulses.

fact that both define the universe as ruled by The Dionysian view corresponds in the maturation
universally and comprehensively efficient and of the individual to the infantile view, the Apollonian to

coherent Universal laws. The Dionysian makes his the "good," obedient child and adolescent, the
sensual, individual self the center of the universe for Promethean to the adult who mustachieve moral

knowledge, and demands "areas of liberty" for his identity in the_society as a Whole by contributing or

will (and the wills of others) within which universal extending some innovation whi_:h is of lasting value as
law ceases to be fully, coherently efficient, the foundation for the future progress of society.

The Apollonian regards universal laws as per- The three types are illustrated by the way three
manently fixed in all their implications, different persons might treat a persistently badly func-

The Promethean regards universal law as what we tioning television receiver. The Dionysian (the in-
would properly today call "negentropic." The fantile person) kicks the instrument• The Apollonian
Promethean regards the universal law as one of self- seeks advice from an authority. The Promethean dis-

1development, and man as an efficient agency for act- covers a better instrument.
/

ing lawfully to promote suchseif-development. The complementarity between world outlook and
The Apollonian views the universe in terms of fixed moral identity is approximated: "This is what the uni-

objects of fixed qualities, and regards universal laws verse as a whole must be, and therefore this is your
principally as the ordering, relations among those proper identity within it."
objects. Although the Dionysian rejects the It is the way in which that sense of moral identity is
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transmitted to and fostered in the developing in- destroyed by included means of externally applied
dividual which is crucial, and most decisively crucial, containment and subverson. However, this account,
in understanding the dominant figures of our culture, while indispensable to reaching the whole truth of the
Indeed, the education of the young, taking the notion of matter, leaves certain most crucial facts unnoticed.
education in its proper, broadest sense for'this pur- The transformation of the characteristic, internal
pose, is essentially the youth's search for a moral world outlook of these organizations is equivalent to a
sense of adult identity: "Who" -- not what _ "am I transformation of the genetic specificity of an organ-
going to be when I grow up?" ism -- and not only in the heuristic sense• We must

It is that induced sense of moral identity which the inquire what were the epistemological weaknesses,
emerging new adult applies as the governing standard the weakness or lack of an active generating principle,

of judgment for those ideas and issues which he en- which made such a/genetic transformation possible?
counters. The recent paper of Dr. Richard Pollak* and the

In Marx's case, turning again to the powerful in- companion paper by Dr. Ned Rosinsky* identify the
fluence of his ignorance concerning vital facts of the important discoveries occurring in biology concerning
sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, the process of mutation, which bear directly on this. It
which separates him often from such'great Neopla- is argued that the origin of mutation is not in the
tonics as Condorcet and Hamilton among others, "string of beads" aspect of the genetic material, but
Marx nonetheless stands out as reaching the same that these genetic materials provide an essential part
world outlook as Franklin's follower Carey on all of of the conservative forces, so to speak, processes
the important issues of the Civil War in the United which regulate the stability of an evolved species or
States. This occurred despite the fact that Carey's per- variety. The fact, as reported by Pollak, that special
ception of the eighteenth century and of English changes in the thermodynamics of the total environ-

capitalism was correct, and Marx's flawed on those ment have been rigorously proven as causing perma-
counts of difference even though Carey was an in- neat, heritable mutations in variety, shows for biology
dustrial capitalist politically and Marx a socialist, the operation of the same principles previously proven

This coincidence reflects the powerful integrity flow- to rule for societies and the directed, negentropic
ing from Marx's Neoplatonic sense of moral identity, evolution of the biosphere as a whole.

Given the same facts, any Neoplatonic of strong in- To the uncritical observer, such demonstrations
tegrity must tendto generate approximately the same may appear to be a simple resurrection of the

/ ,

practical judgments. Lamarckian notion of deter'mined inheritance. More

• Turning to the Illuminati and Freemasons of the immediately, the echoes of the "Lysenko con.tro-
eighteenth century, not only did they include strongly versy" are heard. Some comment on this is much in

prohumanist (Franklin's allies) and violently anti- order, to clear the way for what must be considered in

humanist (the allies of Pitt, Hume, Bentham, et al.) respect to the myth of "idealism" versus "material-
currents in the same organizations, but this corn- ism" as a contributing element in the internal decay of
plexity is characteristic of all of the associations of socialist organizations of the OECD countries.

that period (in particular). Commonality of associa- First, in conditional defense of Lamarck and
tion, coincidence in factional support of strong issues, Lysenko.

and so forth, are not intrinsically reliable guides to Lamarckian views originally developed as a by-
history. Moreover, just as most adults are partly in- product of the Neoplatonic humanist ferment per-
fantiie in their personalities, two outlooks, the inferior sisting strongly in eighteenth century science.
one always tending to the infantile-Dionysian- Working from the principle of Ibn Sina, the principle /

!
nominalist outlook, usually operate in personalities, which was the guiding conception of all the achieve-

Hence, an individual may transmit one outlook at one ments of the European Renaissance and Enlight-
time, and anotheratanother, enment, the fact that the realization of human

creative discoveries in the form of more powerful
scientific knowledge represented man's mastery of

]'HE FA[JLACY OF the laws of the universe signified that the Idea of

"IDEA[J[_" V]E]I_,_IJS"]_AT]EIUAI.L_" Progress must be the fundamental lawful principle
underlying all categories of phenomena. If one consi-

We can study the intellectual collapse of the old

social-democratic pro-Marxian, and Communist or-

ganizations of the OECD countries from various * Dr. Richard Pollak, "Evolution -- Beyond Darwin and Mendel," and

standpoints of initial reference. It is necessary to Dr. Ned Rosinsky, "Drosophila Embryology -- The Dynamics of
Evolution," in Fusion En'erg¥ Foundation Newsletter, Vol. II, No. 4

recognise that in general these organizations were (May1977), pp. 42-53, 54-59.
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ders the problem of_ physics as posited by Leibniz's "character" which not only preserved but developed
Monadolog¥, and considers the work of Lagrange his elaborated outlook throughout his life. If the pre-
from this standpoint, the basis for Lamarck'S at- dicates of that principle, i.e., Marx's specific beliefs,
tempted application of the humanist principle of evol- are taken without regard to the generative principle
ution is immediately grasped. (Neoplatonic humanism) which determined their

Although Descartes set out to establish the principle existence, then we have what might be termed
of the relativistic continuum for physics, as is not to be "Marxism" in the perjorative sense. Any set of
doubted when his work on physics is compared with beliefs, even those determined by a generative
his definition of perfection, until the work of Riemann principle, if taken as specific doctrines, and so forth,
and the important complementary work of Cantor-- a represent not a world outlook but a mechanistic

span of two centuries of physical science -- the prob- structure thus intrinsically subject to entropy.
lem of formally conceptualizing a negentropic prin- This point is corroborated by comparing the leading
ciple within the domain of physics as such remained "orthodox Marxist-Leninist" currents in the leader-
essentially unsolved. Hence, Lagrange and others, ship of the parties of the CMEA countries with the
although working under strong, Franklin-shaped rampaging "Eurocommunism" of the Communist
humanist influences within the group of the Ecole parties of the OECD countries. The difference is not
Polytechnique, failed to get beyond a mechanist- that the Soviet and other "hard-liners" cling to the
reductionist conception of the formalities of physical official doctrine of "Marxism-Leninism." This could
science as such. Hence, Lamarck, proceeding from an not be the case, since the principal published texts on

essentially negentropic conception of evolution on the "principles of Marxism-Leninism" and onthe topics
one sid e, developed his argument in reductionist of "historical and dialectical materialism" include
terms of explication. He attempted to,define a negen- " awful rubbish. Rather, the CMEA countries are

tropic principle in_evolution in mechanistic, entropic committed to the principles of Neoplatonic humanist
terms of practical reference, practice, to the notion of a republic committed by

Therefore, Lamarck's work has great epis- intrinsic character to the application of basic scien-
temological interest in the study of biological science, tific progress to technological progress of expanding
but no direct applicability in the form it was ad- productive forces, and to the development of the
vanced, general education and associated culture of the

From the more recent material assessed by Pollak, population on the basis of that program.

we have fresh insight into the kind of work done by The characteristic of socialist thought in the CMEA
Michurin and Lysenko. They had clearly struck UlJOn countries centers around the economic plan. What
experimental evidence of the type which has been most conspicuously distinguishes the socialist,
more rigorously conducted since that time. Until the Neoplatonic thrust in thbse countries' leading ten-
relevant $iles of the appropriate Soviet agencies are dencies is the reciprocal connection between the
researched afresh from the standpoint outlined by forced effort for basic scientific development and the
Pollak, we shallnot have an adequate appreciation of hegemony of the thermonuclear war-winning
the background to Lysenko's thesis. However, as with strategic posture. Machiavelli, Benjamin Franklin,
the case of Lamarck himself, the official version of the Hamilton, and Condorcet would tend to thoroughly,
Lysenko thesis skidded over the crucial point, thus understand the Soviet currents in these terms of
contributing to the discrediting of. valuable research reference.

by blind zeal in placing a theory where an in- The problem in the CMEA countries is that on the
completely developed hypothesis, replete with one side the "official doctrine" is a glossed version of
question marks, should have been offered. "Marxism-Leninism" which, taken by itself, is sig-

This aspect of the Lysenko problem is immediately nificantly rubbish. However,, the Neoplatonic,
representative of the kinds of devastating blunders to predominantly "hard-line" currents in the CMEA
which any simple counterposition of "idealism" and countries' parties' leadership strata interpret that
"materialism" must lead. Reciprocally, this connec- doctrine from the standpoint of a Neoplatonic human-
tion to biological science underscores the "genetic ist generating principle.
problem" to be considered in respect to the decay of In contrast, in the OECD countries, in which the

socialist organizations, majority of Communist parties' leaderships are
Although Marx himself was deluded by falsified essentially heirs of Locke, Hobbes, and Rousseau

facts concerning English capitalist development, his rather than of Hegel and Marx, the opposite
guiding method Otherwise was the Neoplatonic generating principle, the nominalist generating
humanist outlook and sense of personal moral iden- principle, has operated. Hence, we have the pattern of
tity. It was this active, "genetic" feature of Marx's a long period of moral and intellectual decay,
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previously contained within the terms of reference of The case of Hegel suffices to prove the absurdity of
the accredited doctrine, which; _ at a threshold-value the effort to define "idealism" and "materialism" as

poif_t, erupts in the forms of Merleau-Ponty or the distinct epistemological currents. Nothing is more

present Eurocommunist tendency, grossly absurd, more profoundly incompetent, than to
The "hard-liners" of the CMEA countries are propose that Marx overthrew Hegel by asserting the _

organically Marxist. Although generally more materialist point of view for the dialectical method.

primitively developed intellectually than Marx The flaw in Hegel which Marx corrected was in fact
himself, they independently replicate the same Hegel's refusalto break with the classical materialist
quality of generating world outlook represented by point of view in respect to physics. Hegel, elaborating

Marx, and react to the obsessive errprs of their official the Neoplatonic humanist outlook comprehensively
doctrines with the same sort of corrective tendencies for the intellectual process of human development,
for practice shown more conspicuously in the work of accepted the physics of Lagrange as converging upon
Marx himself, perfect knowledge of perfected universal physical

At the same time, as is the case for the eighteenth laws. Hegel was concerned to follow the path of

century factional forces among the Freemasons and Heraclitus in attacking the Problem of showing that
Illuminati, the Gironde and the Jac0bins, the Corn- the physical universe was created dialectically, but at
munist parties are not morally homogenous either the same time he regarded Lagrange's physics as
within or outside the CMEA countries. There are those reflecting -- at least epistemologically -- the per-
in the highest circles of the CPSU who, like Georgii fected state of that universe. Hence, Hegel denied the

Arbatov, represent the most degraded, nominalist out- efficiency of human creative thought in respect to '
looks, and who, at best estimate, are not socialists in further evolutions of the lawful state of nature. Hence,

fact but merely Soviet patriots. There are organic for Hegel, Lagrange's physics became his Seelen-
socialists within the Communist parties of the OECD sack; Lagrangian _ epistemology represented an
countries, despite the hegemonies of Carrillo, Mar- impenetrable sack which contained (for Hegel) the

chais, Berlinguer, and so forth, freedom (creative powers) of the human mind.
This sort of evidence absolutely does not warrant a

preference for the nominalist historiographical doc- In the second of Marx's '_Theses," this Hegelian
trine of "factors." The chaotic picture which first Seelensack was directlyripped asunder. Hegel's

emerges from looking at the phenomena in terms of delusion concerning the Lagrangian determination of
carried-forward criteria merely demonstrates that physical necessity was overthrown as "a purely

the wrong criteria, the wrong method have been ap- scholastic question."

plied to the investigation. What has been lacking is the Hegel's problem was replicated in principle,
understanding that the relevant problems of hist0rio- although differently, by Feuerbach, Feuerbach in-
graphy are methodologically identical with the prob- verted, so to speak, the classical materialist particle-
lem of the transfinite as successively developed by field relationship, making the "field" the primary
Riemann and Cantor. The world has been viewed from existence. Hence, his denunciation of the protofascist

the wrong standpoint of reference and by the wrong reactionaries, Bacon, Locke, and Hobbes, on this
method, account. However, Feuerbach defined the subject, the

Marx himself implicitly refuted the idealism- field, as primary with respect to the predicated
versus-materialism nonsense in its entirety in his phenomenal order of nature as described by the
famous "Theses on Feuerbach." In fact, those mechanists. Hence, Feuerbach's slogan, "backwards

"Theses" are not only a direct restatement of the I agree with the materialists, but not forwards." So
Neoplatonic humanist view in the most basic terms of far, contrary to Engels, Feuerbach was correct. How-
reference, but, excepting Riemann's self-conscious ever, as Marx emphasizes correctly in the first of the

efforts to redefine physics entirely from the stand- "Theses On Feuerbach," Feuerbach's refusal to give
point of negentropy as the unique universal principle, up the fixed existence of the determinate (not self-evi-
Marx's theses represent an unmatched statement of dent) particle in the Spinozan field caused Feuerbach
the case for Neoplatonic humanism until our own, to reach judgments contrary to Feuerbach's own

more advanced accomplishments in this connection, conscious intention. By accepting the self-evident
Indeed, it was this writer's own recognition, beginning particle as a reflection of the principles of the Car-

approximately 1952, that the standpoints of Riemann- tesian-Spinozan "field," Feuerbach prohibited
Cantor and Marx must be unified to reach a compre- " practical-revolutionary activity. Feuerbach posited,

hensive solution to the problem, which ultimately led with Descartes and Spinoza, the principle of freedom
directly to the qualitative supercession of the work of (creative scientific progress), but accepting the
both Riemann-Cantor and Marx. phenomena of the self-evident particle, Feuerbach
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prohibited the efficient exercise of freedom in respect corresponded to the mechanistic side of the
to materializedpractice. Lagrangian schema, Rousseau was cheerfully rais-

In sum, the flaws in Hegel and Feuerbach were pre- taken to be a well-m.eaning "egalitarian" in respect of
cisely that they refused to break entirely with the "particles" of which society is composed. The
classical materialism. They rejected the epistemo- "muckraking" aspect of Rousseau was accepted as

logical generating principle of classical materialism, such, and by accepting this aspect of the vile
_" but they aborted this attack upon Aristotelianism and Rousseau, the fascist side of R0usseau's outiook was

nominalism combined by making the phenomenology regarded as something to be tolerated for "friendly
of the nominalists a kind of Seelensack which they criticisms and corrections."

declined to rip asunder. It was just this stupidity respecting the Necker-
Marx freed dialectics of "idealism" by breaking linked Rousseau doctrines which prompted the

entirely with the doctrines of classical "materialism." Necker-linked Maximilien Robespierre to cheerfully
The same point is efficiently made with respect to preside over the Danton-Marat destruction of every-

Immanuel Kant. Kant was essentially a member of thing which Robespierre himself otherwise esteemed
the anti-Newtonian faction of Leibniz. He was himself toprize.

essentially in the same anti-British faction as Ben- This influence showsup in Kant's quasi-anarchism.
jamin Franklin, in that he wrote his most famous By accepting in part Rousseau's ostensible parallels
work, The Critique of Pure Reason, as a conscious to the Lagrangian model of the universe, Kant
effort to destroy once and forever the enemy doctrines reverted to the classical Aristotelian or scholastic
of nominalism (indifferentism) as/'epresented by the conception of the "categorical imperative." Despite

\ foul British political-intelligence operative, David the fraudulent neo-Kantians, such as Lange, Bern-
Hume. The case of Herder and of Marx's teacher stein, et al., Kant was no anarchist, no Rousseauvian,

Wyttenbaeh are relevant. The preface to the first no neo-Kantian. His degenerate side was entirely
edition of the Critique of Pure Reason is one of the Aristotelian; his notion of democracy was in effect
most penetrating and devastating attacks on today's classically scholastic; he accepted absolutely the no-
British ideology ever composed, tion of efficient and comprehensive universal law, and

Kant's problem was of the same genre_as Hegel's also the absoluteness of the principle of freedom. On
and Feuerbach's. Although Kant was fundamentally this account, he is usefully compared for Study with
opposed to such conscious enemies of humanity as the most advanced Jesuits.
Bacon, Newton, Locke, Hobbes, and Hume, his opposi- It was for such reasons that Hegel justly denounced

tion was largely delimited to the domain of abstract the implications of the kantsche $eelensack as a
epistemology, and otherwise to the principle of basic separation of freedom and understanding which must
scientific progress as the proper governing practical lead directly to dangerous mental pathologies,
principle of progress for society. Three aspects of poisonous fantasies.
Kant's work are the proper loci of criticism. The key to Rousseau is the "noble savage," as we

The first criticism to be made of Kant is that made shall treat the imp|ications of that below.
by Hegel. Kant _vas politically impotent; he refused to In the official Soviet and parallel efforts to make a
acknowledge an efficient, practical connection bet- distinction between "idealism" and "materialism"

ween freedom and understanding: hence, the anti- several profound incompe(encies are most con-
nomies, spicuously involved.

The second and third criticisms to be madeof Kant's First, what the Soviets properly mean by their
work are his varied deferences to Rousseau and La- formal definition of idealism, ,s nominalism. How-

grange, ever, as the productions of the Institute of Marxism-
Like many credulous leading thinkers of the late Leninism illustrate, they are ignorant0f the essential

eighteenth and early nineteenth century, Kant was characteristics of nominalism. They thus put them-
ignorant of the fact that Swiss bankers' political agent selves in the absurd position of regarding the most
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the "left:anarchist" side of hideous nominalists as "historically progressive
Necker, was essentially rewarmed Bacon, Locke, and materialists," and deprecating with even greater
Hobbes. Kant failed, like many others, to recognize absurdity some of Marx's greatest direct pre-
that Rousseau was not only reactionary with respect decessors as flawed, relative to the nominalists, by
to his _'o!e as a political agent of monetarist-feudalist "reactionary" tendencies toward "idealism."

reaction, but that Rousseau's politico[role was every- Nominalism, by placing the heteronomic will as
where*represented in the bestiality of his thought, superior to the laws of, the universe, converges on the

Because Rousseau's empiricist, implicitly proto- ultimately fascist doctrine of the "social contract,"
fascist conception of the field-particle relationship the doctrines of the raving pro-Stuart reactionary,
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John Locke, and the morally imbecilic apologist for of British technological progress in capitalist develop-
fascist dictatorship, Hobbes. Whatever the hetero- ment which swayed Marx significantly to favor the

n0mic wills of ruling forces compact to make the law delusion involved. Engels was similarly at fault res-
of human behavior (social-contract versions of posi- pecting Marx's disoriented perception of the nature
tive law) is superior to the laws of nature. That is pure and implications of nineteenth century trends in the

idealism, which Sovie_ sources grudgingly concede to physical sciences. Engels's unfortunate "Ludwig
be the case to the extent that they speak of meta- F'euerbach," and a related comparison of Marx's
physicalmaterialism. "Feuerbach" section of The German Ideology with

What those Soviet sources (and related sources) Engels's fragmentary effort at writing that same
obsessively refuse to get through their stubborn heads section, are most pertinent. Although Engels is not the
is that since man is a part and product of the universe, author of the pathetic "dialectical materialism"

the power of the mind to create scientific knowledge Circulated by Soviet sources, it must be admitted that
through which societies increase their power over the he opened the door through which others moved into
universe and its laws, is itself the one and only funda- such directions.
mental principle of all human knowledge, the only If the Soviet scholars wished to show a consistent
fundamental, empirical basis for man's knowledge of line of development of the kind of "materialism"

the unique, coherent, and comprehensively efficient represented by the cited writings of Marx, they would
actual laws of the universe as a whole, be obliged to begin with the greatest thinker of the

They call themselves Marxists, but on this issue Arab Renaissance, Ibn Sina. It was the direct influ-
they are often crude, pre-Feuerbachians. Whereas ence of Ibn Sina's conception of the creative powers of
Marx himself, as in the "Theses On Feuerbach" in the the human mind as necessarily a reflection of the

"Feuerbach" section of The German Ideology, makes fundamental law of the universe which directly
the revolutionary aspect of scientifically driven pro- engineered the entirety of the humanist currents of the

gress in social practice the unique and only source of European Renaissance. They would include Roger
fundamental human knowledge, the Soviets revert to Bacon, Dante Alighieri, Ficino, Pico_ Erasmus,
the worst errors of Kant-- yes, precisely the errors of Gresham, Bodin, Gilbert, Raleigh, Bruno, Colbert,
Kant, which is why they are unable to competently Milton, Quesnay, Franklin, Turgot, Condorcet,
criticize Kant -- in dividing the universe into Liebniz, Descartes, Spinoza, Kant, and Hegel as a

Lagrangian nature plus man. The Soviet authors of coherent line of epistemological development leading
the idealism-versus-materialism theses are therefore directly into Beethoven and Marx. They would ridi-
themselves raving idealists in fact. Hence, their soft- cule any effort to describe any figure in that coherent
hess toward reactionary nominalism, on grounds that epistemological progression as an "idealist."
it is dubbed relatively the "progressive movement" of The fundamental epistemological issues of the
materialism. The Soviet authors involved are not history of human thought are, as we have emphasized
nominalists generally, although Georgii Arbatov him- above, the question whether universal natural law is
self is nothing but a raving, reactionary nominalist; comprehensively efficient, and, if so, is that universal
they are Aristotelians in the tradition of Kantian law negentropic or entropic. From that standpoint, the
critical philosophy, only historically meaningful use of the term

Although Marx himself accepted the literary "idealism" is the nominalist current which places the
categories of "idealist" and "materialist," his heteronomic will of man acting without regard to uni-
writings do not reflect the slightest correspondence versal natural law aboye natural law in efficiency for
with the predominant Soviet and related usages of social practice. Nominalism, indifferentism, and
those terms otherwise. The first and second of the monetarism are the same thing, and represent the
"Theses On Feuerbach," the "Feuerbach" section of only coherent current of thought which can be
The German Ideology, and the treatment of Freedom meaningfully described as "idealist."
and Necessity in the final section of Volume III of

Capital are a consistent development of the same Neo-

platonic humanist conception, a drive differently ][_IE DAMNED "VOLKISCHE"DOCE.INLS
reflected to the same ultimate effect in the work of
Riemann. Throughout much of Soviet historical writings,

Friedrich Engels himself is a less clear-cut case. continuing the sentimental tradition of the Prussian

Apart from the fact that Marx partially shared with social-democratic romantic Franz Mehring, one reads

many other German republicans of his generation the interminably of the "heroic struggles of the people."
myth of English "liberalism," it was Engels's This populist crap, this seepage of sewage from the
misguided insistence on the continuing preeminence traditions of Rousseau and Marat, has done more to



destroy the socialist movement from within than any is an impossibility. There never was and never can be
other cause, an efficient rule of social practice by natural law. Man

What was "Operation Barbarossa" but a struggle of can deliver himself from the consequences of his in-
the German People to relieve the oppressive material trinsic evil only 'by social contracts and governments
conditions of life in the Third Reich by looting foreign to enforce such social-contract forms of the simply
countries? What were the subhuman wretches of positive law."
Wallenstein's horde but "great masses of the people" Kant is thus clearly a humanist. His denunciation of

i seeking to alleviate the oppressions of hunger by prey- heteronomy in his Critique of Practical Reason
J ing upon the very fabric of society like a plague of locates the evil in actual man entirely in his mis-
! cannibalistic locusts? What were the fascist mobs of conception of himself as a Rousseauvian or Lockean

Paris, ranged behind British-agent demagogues individual. Progress is necessary; it is the single
Danton and Marat, but the same degraded, reac- imperative which is the expression of freedom
ti_)nary "people"? It is past time to ex_;irpate this through creative scientific discovery which masters
degrading, sentimental crap once and forever from the universe with increasing power for social practice.
the pagesofhistoriography. Kant was powerful against the fascists -- Locke,

The essence of human existence, as human, is the Hobbes, and Hume, but impotent before the task of
development and realization of the creative powers of making the principle of freedom efficient.
the mind as the instrument for advancing the human In essentials, the struggle between humanism and
condition through increasing man's power over the wellspring of fascism (nominalism) was a
nature. How, in the entire sweep of human existence, struggle for and against the Idea of Progress. This

has progress been attained except through the counterposition of policy represented the conscious,
production and realization of social surplus product? self-conscious distinction between the humanists and

It is the application of new conceptions to-social the nominalists. The humanists proceeded both in
surplus product, the development of the productive policy and in moral sense of personal identity from the
powers of man over nature, upon which everything necessity for progress in man's productive powers

depends. Anything contrary to that is bestial crap, over nature, and the conception of rigorous scientific
which has nothing to do with all those qualities we knowledge as the indispensable mediation of that pro-
rightly esteem as human, gress. The bestialists rejected above all the creative

Since the beginning of the Crusades in Europe, all powers of mind to master the actual; comprehensively
European culture has been divided between two efficient laws of the universe for progress. The "noble
principal factions. On the one side were the intellec- savage" and similar forms of "cultural relativistic"
tual heirs of Ibn Sina, the Neoplatonic humanists. On advocacy of bestialism (man as like a beast, with
the other side were the fascists -- the nominalists, the . fixed behavioral tendencies like a lower beast) were
monetarists, often with the Aristotelians as allies the pointatissue.
against the_human race. The cases of Bacon, Locke, and Newton as conscious

The humanists proceeded axiomatically from the political reactionaries are most relevant.
standpoint of progress. Science was a political cause At the close of the Elizabethan period, the most
-- until scientists were later induced to forget, for a conspicuous leader of the humanist faction in England
while, what science is in fact. The development of the was Sir Walter Raleigh. With the accession of James
powers of mind to create scientific knowledge, know- Stuart, Raleigh was imprisoned on fraudulent charges
ledge which in turn informed the general and indivi- and subsequently beheaded as the sealing of James I's
dual will for social practice, was always the center of treachery against England in cahoots with the Haps-

humanism. The use of science to develop the produc- burgand allied financier forces. The Queen Mother of
tire forces, to consciously increase man's power over France has an interesting connection in this matter.
nature as the mediating precondition for the education Francis Bacon, quondam Stuart Chancellor of the

/

and cultural development of man in general, was the Exchequer and generally an arrant scoundrel and
essence of this struggle, embezzler, was a key figure in the antihumanist cabal

To this the scholastic reactionaries said "No! Man and in James I's treasonous betrayal of England to its

was perfected in the Garden of Eden, and can go no enemies. No one who has studied Bacon's Novum
higher. Man has merely fallen from Grace, and must Organum from the standpoint of knowing the principal
work his way back to that already perfected condition extant scientific and related writings of Giordano
he has lost through ignorance and sin." Bruno or the English humanists could imagine that

The fascists, the nominalists, presented a different there was anything even slightly progressive for
argument against humanism. They said: "No! Man is science in Bacon's writings. The image of Bacon as a
intrinsically evil and violent against man. Perfection leader in the progress of scientific thought is pure
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hoax. Exactly the contrary; Bacon's argument is operations devoted to destroying the humanist influ-
against the previously established scientific progress, ence and subverting and crushing the networks of
in favor of the nominalist-monetarist forces by which associations of humanists around art, science, and
this filthy traitor was pald. politics.

John Locke is a contemptible wretch fully/in the Colbert, himself a master of political-intelligence
worst aspects of the tradition of Francis Bacon. His networks, and Leibniz organized humanist counter-
writings, like those of the despicable Hobbes, are networks against the circles centered around Locke
scientifically noteworthy solely for their clinical in_ and Newton, networks penetrating England and seek-
terest. They state the case for heteronomy with such ing connections in the English plantations in America.
exceptional thoroughness that they represent not only Benjamin Franklin was the principal connection for
the principal forerunners of modern fascism, but are the overlapping networks of Colbertistes.and Leibniz
the exemplary references on this subject. Locke, like heirs in America.

Hobbes, was a political agent for not only the Stuarts, Given the abysmal ignorance prevailing in
but for those French and Amsterdam agents for whom universities and uniVersity-educated circles generally
the Stuarts were essentially pgid agents, like Locke today, it first appears incredible to today's so-called
himself. Both were imbued with the deepest hatred of educated individual that the two factions arrayed
humanism, notably of Milton, and of everything which against one another could have been so fully conscious
hinted at republicanism, on so many fronts of combat. For example, the Royal

The Scottish lowlands aristocracy has proven since Society in London, informed of the work of Johann
the middle of the sixteenth century one of the principal Sebastian Bach in Leipzig, decided that Bach's well-

fest_ering 151aces for every evil which has squatted tempered system was a cultural influence for human-
upon England. This role of the Scottish aristocracy ism, and launched a covert operation, focused on Leip-
has not been accidental. Essentially, ata time when zig, aiming to isolate and discredit Bach. Montesquieu
England under humanist leadership was arising from was a paid agent of British circles and wrote his work
the bestiality of medievalism into urbanized industrial under the sponsorship of British circles who knew the

development, _hose damned Scottish lords and their political benefits of Montesquieu's frauds. The opera-
brutish underling landlords represented the very tion focused against Wilhelm F_rtwangler by Anglo-
decayed bowels of past British history. A contained American political-intelligence forces during the
Scottish highlands, still living in the middle of the pre- postwar period was scarcely without precedent.
ceding millenium, was complementary to the lowland The cultivation of the cult of the twelve-tone scale,

serf living under the most hideous landlord rule. launched through Anglo-American intelligence ser-

Intrinsically backwar.d to the point of bestiality, vices during the 1920s, and the more recent cultivation
perennially bankrupt, atnd wanting the rudiments of of "Rock," represent a conscious continuation of anti-
what passed for Christian morality in more advanced humanist principles, which recognize the danger to
centers of Europe, these miserable Scottish nobles, their political hegemony in humanist impulses within

were a ready market for any foreign agency which . art and the physical sciences.
iingled the requisite amount of hard coinage under Scottish aristocratic scion David Hume, agent of the
their unwiped noses. Their loyalties were as labile as British foreign office who spent approximately ten
they were mercenary in essence. Their attitudes years in France building up networks to subvert the
toward progress would make Adolf Hitler appear a humanist faction of Colbertistes, wrote his so-called

passionate humanist by comparison, philosophical works as a conscious operation against
All six of the Stuart monarchs of England (if one humanism. Similarly, Jeremy Bentham was nothing

counts Mary) exhibited that national trait of the hut a leading political intelligence operative and coot-
• Scottish nobility in the extreme. All of them were dinator of covert"wetwork" Operations for the British

conscious and ,paid traitors to the nations whose East India Company, as was his accomplice, James
throne they occupied, and their immediate retinues Mill. Adam Smith was not an economist but another

were characteristically the paid sycophants of one of the same tribe, writing a hoax intended-- with
degraded mercenaries, aid of massive, conscious lying included -- to discredit

The formation of the Royal Society in England both the Colbertistes and the influence of the Ameri-
under the Stuarts had a double purpose. Its overt func- can Revolution.

tion was to coopt and thus contain scientific progress In general, during the eighteenth century, the
along lines agreeable-- or least disagreeable -- to the humanists and the London-led bestialists each recog-

Stuarts and their employers. At the same time, the nized what was humanist and what was antihumanist
Royal Society was the nominalist's "CIA" of its time, in art, science, and philosophy, and in political
the center of a vast network of agents and covert economy. They knew from experience how humanism



Bonn University was a nexus of the humanist networks linked to Benjamin Franklin which made Bonn one of the
leading centers of German humanism in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Born in Bonn, the young
Beethoven was brought into contact with humanist Illuminati currents through the influence of his teacher, the court
organist Christian Gottlob Neefe. Later, the young Karl Marx was matriculated at Bonn University. Above: Bonn
University; below left: Beethoven as a young man; below right: Marx as a young man.



in art directly connected to humanism in science and Jacobinism and anarchism into a special, twentieth
political economy, and vice versa. There was no signi- century variety.

ficant aspect of cultural influences in any part of the It is this filth which simpering, sentimental, would-
accessible world which the London-based bestialists be socialist writers invoke with their indiscriminate

did not undertake to subvert and crush by any and adulation of the "voice of the people." Such populism
every means available. - has nothing in common with the outlook of Karl Marx.

Granted, nominalism was what Scottish aristocrat's Both Aristotelian and Neoplatonic Christian

mercenary morality believed. It believed in Locke, theology have correctly and consistently recognized
Hobbes, and Hume. It believed in the cause of bestial- that the evil in individual man is identical with the sort
ism, as that cause which best served the interests of of materialism which the nominalists profess. In

its paymasters in the banks of London, Amsterdam, terms of analysis, Marx's views on this subject differ
and Geneva. Nonetheless, believing in nominalism not at all from classical Christian theology. 'The

with a mercenary sort of passion or not, they fought to connection among these converging views on the sub-

spread nominalist,.antiprogress conceptions against ject is crucial to understanding the problem.
humanist conceptions by every and any means, in As soon as man begins to produce his means of exis-
every accessible avenue of social life. tence, rather than living like a lower, food-gathering

In strategy, the bestialists had two, complementary beast, he confronts himself with a fundamental prob-
methods for fighting the humanists forcibly. In the lem which thereafter determines the necessity of

human existence. As man makes even the slightestordinary circumstances, an assassination here and
changes in his mode of existence along lines we today

there, a deployment of regular forces, buying corrup- generically describe as productive technology, he
tible persons and groupings to crush a humanist pro- gains in power over nature to the effect of increasing
ject, were the axiomatically deployed means of

the number of useful calories per capita throughput of
London, Amsterdam, Geneva and their Guelph- his mode of production and consumption. However, in
centered allies. When these ordinary means proved so doing, he has introduced a necessary condition for
inadequate by themselves, London and its allies

his existence which is not to be found in nature without
resorted to judo. "Judo" meant, in general, provoca-
tion. Provoked social crises, provoked and fostered man's activity tO that effect. This new condition, at

each qualitative step in technological progress, has
wars in which the opposition would bleed itself to a

the following driving contradiction. By raising himself
suitable degree of weakness and popular discredit, above what the ingenuous term "natural conditions,"
and, always, the use of "left" demagogues to whip up
"the people." " man exploits those "natural conditions," such that

aspects of nature, in "original" or man-altered con-
The British aristocracy, whose public school and dition, become what we term primary resources.

university life emphas_izeci Latin and sodomy with a Since man is existing at a higher level of per capita
bit of Greek, resorted repeatedly to the lesson of the energy throughput than is provided for him in "the
fall of the Roman republic. The lumpen urban mobs natural condition of nature," those aspects of his
and jacqueries were mobilized as a battering ram of environment which he regards as primary resources
irrationality and havoc. The classic case was Pitt and become relatively finite. This circumstance is such by

Bentham's use of their agents Danton and Marat to definition that even by constricting or reducing his
destroy the French Revolution's humanist faction, population -- if that were possible -- he would be
British agents used the same methods in their subver- exhausting the possibilities for continued human

sion of the United States. British agent Aaron Burr (of existence in that prevailing mode of technology. Man
the Bank of Manhattan) established the power of the solves this problem only through creative discoveries
Democratic Party by buying up immigrant votes. The J which, as realized, raise the negentropy of his mode of
lumpe-n, the immoral declass6, and the politically existence to a still higher level above that for beast-
backward rural strata were the principal stock=in- man in "natural nature." Thus, once man rises out'of
trade of the British foreign office for years.

a beast-like condition, the capacity which enabled
The demagogue populists, the "friends of the that, his potential for realizing creative scientific dis-

people," from the raving fascist, British agent Marat, coveries, becomes the driving necessity of human
from the Tories' agents of the American Revolution existence.

onwards, have been the ultimate political means by This necessary progress is realized by the concerted

which a relatively tiny handful of bestialist scoundrels action of the minds of society to initiate new equi-
have ruled and degraded great nations. Mussolini's valents of basic scientific discoveries and to transmit

fascism, the Nazi variety, and other cases have been those discoveries, as informed will for social practice,
nothing but a twentieth century outgrowth of left- to the mode of production and related aspects of
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culture. This is accomplished through transforming a two points of view is not a mootable difference of philo-
social-surplus fraction of the total productive forces sophical opinion. The former must be enhanced and
available into the means for realizing innovations for the influence of the latter suppressed.
practice. ' On this point Marx was emphatic. The working class'

That being the case, if men in any society separate in its ordinary, individualized, heteronomic condition
themselves in notions of self-interest from the ad- is a mere class-in-itself, an object-class, a class of
vsncement Qf their society as a whole, then to such persons self-defined as mere bestialized objects. A

views progress is impossible. The cooperative class in such a condition is intellectually and morally
_ fostering and realization of innovations, the allocation incapable of adopting or even conceiving a positive

of a social surplus to such purposes, becomes im- historic purpose for itself for society in general. It is

possible. Yet, having rejected the instruments and on]y thetransformationofthepathetic"molecules" of
institutions of continued human development, such the class-in-itself into a class-for-itself which creates
persons have not escaped the rigorous necessity. The thus in the working class so Constituted a unique
depletion of a prevailing mode of culture closes in historic capability for defining a programmatic self-

upon the society, either objectively Or by virtue of the interest in actual correspondence both with its own
inability of society in that form of organization to objective interests as a class and the general interests
realize otherwise existing potentialities. Under such of society as a whole. It must be a class whose
real or apparent circumstances, man becomes a members have adopted the world outlook represented
cannibalistic beast, and, in too many historical cases, by Marx in the concluding paragraph of his 1835
a cannibal in fact. Aufsatz.

The correlatives of the opposing views, the social The conscious self-interest of a working class as a
versus the heteronomic individual, are historically the class-for-itself is a program for fostering basic scien-
opposition of the Logos to the sensual. Social man tific research and the realization of the derived tech-

locates his "soul," his personality in his membershil? nologies through the use of social surplus to effect the
in his society as a whole. He is in a state of atonement simultaneous expansion and technological advance-
with the society as a whole. He acts for his society, ment of industry and agriculture. The continuing
realizes the rights afforded to his person by that result of such a realized program is a continuing in-
society, and identifies himself morally as a person act- crease in the productive powers of labor, an increased

ing for his society as a whole. "My, society has need of technological power over nature which is uniquely the
what I do for it, therefore my society meets its needs material basis for continuous advances in the culture

to fulfill my needs to maintain myself in that quality of of the members of the class and the class as a whole.
function." The heteronomic man, the anarchist -- the In other words, the basis for defining the conscious
evil one -- says, on the contrary, "Reality is my self-interests of the working class as a class-for-itself
eating, my pleasure in sex, the gratification of my is exemplified by those economic plans of socialist

individual impulses as psychological needs. Nothing countries which emphasize basic scientific progress,
else is realto me." . high rates of technologically advanced productive

The dull-witted fellow would therefore say that the capital formation in industry and agriculture, and a
first individual is an "idealist" and the second a matching advance in the education and material-

"materialist." However, that dichotomy makes no cultural conditions of life of the population in general.
sense except to the dull-witted. It is nothing but the No other sort of ideas are tolerable for identification
mastery of the material conditions of life which is the as socialist ideas.

immediate, mediating essential process on whose be- Idiot-socialists nonetheless conceive of socialism as

half the first outlook has developed. It reflects the fact "redistribution of existing wealth," and of placing
¢ that society can survive only by cooperative creative themselves near the head of every procession of

efforts to master natural law in practice. The hetero- enraged jacqueries dedicated to looting the "more
nome denies that the material object of gratification is prosperous." Oh, the idiot-socialists profess them-
determined by natural law. In fact, it is the evil in- selves to be so very, very shrewd. "You see," they ex-
dividual, the "atheistic-materialist" individual, the plain, "once we are inside the social ferment, we shall

ignorant, savage frontiersman, who is the "idealist." be able to spread socialist ideas." Hence, they join and
It is he who places his arbitrary whims above natural incite a potentially fascist ferment in the hope that by
law. becoming influential members in good standing in

These distinctions in outlook are not merely ideas, such sewage, they will lead these forces to socialism.
The first outlook is essential to practical human sur- Program? "No, that would only alienate the masses at
vival. The second, if dominant, leads toward the ex- this stage."

tinction of societies. Hence, the difference between the How bathetic ! How utterly contemptible! What evil
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folly! It is precisely that evil rot which destroyed the tion from the standpoint of _echnological, urban-
old socialist organizations, centered progress and the education of its people. If

the state was headed by a prince, this in itself might
not be a defect in the republican form, on the condition
that the prince himself was a self-consciously defined

THEGUELPHDISEASE agent of the humanist principles of the state. Hence,
Sir Thomas More's relationship to Henry VIII, and
Thomas Gresham and Walter Raleigh's relationship

Since the fight between the bestial Guelph faction to Queen Elizabeth. Hence, Niccol6 Machiavelli's The
and the humanist Hohenstaufen faction, the history of Prince. Hence, Jean Bodin and the doctrine of the poll-
European civilization -- and now of the entire world -- tiques. Hence, Colbert. Hence, the po!icies of Frank-
has been a continuous fight between the forces of lin's French Colbertiste allies toward the Bourbon
bestialism (the Guelph faction and its heirs) and of monarchy.

humanism. The emergence of scientific socialism is The English Commonwealth, shnrtening the reign

but an included aspect of that overall and continuing an d height of the traitorous incumbent on the throne,

struggle, effected the first important break with the notions of
In point of fact, respecting capitalism itself, except- the monarchical republic. The influence of JohnMil-

ing the United States up to 1829 and for a brief period ton and other Commonwealth republicans on the
following the Lincoln administration, there has never settlers of the future United States, notably including
been a capitalist republic established more than Massachusetts. and Pennsylvania. represented the
evanescently in any part of the world. So far, except in circumstances in which the modern meaning of the

the socialist countries, the Guelph faction has term republicwasfirstdefined.

predominated. The population of the future United States was the
The humanist faction is not intrinsically either most literate and cultured in the world. It had its

Capitalist or socialist. The sixteenth through early _ loutish frontiersmen, but contrary to the Jacksonian
nineteenth century humanists, the republicans, bucolic myths, Jacksonian lies, the population of the

: adopted capitalist political forms not to establish capi- American urban centers was at a qualitatively higher
talism, but as the mediation of technological progress, level of culture than any area of Europe. Under the
itself the expression and mediation of the real object leadership of one of the greatest minds in modern
of humanism : a society in which man was perpetually history, Benjamin Franklin; the potentialities of this,
self-perfecting. Humanism has always meant, the world's most cultured population, a population
whether in a capitalist or socialist context, the los- steeped in republican humanist, ideas from the

tering of basic scientific discovery through tech- Commonwealth experience, were hewn into the great°
nological development, which in turn provides the est force for political humanism the world had seen. It
more advanced standpoint in conditions of life and was not accomplished in an instant. Franklin was
culture for a further advance, occupied for almost a century in creating and develop -

In an historic perspective socialism is necessary, ing, almost piece-by-piece, the political machine
The fact that capitalist political forms establish which, in 1789, finally launched the approximation of
heteronomy in the ownership of the means of produc- that form of humanist republic which Franklin had

tion and distribution means providing a foothold for devoted his life to building.
the evil consequences of heteronomy in the most vital Who and what was Benjamin Franklin? What was
aspect of social life. This arrangement also alienates Franklin doing in Italy, at GSttingen, in London, in
the productive powers of labor from the instruments Paris? Franklin was a scientist, who contributed sig-
through which labor fulfills its historic purpose, nificantly to the mastery of electricity, and who
Hence, socialism is ultimately a crucial historic played a major part, in Italy, Germany, France, and
question, but is not in itself the most fundamental England, in organizing for the mastery of this field in

question. Humanism is. particular. Franklin,, the international organizer of
In the first emergence of the struggle for humanist scientific work, was also the world's greatest political

republics, centering our attention for this purpose figure of that period. He deepened the unity of the net-
upon the sixteenth century in Florence and England works of humanists in England, where he selected his
and on the case of Erasmus himself, the definition of a principal heir and assistant, Federalist Tom Paine.
republic meant a state committed to humanist prin- He early established himself as a leader among the
ciples, rather than the notions of democratic Colbertistes of France, spread republican conceptions
republican political forms as such. The state must be in Italy, and through his friends spread his direct
dedicated to the historic self-interests of the entire na- influence into many parts of Germany. All of the
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greatest names in science of that period were directly the events of the 1920s on behalf of one more effort to
or indirectly associated with Franklin and his crush "continental science," that humanist current in

humanist networks, science is now erupting in many parts of the world
The fat, half-insane Mr. Guelph, heir of the faction once again.

' that caused the bubonic plagne, the Thirty Years War, History is not unilinear as Hegel wished it to be, nor
and every other massive evil that Europe had known even as simple as Marx deceived himself to regard it.
since the thirteenth century, through Pitt, Bentham, However, the powerof evil is also not as all-powerful

the Barings, and other scoundrels, succeeded in as Britishmonetarists attempted to make it.
decapitating and routing the humanist industrial- Thus, the victory of the nominalists over Europe
capitalist movement which the then-deceased Frank- during 1792-1815 and over the United States in 1828

lin had been central in organizing. Civilization itself could eradicate consciousness of his forebears from
was sent reeling backwards into the nightmare that Marx's mind, but did not prevent the humanist influ-

was the Holy Alliance. ences implanted in his home city, Trier, from defining
Hence, Karl Marx, born in 18_8, remained all of his his world outlook a_d identity for all his life.

life ignorant Of those great events which had come to Unaware of the existence or content of the humanist

such a denouement within two decades before his capitalist struggles of the eighteenth and preceding
birth.

. centuries, deluded that English capitalism was the

But, evil did not. prevail entirely. The Bach who the "natural" model for capitalist development, Neopla-
British nominalist scoundrels had attempted to make tonic humanist Karl Marx undertook to rescue the

a nonperson in history was not, in fact "accidentally" historically progressive humanist principles from the
discovered by Mendelssohn in the famous 1824 per- capitalist decay he recognized England to represent.
formance. Bach was not unknown in Europe; that If this is capitalism, then it is time for socialism. So, in
legend is a not-so-cheerful fraud. Among the the faceofthe manifest"parliamentary cretinism" of

humanists, Bach was a battle cry. Beethoven was the German capitalist republicans, Marx resurrected
steeped in Bach, as well as the humanist influences Neoplatonic humanism in the form of scientific social-
dominating Bonn during his childhood and youth, ism.

Mozart, who became familiar with Bach later in life -- Then history played a cruel joke upon the conniving
probably through humanist Illuminati circles -- nominalists.

seized Bach fiercely, his music leaping ahead by giant Anglo-Dutch agent Alexander Helphand-Parvus,
steps in quality as a result, placed as a British intelligence agent of influence

Although the humanist movement was crushed by withinthe Kaiser's intelligence, conducted what was
the events of 1792-1815, Beethoven's music lived, as did to have been a major operation for carving up the
Mozart's. Despite the unsuccessful efforts of the bes- Austro-Hungarian and Czarist Empires to the mutual

tialists to brush Beethoven and the late Mozart aside, advantage of Germany,'England, and Holland, oper-
especially Beethoven, with the "new beginning" ating_for this purpose with the. British:controlled
undertaken by the clever, passionless Mendelssohn pacifist (intelligence) movement operating along the

and the wretched, degenerate Wagner, these greatest Scandinavian "Northern Route." In the tangles and
humanist forces in musical culture, Bach, Mozart, and toils of Parvus's schemings, he deemed it profitable to
Beethoven, persisted, unquenchable wherever music his purpose to have Lenin, then exiled in Switzerland,
was actually heard, brought to Russia to add to the confusion. Accord-

Despite the efforts of the British-based nominalists ingly, the German, Dutch, an_ _British networks
to stamp out the influence of what they denounced delivered Lenin and his party to Russia, depositing the
as "continental" scientific epistemology, Pasteur, sum of three million Reichsmarks into Parvus sub-

Weierstrass, Riemann, and Cantor persisted through agent Karl Radek's pocket to fund the festivities
their work. Despite his wicked, induced prejudices, Parvus imagined would ensue.

Faraday could not help but contribute to validating Despite the insurance Parvus planted among the
"continental" humanist scientific currents, even with Bolsheviks in the persons of Karl Radek, N.

the aid of Maxwelrs conscious frauds toward that end. Bukharin, Riazanov, and others, the BolsheVik revolu-

Despite the vile Kronecker, Cantor's work survives. It tion succeeded, and despite Bukharin's efforts, at the
took the British more than a century to stamp out end of the 1920s belatedly_ launched its industrial-
French and German science, only to find the most ization drive.

advanced expression of these -- e,g., Vernadsky -- Now, Neoplatonic humanism has an armed bastion
building a new "continental" scientific force in the in the Warsaw Pact, a bastion too powerful to be
Soviet Union. Despite the Crimes of the Solvay con- eradicated. Soviet physics, best estimated to be two to
ference and Niels Bohr's hideous, paid complicity in four years in advance of the NATO countries in
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matters of momentous military potential, destroys for. culture. Basic scientific r_search and its humanist
ever the possibility of the nominalists' continuing their realization must now begin to leap ahead once again.
efforts to impose "zero growth" and related policies in Thus, through the outgrowth of Karl Marx's work,
the NATO and similar countries, the Soviet Union most notably, a global circumstance

The Warsaw Pact is not going to invade Western has resulted in which, barring some insane idiot's pro-
Europe -- unless some idiot provokes World War III. yoking of general war, the entire world must adopt a
The present condition of the socialist organizations Neoplatonic humanist policy. The industrially more
within the capitalist countries precludes a socialist advanced capitalist nations will continue to be capital-
transformation from within those nations for the for- ist nations, but they will be evolving rapidly into
seeable future -- barring protracted economic republics governed by Neoplatonic humanist prin _-
collapse or war. Nonetheless, the industrialized ciples.
capitalist nations are going to have to finally reconcile
themselves to living with socialist nations that cannot In short, Karl Marx has turned out to be Benjamin
be crushed, and thus to bend to the humanist aspira- Franklin's revenge.
tions of developing nations for technologically vec- We must plan an appropriate celebration to this
tored industrial development of industry and agri- effect for the Trier Kasinogesellschaft.



L History'sOldestFraud The Old Testament's unphilosophical crudity was
already well recognized in the early firstcentury AD

by the Jew Philo of Alexandria, who labored to gloss

over thisdeficiencyby means of a voluminous "inter-

The Old Testament has always been something ofan pretation"of the Old Testament which, inthe guiseof

embarrassment in modern culture. It owes its ac- exegesis,endeavored to smuggle intothe holy books a

ceptance as a sacred canon since the beginning ofthe considerable portion of the previously absent

Christianera -- among Christiansand Jews alike-- in philosophicalviews ofthatage. (2)

significantpart to the fact that the men who molded Despite Philo'sefforts,no amount of rAtionalization

modern Judeo-Christianity,steeped in the philosophy could make the primitive laws of the "Mosaic" Torah

of Plato, were influenced not only by Plato's acceptable to the broader contemporary public-

philosophicalviews, but also by his beliefthat itwas either itseducated or uneducated portions -- a con-

necessary to liberallysalt philosophy with myths, clusionwhich, not long afterPhilo'sday, forced itself

miracles, and "ancient" sacred books in order to win on a member of the Pharisaic sect, Saul of Tarsus.

itsacceptance by the majority of the public of the Desiring on the one hand to make use of the Hebrew

time. (I) canon in hisorganizing activitybecause of itswidely

In itself,the Old Testament has littlein common accepted reputationof hoary antiquity and certified

with either Platonic philosophy or (apart from the miracles, and yet not wishing to be burdened by the

obvious outer formalities)Christianityand Judaism, stricturesof the onerous Mosaic rituallaws which

I. Cf. Plato, Republic II, 328c.ff.; III. 414b,ft. ; Second Letter, 314a,ff. 2. Cf. Philo's "exegesis" of Genesis I, which, he says, begi,s with "an
This view was deliberately promoted by the Roman Empire, and account of the creation of the world, implying that the world is in
formed one of the bases of its administration. The Greek geographer harmony with the Law, and the Law with the world, and that the man
Strabo, a member of the circle of Stoics who advised Augustus, who observes the law is constituted thereby a loyal citizen of the
writes, for example: "For in dealing with a crowd of women, at least, world, regulating his doings by the purpose and will of Nature, in
or with any promiscuous mob. a philosopher cannot influence them by accordance with which the entire world itself also is administered."
reason or exhort them to reverence, piety, and faith; nay, there is (De Op/fic/oMundl, 3, F.H. Colson and G.H. Whltaker, trans., in PbiIo
need of religious fear also, and this cannot be aroused without myths I, Cambridge: HarvardUniversity Press, 1929,)
and marvels. For thunderbolt, aegis, trident, torches, snakes, thyr- • '-' _ • ,
s.us-lances -- arms of the gods -- are myths, and so is the entire_an: Photo: Babylon in the time of]Vebuchadnezzar, from a

cient theology." (Strabo, 1.2._) painting by Maurice Bardin.



L Hfstory's Oldest Fraud The Old Testament's unphilosophical crudity was
already well recognized in the early first century AD
by the Jew Philo of Alexandria, who labored to gloss
over this deficiency by means of a voluminous "inter-

The Old "1estament has always been something of an pretation" of the Old Testament which, in the guise of
embar'ras:;ment in modern culture. It owes its ac- exegesis, endeavored to smuggle into the holy books a
cepta_ce as a sacred canon since the beginning of the considerable portion of the previously absent

Christian era -- among Christians and Jews alike -- in philosophical views of that age. (2)
significant !Jart to the fact that the men who molded Despite Philo's efforts, no amount of rationalization
rn,,dern 3udeo-Christianity. steeped in the philosophy could make the primitive laws of the "Mosaic" Torah
of P_ato, _ere influenced not only by Plato's acceptable to the broader contemporary public --
philosophical views, but also by his belief that it was either its educated or uneducated portions _ a con-
necessary _e liberally salt philosophy with myths, clusion which, not long after Philo's day, forced itself
miracles, a:_d "ancient" sacred books ]n order to win on a member of the Pharisaic sect, Saul of Tarsus.

its acceptance by the majority of the public of the Desiring on the one hand to make use of the Hebrew
time, (1',, canon in his organizing activity because of its widely

In itself, the Old Testament has little in common accepted reputation of hoary antiquity and certified
with eiti_et- Plato_ic philosophy or (apart from the miracles, and yet not wishing to be burdened by the
obvious outer formalities) Christianity and Judaism. strictures of the onerous Mosaic ritual laws which

L Cf. Plato, Ref_ublic It, 32_c, ff. :III, 4!4b, ff, ; Second Letter, 314a, ff. 2. Cf. Philo's "exegesis" of Genesis 1, which, he says, begins with "an
This v_ew was deliberately promoted by the Roman Empire, and account of the creation of the world, implying that the world is in
formed one of the bases _,f its administration. The Greek geographer harmony with the Law, and the Law with the world, and that the man
Strabo, a member of '..he circle of Stoics who advised Augt_stus, who observes the law is constituted thereby a loyal citizen of the
writes, _or exa_aple: "For in dealing with a crowd of women, at least, world, regulating his doings by the purpose and will of Nature, in
or with avJy pro_i,_,.:_.iot_ vdob, a philosopher cannot influence them by accordance with which the entire world itself also is administered."
reason or exho,'t 'd_c_:: :_ c_',verence, piety, and faith; nay, there is (De OpificioMundi, 3, F.H. Colson and G.H. Whitaker, trans., in Philo
need of religious fear .i;o, ar_,d this cannot be aroused without myths L Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1929.)
and marvel_ For tt_u_derb_lt, aegis, trident, torches, snakes, thyr- "_ :_

stls.lances --- arms of the gods -. are myths, and so is th_ entire an- Photo: Babylon in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, from u

cient theology." _S_rabo. 1,2._ painting by Maurice Bardin.
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added nothing to his broade_ethical or political goals, injunction to the Israelites to drive out and ex-
the future St.Paul defined the essential Christian atti- terminate the Canaanites from Israel (6) is a vicious
tude toward the Old Testament, as sharpened 1600 concoction which corresponds neither to the ethnic nor
years later by John Milton, thusly: to the religious diversity which actually prevailed in

God, dismayed by Adam's sin, realized that the ancient states of Israel and Judah, nor either to

mankind in the early days following the Creation was their foreign policy conduct, which frequently found
still psychologically and morally a child, and like a the two states allied with foreign powers against each
child required firm discipline to keep its self-destruc- other.
tire and heteronomic impulses in check. This Moreover, contrary to the myth of "Israelite
discipline God supplied in the form of the Mosaic religious purity and isolation," the real religion ol_
commandments, a burden yes, but a necessary one. ancient Israel differed from the pagan worship of the
When mankind had mature'd, however, to the point of rest of the ancient Near East in no essential principle,
being able to successfully manage its affairs in ac- and this, ironically, is most emphatically the case with
cordance with the divine order, Christ redeemed the very "Mosaic" tendency in Israel which professed
Adam's sin, freeing humanity from obedience to the to have the greatest religious differences with Israel's
degrading positive laws of the Mosaic Torah, and neighbors. The irony of the Mosaic Torah and
making way for an order of human self-governance associated biblical writings is that they arose in
based on the rule of human reason. (3) conscious opposition to the progressive tendency of

The fact is, however, that St. Paul and Philo and thought -- developed from Canaanite-Phoenician
their successors who continued to pay considerable lip commercial culture by the Ionians and transmitted in
service to the Old Testament, did so only by sup- bowdlerized form through Plato and later currents in
pressing its own actual content. As a result, those the Hellenistic and Roman worlds -- which came to

believers today upon whom it has not yet dawned that dominate modern Judaism and Christianity through
Paul, Philo, et al. never intended the Old Testament to the work of Philo, St. Paul, et al.
be taken seriously but rather as a means tO impress The rigorous exposure of the fraud of the Old
the credulous, are still forced to hysterically block out Testament is made possible by two developments in
and deny or willfully distort what the Old Testament's modern study of ancient history: first, the
theology and politics really are. (4) decipherment over the past 100 years of the cuneiform

In fact, the Mosaic tradition in the Old Testament is and hieroglyphic records of the ancient Near Eastern
neither the inspired original statement o_ "modern peoples and the Egyptians, which has yielded con-
monotheism," nor, as poor Theodor Herzl was temporary (if not always accurate) records of events
deceived to argue, the historic foundation of Jewish synchronous with and in many cases directly linked to
nationalism. Rather, as examination of the origins of events reported in the Old Testament. This has fur-
the Pentateuch in particular reveals, it is in the main a nished an accurate historical overview for the history
concoction of laws and "traditions" successively of the Near East into which virtually all of the major
inspired by and evolved under the authority of the figures and events of the Old Testament -- those, at
empires of Assyria, Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon, and least, who really existed -- can be accurately fitted,
Persia, for the precise purpose of suppressing the some events being datable even to the day. Secondly,

historic traditions which had governed the develop- textual analysis of the Old Testament, inspired to a
ment of the historic Israelite and Judean kingdo_ms, significant degree by Spinoza's 1670 Tractatus
Not only did the ancient Israelites not obey or, in most Theologico-PoHticus, has sorted out the maze of
cases, even know the laws of the Pentateuch, but, as contradictions and factual confusion that permeates
B. Spinoza pointed out, the very intent of these laws the Old Testament, particularly the Pentateuch, and,

was to prevent formation of a healthy Israelite in the case of the "Mosaic" Pentateuch, and,
state. (5) As one notable example, the "Mosaic" documented that at least four basic source documents,

3. Cf. Galatians, 3:23ff.: "Now before faith came, we were confined 4. E.g., the obsessive efforts by certain twentieth century scholars to
under the law, kept under restraint until faith should be revealed. So trace the origins of modern culture back to a supposed "stern Mosaic
that the law Was our custodian until Christ came, that we might be monotheism" of the 12th century or so BC, which, it is alleged, waged
justified by faith. But now that faith has come, we are no longer under a dogged, if lonely and unheralded, battle against peasant fertility
a custodian." In his essay On Christian Liberty, Milton wrote that cults and idolatry for the next 1,200 years, retaining its own essential
"the state of religion under the Gospel is far differing from what it purity and finally becoming a mass force following the birth of Jesus.
was under the Law. Then was the state of rigour, childhood, bondage,
and works; to all which force was not unbefitting. Now is the state of 5. B. Spinoza, A Theologico-Political Treatise, R.H.M. Elwes, trans.
grace, manhood, freedom, and faith; to all which belongs willingness (New York: Dover Publications, 1951), p. 233.
and reason, not force." In his essay, Milton supplies additional rele-
vant citations from the New Testament, particularly Paul. 6. Deuteronomy, 7:1-3.

\
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written at considerably differing periods, have been
artfully combined to yield the five bi_lical books that
the gullible still attribute to "Moses."

The results of the following study are based on a

comprehensive gridding of the biblical sources
against the contemporary historical developments in
both the Near East and the Mediterranean world,
particularly Phoenicia and Ionia.

The most significant points of departure are the
period of David and Solomon, which saw the actual

formation of the Israelite state and people under
Phoenician guidance; the period of the Ionian

Homeric poems, the mid-eighth century BC, which
say the beginnings of the Ionian colonial movement;
ai_d the period of the high-point of Ionian scientific and
philosophical development a century and a half later,
the period just prior to the Persian conquest of Ionia

which saw the flourishing of Thales, Anaximander,
Solon, et al.

To the time of the Homeridae belong the prophets
Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, who had before them the

even earlier story of Adam's Fall from Genesis. _Phoenician bronze bowl of the eighth century BC.
Contemporary with Thales and Anaximander are Phoenician metalwork was spread throughout the Medi-

(roughly) Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Second Isaiah, and terranean world and was extolled in the Homeric epics.
the creation account of Genesis This specimen was found in Assyria.

It is the story of Adam's Fall which is the earliest

developed expression 'of the characteristic, reac- somehow confront the fact that the Genesis story as it
tionary outlook of the Old Testament, which existed appeared in the SacredBooks was a vitriolic attack on
only as a minority viewpoint in the period of Isaiah, in everything humanism stands for.
opposition to the outward-looking, prodevelopment There were two myths of Prometheus in antiquity,
policy-orientation of the Phoenicians and their one adopted by Aeschylus, Plato in his dialogue
Israelite allies. It was not until the time of Jeremiah Protagoras, and other proponents of progress, the
and Ezekiel -- paid agents of Nebuchadnezzar of other version an anti-Promethean diatribe circulated

Babylon -- and of the anonymous "Second Isaiah," an not only by the author of Genesis 3 but by the reac-
agent of Cyrus of Persia -- after most of the Israelite tionary Greek poet Hesiod as well.
nation had been dispersed through the successive For Plato, Aeschylus, and other protohumanists
deportations of the Assyrians and Babylonians -- that throughout the first millenium BC, Prometheus was

this outlook began to be forcibly imposed on the unwil- the symbol of the great movement of technological
ling remnant of the Judeans. innovation, commercial expansion, and scientific

The whole concoction reached its final form -- the investigation which, in the form it achieved in its
basic Pentateuch -- due to the work of Ezra and his culmination in Ionian philosophy and' science in the
associates, operating in the fifth century BC under sixth and fifth centuries BC, gave mankind its decisive

orders from the Persian government. Measured push toward modern humanist culture. In myth, it was
against the Ionian achievement, the result, the the titan Prometheus who stole fire from Zeus -- the
religion of the Old Testament, the Torah of "Moses," ancient sky-god representing in the humanist version

is, as Milton perceived, one of the last of the ancient of the Prometheus myth the most reactionary aspect
pagan religions, and in no sense a precursor of of Greek culture -- and bestowed on man that

ChriStianity or modern Judaism. creativity and capacity for technology which
separates him from animals.

II. The Plot Against Prometheus The Promethean movement began not in Ionia but
in the cities of the Phoenicians: the biblical

The humanists of the Renaissance recognized-- and Canaanites (as they termed themselves in their own
were perplexed by -- the fact that Adam of Genesis is language) or Sidonians. The Phoenician cities had
reallY, the same person as the Greek titan Prometheus begun to exercise a systematic civilizing impact over
("Forethought"), a fact which forced them to their rude Israelite and other neighbors as early as

\
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1000 BC -- the circumstances and details of which we shape of an egg. And Mot shown forth, both sun
shall consider below -- and around the end of the ninth and moon and lesser stars and greater stars."

century BC they began to carry their trade and tech- It proceeds to a rationalistic account of the origin of
nology outward into the Mediterranean, coming into

life, based upon natural processes:
contact with the then still-primitive and barbarian

Greeks. "And when the air shown thoroughly, through the
The Phoenicians brought with them the major inflammation of both sea and earth there came

technological innovation of using iron for peaceful pur- to be winds and clouds and very great down-
suits (1000 BC is the approximate dividing line bet- pourings of heavenly waters and floods. And
ween the "Bronze Age" and the "Iron Age"), the when everything was divided and separated
products and skill of the metalworker, the technology from its own place by the fire of the sun, and

of textile dyeing and manufacture (later to play a role then afterwards all came together in the air and
in the development of the leading Ionian city, were dashed together, thunder and lightning

Miletus), and with these the alphabet -- the Greeks were produced; and in consequence of the
had hitherto been illiterate -- and the beginnings of thunder, the intellectual living things spoken of

abstract scientific and philosophical speculation, awoke, and were frightened by the noise, and
Fragments of an early Phoenician universal history both male and female moved on earth and in the

preserved in a much later Greek translation by the sea."
Christian bishop and associate of Constantine, Euse-
bius of Caesarea, indicate the protoscientific Finally, the Phoenician account of the origin and
character of the Phoenicians' development and the development of civilization is centered on the advance
orientation of their policies in this period toward tech- of technological progress:

nologicalprogress. (7) ... the next mortal generation, whose names
Eusel_ius's excerpts from the Phoenician document were Light, Fire, and Flame... discovered fire

begin with his narration of the Phoenician account of made from the rubbing together of wood, and
the origin of the world: taught its use .... Hypsouranios founded Tyre

and invented huts made from corn stalks,The principle (arche) of the whole he posits as
darkened air and exhalations or vapors of rushes, and papyrus .... Long after the
darkened air and foul, dark chaos. And these generation of Hypsouranios, Agreus and
are infinite and on account of their great age Halieus were born, and they discovered hunting
have no limit. "But when," he says, "the wind and fishing, and from them huntsmen and

(pneuma) fell in love with its own causes (ar- fishermen were named. From them were born
two brothers, the discoverers of iron and the

chalk, and mixing began, that combining was
working of it ....called desire. And this is the principle of crea-

tion of all things. And from the combination of it It was these predicates of social progress which
with the wind there was born Mot. This some among the Greeks were mythically attributed to the
call mud, but others a putrefied sludge of genius of Prometheus. (8)
aqueous mixture. And from that was born the
whole seed of creation and the coming-to-be of The Phoenicians and the Greeks
the universe. And there were some living things
which did not have perception, and from them
were born intellectual living things. And they The impact of the literate culture and the trade and
were called Zophasemin, that is, the overseers industry of the Phoenicians caused a profound change
of heaven. And it was likewise formed with the in the Greeks' modes of thinking, beginning in the mid-

7. Text in F. 3acoby, Fragmente der griechischen Historlker, No. 790. on Porphyry's misconception of the date o! "Semiramis," a ninth
This text was handled gingerly by scholars in the past, on the grounds century BC Assyrian regent mentioned by Philo of Byblus. The ninth
that the Phoenician original has not survived, and because at the time century date for the document is suggested by both the character of
the Greek translation was made, by one Philo of Byblus working the work and by Philo's charge that the Phoenician myths in it were
around the time of Nero, forgeries of "ancient" documents flourished, later perverted by the reactionary Hesiod, who wrote around the end
The text's claim to authenticity was not helped by the fact that Philo of the eighth century. See also Eduard Meyer, Geschichte des Alter-
freely adapted parts of the original to conform to his own turns, 2te Aufl., Bd. 2, Abt. 2 (Stuttgart and Berlin:_1931). pp. 178ff.
philosophical bias, derived from the Hellenistic philosopher Meyer notes certain general conceptual relationships between the
Euhemeros. But comparison of the text _vith recent Canaanite liter- Phoenician document and Genesis 2:4b ff., which was written in the
ary discoveries indicates that the kernel of the work, at least, is ninth century.
genuine. The Phoenician original was dated to the time of the Trojan
War (c. 1200 BC) by the Neoplatonist Porphyry, but from the nature of 8. Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound.
the document, this date is clearly too early, and is in any case based
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eighth century BC. Prior to their contact with the vailing moral standards and had nothing to do with the

Phoenicians, the Greeks had sunk to a level in many ostensible aim of the expedition. Not only, the poet
respects only somewhat higher than that of the late shows, does their conduct bring the entire operation
Stone Age Indians who greeted the Pilgrims -- as the before Troy (which he treats symbolically as a social
evidence of the primitive Greek "geometric" pottery aim around which all the Greeks have united, an

conceptually akin to the products of the U.S. southwest achievement long sought but never attained by later
Indians (particularly after the Indians' contact with humanists of Greek antiquity) grinding to a halt and

Europeans) and the abundant traces of totemistic the brink of failure. The two leaders, Agamemnon and
practices among the Greeks attesL (9) Achilles, nearly provoke the dissolution of the united

The Greeks' social organization was dominated by a Greek force iP a childish name-calling session before a
• I

primitive tribe-phratry-clan structure which council of the Greek chiefs. From this point, the main

possessed all the barbaric and superstitious religious theme of the poem _revolves around the political
rituals, fetishes, taboos, totems, and narrowness and organizing efforts of Odysseus and a few others

immorality of outlook characteristic of such struc- possessing appropriate qualities of outlook to drum a
tures. As the U.S. Founding Fathers were later to minimal quantity of social responsibility and self-dis-
recognize apropos of the American Indians, such cipline into the heads of the two protagonists, whose

deficiencies in these areas no doubt typified thesocial structures are an absolute obstacle to com-

mercial and technological progress. _ general qualities of most of the Hellenic leaders of
Under the impact of the vastly more advanced Homer's time (and many since).

Phoenician commercial culture, early Hellenic The subject of the slightly later Odyssey is the na-
Prometheans systematically defined and attacked the ture of the mental qualities required to conduct the
ideological characteristics of this primitive Greek type of trading expeditions already being carried out

system, in terms of the best features of Iron Age in the eighth century BC by the Phoenicians. The poet
Mediterranean civilization of the ninth and eighth cen- structures his epic around a series of common folk
turies BC. The record of their effort survives in the tales, told by Greek mothers and other mothers
two greatHomeric epics, the lliadand Odyssey, which throughout Europe to their children to foster the
were written down in Ionia around 750 BC (Iliad) and conviction that the world outside the confines of the

725 BC (Odyssey), not long after the Phoenician clan and its fetishes was too threatening to risk en-
alphabet was adapted to express the Greek language, tering. Addressing himself to the psychological dif-
In defining the requirements imposed on their con- ficulties faced by Greeks who had been subjected to
temporaries by the challenge of international corn- such conditioning when they were subsequently called
merce and exploration, the Homeric po_ts created a upon to join the burgeoning trading and colonial ex-
polemic on behalf of the powers and superiority of the peditions, the poet contrasted the response of the
human mind which rightfully earned their poems their undisciplined and hysterical individual (represented
status as the first surviving works of modern by Odysseus's crew) and the creative and self-

literature_ conscious individual (Odysseus) to the challenging
The Iliad focuses on the qualities of leadership and unfamiliar circumstances of long sea voyages.

which the narrow-minded Greek tribal chieftains had The object lesson is that the crew perish to the man
to acquire in order to effectively lead commercial and through their own folly, while Odysseus, the man "of

colonizing expeditions of the sort them being con- many ways" who "learned of the minds of many
ducted by the Phoenicians. Taking as his basic subject men," survives. (10)

matter episodes from the epic cycle of the TrojanWar This Promethean outlook produced far-reaching
which had evolved over several centuries mainly to consequences in the sphere of religion which were for
exalt the piratical and plundering skills of the Greek the most part only implicitly foreshadowed in the
clan leaders, the poet ironically restructured the levity and irreverence with which the Homeridae

material around the story of what happened when -- treated the myths surrounding the Olympian gods.
as was no doubt frequently the case among Greek Prior to the first millenium BC, the civilizations of the
chieftains of the time -- the leading figures in the Mediterranean world made no clear distinction be-

Trojan expedition disgrace themselves in a quarrel tween the processes that govern nature and such pro-
over the distribution of concubines taken in pirate cesses of human thought and action as they knew era-
raids in the vicinity of Troy which both violated pre- pirically from their own internal experience• Natural

9. George Thomson, Studies in Ancient Greek Society: The 10. Odyssey, I:l, 3.
Prehistoric Aegean (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1949), pp. 114-
123.
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events were thus attributed to the actions of a plethora dency" formed, towards the end of the eighth century
of gods, daimones, and numina, who were further- BC, around the writings of the reactionary Boeotian
more presumed to think and act with all the bestiality, poet Hesiod. In his two principal surviving works, the
vindictiveness, and greed which also characterized Theogony and Works and Days, Hesiod, drawing on"

much of the human population of those days. The currents of reaction already well developed in the
behavior of these supposed intelligences, and of the Near East, delivered blasts at trade, commerce, and
often wealthy priests who ministered at their sanc- above all Prometheus, in a story derived from the
tuaries, was "regulated" by a system of organized same source as the biblical story of Adam
ritualpropitiation -- the bestowing upon them of gifts, ("man"). (11)

in the form of sacrifices and other offerings, by their Hesiod's argument against Prometheus was
devotees. Propitiatory worship by means of offerings twofold: first, the simple claim -- as object lesson --
was universal throughout Mesopotamia, Palestine, that Zeus had horribly punished Prometheus for his
Syria, and the Hellenic world, and regulations govern- hubris in the theft of fire; and second -- the parallel

ing offerings form a major part of the "Mosaic" Law with Genesis -- that Prometheus's deed, the giving of
of the Old Testament. _ the capacity for skilled labor to man, was responsible

Proceeding on the basis of the trade-and- for what Hesiod viewed as the current wretched

development-oriented worldvieW bequeathed by the condition of mankind. In an account substantially
Phoenicians and their Homeric forebears, the Ionians identical to the biblical story of_ man's origin in the
in the sixth century BC for the first time rigorously idyllic "Garden of Eden," Hesiod claimed that the

described the workings of the universe in terms of first men had lived in a blissful age of "gold," that this

natural processes which operate in a manner that is had degenerated to a slightly less blissful "age of
both consistent with and yet distinct from human men- silver," but that as a result of Prometheus's deed, the
tation, which the most advanced Ionian thinkers men of his day were forced to live in an age of"iron,"
recognized as the highest order of naturalprocesses, characterized by the need to perform labor as the
As a result of this achievement, the Ionians not only condition for survival. "For the gods," he claimed,
exposed the entire, sacrifice-based religious and

keep hidden from man the means of life ....
social outlook of their contemporaries as useless Zeus, in the anger of his heart hid it, because
superstition, but, by distinguishing unique charac-

Prometheus the crafty deceived him; therefore
teristics of the human mind, opened the way to the

he planned sorrow and mischief against men.
first scientific investigations into epistemology and

He hid fire; but that the noble son of Iapetus
the laws governing human society. (Prometheus -- PA) stole again for men from

Despite the fact that it was nearly a thousand years Zeus the counsellor in a hollow fennel-stalk, so
before the last vestiges of paganism were eliminated that Zeus, who delights in thunder did not see it.
in the Mediterranean world, it was Ionian science of But afterwards Zeus who gathers the clouds
the mid-first millenium BC which dealt paganism's said to him in anger:death blow.

From its beginnings, the progress Of Phoenician- "Son of Iapetus, surpassing all in cunning, you
based trade and commerce encountered opposition. In are glad that you have outwitted me and stolen

Palestine, the rustic backwater of Canaanite civiliza- fire -- a great plague to you yourself and to men
tion iacking its own direct access to the that shall be. But I will give men as the price for
Mediterranean, the Phoenicians' opponents coalesced fire an evil thing in,which they may all be glad of
around the school of thought identified with the heart while they embrace their own des-
biblical prophets. In the Greek world, the same ten- truction." (12)

11.Until recently it was possible to maintain that the similarities be- foundhimself in Boeotia.Even so, Hesiod was hardlyremovedfrom
tween the biblical "Adam" myth and the Hesiodie "Prometheus" urban civilization:as he himself relates, he maintainedcontacts in
myth werecoincidental,onthegroundsthataprofessedrustic suchas Chalcis,a city on the island of Euboea which was one of the leading
Hesiod(whoparadeshimselfas a mere spokesmanforthepeasantsof Greek colonizingcities in the period of Hesiod's lifetime. Moreover,
Boeotia, or "cow-land,") would not have had access to such Nea( ordinarypeasants in the eighth century BC were even less likely to
Eastern literary materials.Thediscoveryin this century of a Bronze publishbooks than today. All copies were reproducedby hand and
Age Hittite literary model for Hesiod's Theogony -- confirmingthat were priced accordingly. Therefore Hesiod was a mouthpiecefor
other elements of Hesiod'swritingbesides the Prometheus myth are reactionary political factions in Chalcis. As is discussed below,
based on Near Eastern parallels -- has disproven this contention, similar considerationscanbe profitablyappliedto the writingsof the
Furthermore, the image of Hesiod as a rustic is inaccurate in any prophet Amos in Judah, whose professions of being a simple but
case. Hesiod's father hailed from the Greek city of Kyme in Asia rigidlymoralisticshepherdare oftentakenfar tooseriously.
Minor, which was a participant in the founding of the first Greek
colonyin Italy around750BC.Himself a participant in Kyme'sover- 12. Hesiod, Worksand Days, 42,4%59,in H.G. Evelyn-White,traM.,
seas activities,Hesiod'sfather developed"cold feet" accordingtothe Hesiod, The Homeric Hymns and Homerica (Cambridge:Harvard
poet, and repaired to Boeotia to farm -- hence the fact that the poet University Press, 1920).
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As in the Garden of Eden myth, this "evil thing" is
woman -- Pandora, the Greek Eve -- who, Hesiod
claims, unleashed diseases, sickness, and hard work
on men. "For ere this," the poet, an avowed

misogynist and zero-growth advocate, says, "the A S Y R I A N
tribes of men lived on earth remote and free from ills

and hard toil and heavy sickness." (13) M P I R E
His close relation to Hesiod is sufficient to establish

the author of the Genesis "Fall" story as standing '_,_r
squarely on the side of those ancients opposed to the HAMATH
Phoenician-originated movement of trade and
progress in the early Iron Age, and it is the "Fall"
story that establishes the monotonous schema of sin

and divine punishment that runs through the earlier
books of the Old Testament. _.

o)

IlL Israel in the Land of Canaan IN ¢ D0 M
OF

MASCUS

The irony of the Old Testament's anticommercial " _m_us
outlook is that ancient Israelite civilization was

originally a product of the same Phoenician com-
mercial culture that initiated the development of

Ionian Greece, and developed as a result of a struggle o, _'_"to overcome precisely the backwardness for which the

/ prophets stood. In fact, close association with the .Me0_ddo \_"
Phoenician trading cities, principally Sidon and Tyre, Taanach ° Ramoth-gilead

is the invariant characteristic of the high points of Samar,a.
ancient Israelite culture. The view embodied in the Shechem°

story of the Fall is alien to the original constitution of
the Israelite state. Bethel• _"

• Heshbon
It is one of the frauds of the Old Testament that one

Tekoa •

Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt and to the border _c_,sh _ebron
of Palestine, and enjoined them not to mix with the Gerar

MOkB
local inhabitants (the Canaanites, etc.) but instead to _:sheb, Kir-rnoabexterminate them and to jealously guard their own
racial purity and religious institutions -- which he had

provided for them as per a series of mountain-top "__ _) jk

meetings and conversations with the Deity. The story . Kadesh- Punon"
barnea *

that his successor Joshua then led the united twelve

tribes of the Israelites _cross the Jordan River into _'_
E DO M

. -Palestine and to a succession of miraculous (literally) _ _ se_ -
victories over the existing inhabitants, divided _OJt
Palestine among the tribes, etc., compounds the _"
fraud.

While it is possible that Moses existed, the only
conclusion that can be securely reached about his Sc_eolM_s

I I
hypothetical personal role in Israelite history is that it 0 2o _o eo ao _0o
was distorted-- in the direction of gross amplification

13. Works and Days, 90-92. \
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-- beyond possible reconstruction in the centuries lished merchants' organizations (17)and long estab-

following the purported date of his "death." (14) lished trading connections with Egypt, the Sudan, etc.
More likely, the Israelites entered Palestine as a to buildon.

series of disorganized and disunited tribes in the Most importantly, the Phoenicians made a con-

period around 1400-1200 BC. (15) This was a time of scious, factional decision to foster the development of
rapid social decay pervading the entire Medi- iron tools, which first found significant productive use
terranean and Near Eastern world, which culminated in Palestine around the beginning of the first

around 1188 BC when a diverse horde originating millenium BC. This decision was prompted by a two-

mainly in the Aegean and Mediterranean area (called fold political problem which the Phoenician cities
the "Sea Peoples" in the brief Egyptian account which faced. On the one hand, tribes of herdsmen had in-

reports their activity) swept across Asia Minor and vaded Palestine and the Phoenician hinterlands --
down the Palestine-Syrian coast to the border of which would later be amalgamated into "Israel"-

Egypt. The Sea Peoples raid was comparable in its creating serious disruptions, the nature of which is
trauma and effects to the impact of the Black Death on sufficiently indicated in the Book of Judges. (18)
medieval Europe: The great cities of Asia Minor and Secondly, several groups of Sea Peoples, principally
northern Syria were destroyed, the empire of the the Philistines, had settled along the Palestine coast,
Hittites was annihilated and the Hittites restricted to a and were engaged in piracy and similar activities
string of cities in Cappadocia and northern Syria, which disrupted Phoenician trade both overland and
Egyptian power was pushed back to the Sinai, and by sea. (19)

social chaosreignedinPalestine. The Phoenicians' solution to this situation was
Like the Renaissance following the Black Death, the conditioned by the fact that, in addition to their

revival of Mediterranean civilization following the Sea brigandage, the Philistines had created enormous
Peoples' raid was based on a qualitative advancement resentment among the Israelites by imposing a policy
in human civilization. In the period under con- of enforced backwardness based on the restriction of
sideration, the basis of this advance was the in- tools for the ISraelites. (While the citing of biblical

troduction of iron for widespread use in agriculture chapter and verse apropos of current events is a risky
and manufacturing, and the men who initiated it were business, in this case there seems to be a clear object
the inhabitants of the Phoenician cities in what is lesson for the architects of the Carter Adminis-

today Lebanon. tration's unhappy policy of restricting export of
In the Late Bronze Age, Phoenicia and northern nuclear technology.) I Samuel 13:19 reports:

Syria (the meeting place of the Hittite and Egyp-
Now there was no smith to be found throughout

tian Empires) had been thriving centers of Medi- all the land of Israel; for the Philistines said,
terranean-wide trade and a highly cosmopolitan "Lest the Hebrews make themselves swords or
civilization, which had already solved the challenge

spears"; but every one of the Israelites went
posed by an influx of merchants speaking numerous

down to the Philistines to sharpen his plow-
different languages by inventing the modern alpha-

share, his mattock, his axe, or his sickle.
betic system of consonants. (16) While much of this
civilization was destroyed by the Sea Peoples, the The Phoenicians, on the other hand, pursued a

remaining Phoenician cities -- principally Sidon, policy of fostering trade and commerce in Palestine.
Tyre, and Byblos -- still possessed strongly estab- At an early date, the Canaanites in Palestine had be-

/

14. In the earliest versions of the Exodus myth, Moses appears 1965), or any other source dealing with the discoveries since 1929 at
primarily as a leader of a group of cattle herdsmen (cf. Exodus 10:26), Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit) in Syria.
and there is no trace of his later role as a lawgiver. Down to the
reign of Hezekiah at the end of the eighth century BC, that is to say 17. B. Mazar, "The Philistines and the Rise of Israel and Tyre," Pro-
prior to the composition of the Deuteronomic law, Moses was ceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Vol. I
associated with a bronze serpent named Nehushtan which was kept in (1967), No. 7, p. 3.
Solomon's temple, and which apparently was believed to have
medicinal powers (Numbers 21:4ff., II Kings 18:4). A profound em- 18. Cf. Judges 5 (the "Song of Deborah"), 18:27-29, and the story of
barrassment to later Judeans and their tradition of Moses the Simeon andLevi'sraidonShechem (Genesis34:25ff.)whichproperly
"lawgiver," the report of this serpent has vanished from the account applies to the period of the Israelites' occupation of Palestine.
of Hezekiah's reign in II Chronicles 29-31.

19. On Sea Peoples' sea piracy, see the Egyptian report known as
15. This view is based on the account of the Israelites' occupation of "The Journey of Wen Amon," in James B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient
the land in Judges lff. The wildly contradictory picture presented in Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament, Third Edition with
Joshua is late fiction. Supplement (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 26.

Inland, the Philistines had hired groups of brigands to loot both far-
16. Details may be found in Cyrus Gordon, The Common Background mers and merchants, as the report of David's association with them in
of Greek andHebrew Civilizations (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., II Samuel 27:8-12 indicates.
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come heavily intermingled with the Israelite once again to himself, restored it. He had with

newcomers (20) and even appear to have coopted him a young boy Abdemunos, who always used
some of the Israelite groups into their commercial to solve the problems which Solomon, the king of
enterprises. (21) the Jerusalemites, used to propound to

It was this fight, Phoenician trade versus Philistine him. (25)
backwardness, that was the issue in the war fought by
Saul and David, in which Saul was allied with the The Old Testament relates that Hiram was the

contractor who built the celebrated temple of SolomonPhoenicians (22) and in which David, initially em-
ployed as a countergang leader by the Philistines in Jerusalem-- the "first" temple destroyed in 586 BC
against Saul, (23)was persuaded (probably through by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon -- supplying both
association with Abner's followers) to make timber and skilled craftsmen for the task. (26) The

association with the Phoenicians and to adopt the Old Testament also reports that Hiram engaged in
principles of their outlook as the principles of his joint trading ventures with Solomon, supplying crews
state. (24) \ for trading ships of Solomon's which sailed from the

In any case, by the close of his reign, David's Israelite port of Ezion-geber on the Gulf of
prosperous kingdom was aligned with the celebrated Aqaba. (27)

King Hiram of the leading Phoenician city, Tyre, and Solomon himself rebuilt numerous ruined cities

the contested Israelite succession was secured by a throughout his kingdom, and made considerable
son, Solomon, committed to continuing that asso- improvements in Jerusalem as well. As a center of
ciation, trade, his kingdom was highly cosmopolitan.

Of this Hiram, it is recorded by both Greek Solomonic Israel was tolerant of a multitude of

historians and the Bible that he was a great builder religious cults, and, in accordance with the common
and innovator. The Greek source reports that dil)lomatic practice of the period, the king maintained

"_ his sizeable, celebrated seraglio, reportedly including
He erected the Eurychoron (a broad plaza in daughters of the kings of Egypt and Tyre.
Tyre between the city and the temple of the After Solomon's kingdom split in.two and went into a
Chief Phoenician god, Ball Samin -- PA) and set period of decline after his death (around 930 BC), the
up the gold pillar in the temple of Zeus (Baal fortunes of Israel, the northern kingdom, were revived

Samin -- PA). Having gone for timber, he cut by the dynasty of another celebrated king, Omri
cedar wood from the mountains called the (reigned c. 873-869 BC and possibly of Arab ancestry),
Lebanon for the temples of the sacred rites, and who also made collaboration with the PhoeniCians and
he tore down ancient temples and built new adoption of Phoenician culture and commercial
ones, both the temple of Herakles and the practices the cornerstone of his policies. Omri's in-
temple of Astarte, and he was the first to make fluence was sufficient that for more than a century af-
the awakening of Herakles in the month of ter his death Israel was referred to in Assyrian docu-
Peritios. He sent an expedition against the Uti- ments as "Omri-land." Even more important was his
cans (the location and exact name of the city son, Ahab (reigned approximately 869-850 BC), the
referred to are unknown" PA) who had refused scope of whose building projects exceeded even those
to pay their tribute, and having subjected them of Solomon.

20. Judges 1. the "LORD" in translations of the 01d Testament), later introduced
as the "holy of holies" at the central sanctuary in Jerusalem by David

21. The Song of Deborah states that the Danites shunned the battle and Solomon, was actually banished to the Gibeonite (non-Israelite)
with the kings of Canaan and instead stayed "with the ships," while town of Kiriath-jearim. The grounds for this were the ark's presence
"Asher sat still at the coast of the sea, settling down by his landings." at a disastrous Israelite defeat at the hands of the Philistines and
(Judges 5:17.) further bad omens received when the Philistines returned it to the

I;;raelites (I Samuel 5-7:1). It languished at Kiriath-jearim until after
22. The son who succeeded Saul at the head of Saul's kingdom bore the David had gained control of Jerusalem (II Samuel 6). Whether ex-
Canaanite name of Eshbaal. The very existence of his kingdom has clusive worship of Yahweh was a factor in Saul's kingdom may be
been virtually blacked out of the Old Testament, in the interests of the questioned from the fact that his son, Eshbaal, bore a name formed
spurious claims to legitimate succession to Saul put forward on behalf from the Canaanite divine appellation "Baal."
of David.

25. Menander of Ephesus (c. 200 BC), quoted by Josephus, Contra
2& Mazar, op. c/t., p. 14: "Apparently the Philistines also employed Apionem, I. 118-120.
the ancient device of divide et impera by supporting David as lord of
Judah against the house of Saul in Israel." 26. I Kings 5ff.

24. So little were "religious issues" (in the modern sense of the term) 27. I Kings 9:26. The location of "Ophir" is not known. Possible
at issue in the struggle, that in the final phases of the war, the "ark of locations include the Sudan and Ethiopia, the Arabian peninsula, and
Yahweh" ("Yahweh" is the personal name of the chief ancient Judean Ceylon.
god, the so-called ineffable Tetragrammaton commonly rendered by
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Omri came to p_ower at the same time as a vigorous
new king of Tyre, ithobaal, (28_ and the two kings
clearly patterned their relations and policies on those
of Hiram and Solomon. Omri built a new Israelite
capital city, Samaria (whence the name "Samari-
tans"), while Greek historians credit Ithobaal with
founding new cities in Phoenicia and Africa. (29)

Archaeological results have confirmed biblical
indications that Ahab made vast improvements in

Israelite cities. (30) Not only, it turns out, was his
celebrated "house of ivory" furnished with
Phoenician ivories, but further evidence of Israelite-

• Phoenician cooperation in his urbanization program is
provided by the numerous examples from Israelite
buildings of the period of the Phoenician-styled
"proto-Ionic" or "proto-Aeolic" capitals which
several hundred years later evolved into the classic
Greek Ionic style.

To cement ties between Samaria and Tyre, Ithobaal
and Omri arranged a marriage between Ahab and one
of Ithobaal's daughters, the widely slandered Jezebel.
Ahab himself sent one of his and Jezebel's daughters,

Athaliah, to be married to the king of Judah, the
southern of the two kingdoms, drawing this state into Phoenician-styled Proto-Ionic capital from the Israelite

city of Hazor, dated in the time of Ahab [ninth century
I

the general prosperity. BC] by the excavators.

IV. Assyria and Reaction city-god Melcarth or Tyrian Herakles) in Samaria,
although this facet of Tyrian culture was certainly an

Despite the manifest progress made in their reigns, advance over the bedouin-oriented system of worship
the Old Testament remembers both Solomon and centered around two golden calves which had been

Omri and Ahab most for apostasy and the dilution of instituted in Israel following the break-up of
"Israelite" culture, coupled, in the case of the latter Solomon's kingdom. Jezebel is damned for everything

two kings, with allegations of commercial corruption, from murdering prophets to wearing make-up. r

Solomon's accomplishments in urbanizing his king- The key to the Old Testament's attitude lies not in
• dom and building up its wealth and frade, and in Israel, but indevelopments in Mesopotamia.

erecting the very temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem, are The beginnings of the reigns of Ithobaal in Tyre and
overridden, in the Old Testament's evaluation of his Omri in Israel coincided with the revival of the power
reign, by his sins of taking foreign wives (polygamy, of the Mesopotamian kingdom of Assyria, the third
of course, is sanctioned by the Old Testament) and of major factor, along with Egypt and Phoenicia, in the
permitting the worship of cults other than that of Yah- politics of the biblical world.
weh. "For Solomon went after Ashtoreth the goddess A lie circulated in many ancient-history books
of the Sidonians, and after Milcom the abomination of maintains that the development of imperial Assyrian
the Ammonites," I Kings ll:5pronounces. "Solomon power, which was eventually to embrace Syria,
did what was evil in the sight of Yahweh, and did not Phoenicia, Palestine, and Egypt, and its organic
wholly follow Yahweh." successors, the Neo-Babylonian and Persian empires,

The biblical censure of Solomon is mild in contrast contributed,, through the establishment of law and
to the frenzy of slander and imprecation directed order and centralized government over a wide area, to

against Omri, and especially against Ahab and promote the spread of civilization and particularly of
Jezebel. Ahab is singled out for murdering to acquire trade during the time of biblical Israel. Nothing is
property and for erecting a temple of Baal (the Tyrian further from the truth.

28. For dates, see Pierre Cintas, Manuel d'Arch_ologie lbunique, Vol. 29. Menander, in Josephus, Antiquitates Yudaicac, VIII, 324.
I (Paris': A. et J. Picard, 1970), p. 200, with discussion on preceding
pages, and W.F. Albright, The Biblical Period from Abraham to Ezra 30. I Kings 16:32-34; Yigael Y_/din, Hazor: The Rediscovery of a Great
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1963), p. 117. These dates are not Citadel of the Bible (New York: Random House, 1975), pp. 158-170,
necessarily exact. 214.
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Assyrians in particular developed a system of agri-
culture and land speculation in which slaves were
bought and sold with the plot of land they oc-
cupied. (31)

To meet their requirements for skilled labor and
industrial products, the Assyrians and Babylonians,
and the Persians after them, adopted a conscious
policy of looting the populations and possessions of
their neighbors, beginning in the early ninth century
BC. (32)

The first of the evil Assyrian conquerers was

Ashurnasirpal II (883-859 BC). Extracts from his in-
scriptions illustrate the character of his activity:

The tribute of the kings of the seacoast_ of the
people of Tyre, Sidon, Gebail (Byblos),
Malhata, Maisa, Kaisa, Amurru, and Arvad,
which lies in the midst of the sea, -- silver, gold,

lead, copper, vessels of copper, garments made
of brightly colored wool, linen garments, a great
pagutu and a small pagutu, maple-wood, box-
wood, and ivory, and a dolphin ("sea-horse"), a
creature of the sea, I received as tribute from

Developed Ionic capital of the mid-sixth century BC, them, and they embraced my feet. Into Mount
from the temple of Hera on Samos. Amanus I climbed up, and beams of cedar,

cypress, juniper, and pine I cut down. (33)

It is true that Assyria (upper Mesopotamia) and The former city of Calah ... I built anew,
Babylonia (lower Mesopotamia) had played a major peoples whom my hand had conquered, from the.
pioneering role in the development of trade and lands which I had subdued, from the land of
commerce in the Mediterranean and Near Eastern Suhi, from the land of Lake, in its entirety, frem

world some thousand years prior to the period of the city of Sirku on the other side of the Eu-
biblical israel. At that time, such a policy had been phrates,.from the land of Zamua to its farthest

designed to compensate for the fact that Mesopotamia border, from Bit-Adini and the land of Hatte,
is severely lacking in both metals and wood, and the and of Liburna of the land of Hattini I took and I
ancient Mesopotamian states depended on the settled therein .... (34)

Lebanon fo_,timber and on Asia Minor and Armenia Feudal dues, forced labor, and overseers I
for metals. In this earlier period, Mesopotamians had imposed upon the land of Nairi. (35)
acquired these necessities through trade, but the

I cut off their heads, I burned them with fire, aprocess of collapse of the Bronze Age commercial net-
works, which culminated in the Sea Peoples raids, had pile of living men and of heads over against the
left both Babylon and Assyria isolated and prostrate, city gate I set up, men I impaled on stakes, the •
and saddled with a social structure -- especially in city I destroyed and devastated, I turned it into

mounds and ruins heaps, the young men andBabylonia -- based on entrenched priesthoods with
maidens in the fire I burned. (36)

extensive interests in feudal-like temple estates.

• As they evolved in the course of the first millenium The appearance of Ashurnasirpal II in Syria and
BC, the Assyrian and Babylonian social structures Phoenicia in 876 at the head of an army to gather
increasingly generated large numbers of slaves, and tribute forced the Phoenicians and their commercial
corresponding shortages of skilled labor. The allies -- both the Israelites and the important Ara-

31. Isaac Mendelsohn, Slavery in the Ancient Near East (New York: (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1926-27), Vol. I, pp. 166-7.

Oxford University Press, 1949), pp. 23, 41,110-114. 341 Ibid., p. 171.
32. A.T. OImstead, History o[Assyria (New York: Charles Scribner's

35. "Ibid., p. 182.
and Sons, 1923), p. 81. /
33. D.D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records o£ Assyria and Babylonia 36. Olmstead, Historyo[Assyria, p. 97.
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i

HISTORY OLD TESTAMENT
Tribes that later became "Israel" begin migrations into Palestine. "Peoples of the Sea" in-
vasions from Re Aegean devastate eastern Mediterranean littoral. 1200 BC

Struggle of trade-oriented Phoenicians (Canaanites) against Sea Peoples (Philistines) settled
in Palestine and engaged in piracy. Israelite kingdom formed under Phoenician influence to
combat Philistines. 1000 BC

[ [ i

Israelite kingdom prospers under David and Solomon by developing industrially in eonjune- Composition begins of source materials later
tion with Phoenicians. Solomon's kingdom splits in two after his death, 900 BC used for the history Judges-Kings.

Israelite revival under Omri and Ahab, who collaborate closely with Ithobaal of Tyre. Elijah
attacks Ahab. 850 BC

i

Coup d'etat led by Jehu against the House of Omri in 842 BC expels Phoenician influences, ends Oldest source document later incorporated in
pro-industrial policies, dismantles Israelite army and pays tribute to Assyria. 800 BC the Pentateuch, 31, (Eissfeldt's L), attacking

Prometheus (Adam).
! in t il t i

Phoenicians colonize Carthage c. 814 BC, in period which marks the beginning of wide-scale Amos, working with Jerusalem priests, de-
Phoenician contact with Greeks. Renewed collaboration between Phoenicia and Israel under nounces wealth of Israel and calls for assas-
I._raelite King Jeroboam II (786-746). 750 BC sination of Jeroboam.

t

Homeric poems and first colonies by the Greeks. Assyrian revival under Tiglath-pile_'er III With Israel threatened by Assyria, Hosea
(745-727) menaces |srael and Phoenicia. 725 BC functions to subvert it from within.

Israel destroyed by Assyrians in 722 BC. Judah becomes a vassal of Assyria; Phoenicians are Composition of E source later incorporated in
subjugated by Assyria by 700 BC. Reactionary Greek poet Hesiod. 700 BC Pentateuch (?) Prophets Isaiah, Micah sup-

, port Assyrians against Israel.

- BC" - "Assyrian hegemony over Near East., 6_5
i

Babylon breaks with Assyria by 625 BC. War between the two Mesopotamian states culminates Deuteronomic Code written and foisted on
m 614-612 BC when Median allies of Babylon destroy main Assyrian cities. 600 BC 3,udah as of "Mosaic" origin by pro-Baby-

Ionian Jerusalem priests.

, I I

aean and Neo-Hittite cities of Syria -- to consider through, much difficulty and delicate diplomacy,
how todeal politically with the Assyrian threat. The reached a modus vivendi with Israel's old and

Phoenicians adopted the same strategy they had powerful northern antagonist, Damascus. (39) The
earlier applied to the Israelites: conquer them with consequence was that when Shalmaneser's forces
trade, backed, where necessary and possible, by marched into Syria, they were met by a powerful
judicious resistance by armed force. (37) coalition of Aramaean forces at Qarqara on the

Orontes River, which included a contingent of Ahab's
These efforts seem to have had effect. From the

forces numbering 2,000 chariots and 10,000 foot, size-
period of his first invasion of Phoenicia in 876 down to

able enough for the Assyrians to place the Israelites
his death in 859 BC, Ashurnasirpal made no more third in their list of the enemy order of battle. (40)
major sorties against the Phoenicians, and an in-

While Shalmaneser claimed that he won a crushing
scription from late in his reign records that the victory in the ensuing battle, the fact that his army
TYrians and Sidonians were among those who sent conducted no more operations in thearea has led most
emissaries to be present for the dedication banquet of scholars to conclude that he suffered a humiliating
his new palace at Calah. (38) check. ' "

The next Assyrian king, Sh_lmaneser III, however, Although no direct positive evidence has survived, it
dumped his late father's principal advisors im- is not difficult to conclude that Shalmaneser had a

mediately on succeeding to the throne and embarked hand in the internal subversion in Israel, centered
on renewed military operations against the Ara- around the prophets Elijah and Elisha, which
maeans and Israel. In 853 BC, Shalmaneser invaded culminated some ten years after Ahab's death in a
Syria, and it was at this time that Ahab's skill in brutal coup d'_tat against his successors. There is no
dealing with the Assyrians was made manifest, in an "smoking gun" to seal the case (as there is in the case
episode which has been blacked out of the biblical of the prophet Jeremiah), but Shalmaneser was the
account of his reign. Despite the reported disruptive principal beneficiary of Elijah and Elisha's work.

efforts of the prophets Elijah and Elisha, Ahab had, What characterized the two prophets was violent
f

37. The fact that Phoenician and Aramaean merchants achieved. 38. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 560.
considerable success in this effort, without fundamentally altez;ing the
character of the Assyrian system, is often wrongly interpreted as 39. i Kings 20.
evidence in support of the contention that Assyrian imperialism
served to foster commerce. 40. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 279.
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opposition to the commerce-oriented elements of Adam's Fall, parallels so close that a leading twen-

Phoenician culture which had come to dominate tieth century German biblical scholar, Otto Eissfeldt,
Israel, this opposition reflected not only in their at- was led to conclude -- in the most cautious statement
tacks on "Baal" worship but also in such stories as the of the case -- that the seizure of power by Jehu and the
tale of the "widow's oil" (IIKings4:l-7) which attacks movement around Elijah and Elisha provided the
the alleged rapacity of the Canaanite business world. "soil" around which the Fall myth "grew." (45)

Rightly did Aha-b term Elijah m whose sedition he This is not to say that the entire Pentateuch
battled for years -- the "troubler of Israel." In 842 BC, (Genesis through Deuteronomy) is a product of the

after Ahab's death, an officer named Jehu staged a forces associated with Jehu. Beginning in the eight-
Successful coup against Jezebel and Ahab's'son ruling eenth century, scholars began to distinguish what

in Samaria. At the same time Jehu murdered the proved to be several separate narrative documents
reigning king of Judah -- who was married to Ahab's which have been homogenized and digested into the
daughter Athaliah -- but timely counteraction by this present Pentateuch. Since the late nineteenth century,

resourceful queen in Jerusalem prevented him from there has been broad agreement among all but the
seizing powertheretoo. (41) most bitter fundamentalist and talmudic die'hards

Putting the political principles enunciated by Elijah that these basic documents are four: "J," or the
into effect, Jehu ended Israel's alliance with the "Jehovist" document, "E," the "Elohist" document,
Phoenicians and moved to extirpate the influence of the Deuteronomic Code (D), and the Priestly Code
Phoenician culture on Israel. He based his power on a (P), written in that order over a period spanning the
Yahwistic religious sect calling itself the Rechab- ninth through fifth centuries BC (the earliest thus
ites. (42) The principles of this sect, as articulatedby written 400 years after the purported date for
its founder Jonadab b. Rechab to his followers, were "Moses"!), plus miscellaneous legal codes and a

substantial quantity of reductional material added to
to drink no wine all our days, ourselves, our reconcile, combine, or supplement the various
wives, our sons, or our daughters, and not to sources. (46)
build houses to dwell in. We have no vineyard or

Despite often wild divergences in matters o'f detail,
field or seed; but we have lived in tents, and

the various documents are in agreement in pro-
have obeyed and done all that Jonadab our pounding a fantastic and demonstrably spurious
father commandedus. (43) reconstruction of Israel's history which maximizes

The other Jsignificant policies adopted by Jehu were Israel's historic and cultural connections to Meso-
the immediate payment of tribute to Shalmaneser, potamia, and minimizes or slanders those with
reversing the policy of Ahab on this account, and -- Phoenicia and Egypt (which, at the time of Jehu, was
related both to his subservience to Assyria and his ineffectually supporting the Phoenicians against

opposition to technology -- the dismantling of the Shalmaneser, and which continued to oppose the
powerful military machine built by Ahab. By the time activities of the Assyrians and Babylonians through-
of Jehoahaz, Jehu's son and successor, the Bible out theformativeperiodofthe Pentateuch).

reports that "there was not left.., an army of more The Adam story is contained in what is commonly
than fifty horsemen and ten chariots." (44) termed the J story of the creation. (47) The parallel

which links the Adam story with Jehu -- in addition to

the general hatred of progress and intellectuality
JehuandGenesi$ identified above -- is the bedouin-oriented opposition

to agriculture common to both the Adam story and the
There are strikingly close parallels between the ,Rechabite sect. In the Adam myth, this opposition

activity associated with Jehu, and the Genesis story of emerges in the "punishment" meted out by Yahweh to

41.IIKings 9;11:1-3. teenth century scholarsKarl Heinrich Graf and JuliusWellhausen
who were itsforemost exponents,are containedinEissfeldt,TheOld

42. II Kings 10:15-16. Testament... and R.H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testament
(New York: Harper and Row, 1948). Wellhausen's own, livelier ex-

43. Jeremiah 35:8-10. position of his discoveries is contained in his Prolegomena to the His-
tory of Ancient Israel (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1957).

44. II Kings 13:7.
47. Many scholars divide the originally identified J source into two

45.O. Eissfeldt,The Old Testament: An Introduction(New York: furtherindependentdocuments, but thereisno generalagreement as
Harper and Row, 1965),p.198. to what thesetwo documents were. Eissfeldtassignsthoseelements

ofJ which he associateswithJehu and theRechabitestowhat he calls
46.Summaries of the modern view of the development of the the "L" (Lay) source,distinctfrom the laterbasicJ document. Eiss-
Pentateuch,calledthe "Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis"afterthe nine- feldtmakes the L document theearliestofthePentateuchalsources.



Adam and Eve after he discovers that the pair have in standard commentaries). The Chaldeans were

acquired knowledge: Mankind is "condemned" to active in southern Mesopotamia, however, in the
practice agriculture, which one might otherwise period of Shalmaneser and Jehu, when some ap-
regard as an important advance over the fruit- parently helped to prop up the Babylonian end of Shal-
gathering existence depicted in the Garden of Eden. In maneser's operations. (50) During the period of
the wordsofGenesis: Babylonian agent Jeremiah and the subsequent

And to Adam he (Yahweh -- PA) said, Judean exile to Babylonia, in the sixth century BC, the
Chaldean dynasty of Nebuchadnezzar occupied the

"Because you have listened to the voice
of your wife, throne of Babylon.

The J story (as well as the later P, demonstrably
and have eaten of the tree written for the most part in Babylonia) also borrows

of which I commanded you, from characteristically Mesopotamian mythology,

'You shall not eat of it,' particularly the flood story (both J and P versions of
cursed is the ground because of you; the flood legend are preserved in the present Genesis)

in toil you shall eat of it all the days
which goes back to Sumerian times (third millenium

of your life;
thorns and thistles it shall bring forth BC) in Mesopotamia. (51)

Nothing in the Genesis myth explicitly identifies the
to you; story of Adam with the movement around Jehu; a

and you shall eat the plants of propagandist writing a- purported history of
the field.

In the sweat of your face primordial sin to promote the unpopular policies of a

you shall eat bread current rule would naturally seek to avoid references
till you return to the ground, in his document which indicate he is doing just that.

for out of it you were taken; But in addition to EissfeldVs observation of the rela-

you are dust, tion between the Rechabites and the anti-agricultural
and to dust you shall return. (48) outlook of the Adam story, the following considera-

tions support the conclusion that there is a direct
Proceeding to chapter 4 of Genesis, still within the J connection:

stratum, we learn that Cain murdered his brother First, 5ehu is clearly responsible for literary-
Abel from pique over the fact that, Abel being a propaganda activity. In II Kings 9:25, for example, the
"keeper of sheep" and Cain a "tiller of the ground," Bible gives him virtual personal credit for creating
Yahweh preferred Abel's sacrifices -- offerings of the slander against Ahab regarding the acquisition of
meat -- to Cain's offerings of grain, for which Yahweh Naboth's field.

"had no regard." Cain's punishment for murdering Second, the fact that the Rechabites persist as a
his brother is still another curse on the land: "When

nodal point of Mesopotamian influence in Israel down
you till the ground, it shall no longer yield to you its to the time of Jeremiah, a certified Babylonian hire-
strength; you shall be a fugitive and a wanderer on the

ling.
earth." (49) Third, the fact that the various documents contained

In the realm of social science, the early Pentateuch- in the Pentateuch were all preserved by the pro-
ai source places the origins of civilization in Babylonia
(the "land of Shinar" of Genesis 11), and may have Babylonian (later Persian) party around Jeremiah et
included the puzzling reference to Abraham's 'origins al., pointing to at least a presumption of a continuous

factional heritage in their composition.
in "Ur of the Chaldeans" -- also in Babylonia.

Whether early in the development of the Pentateuch
(ninth century BC) or late (sixth or fifth century BC), V. Israel and Revival in
this "Ur of the Chaldeans" reference bears the odor of

a politically anotivated fabrication. Although Ur was Phoenicia and Ionia
indeed a very ancient city -- as has been made much
of by defenders of the historical verisimilitude of the
Bible- prominent in Sumerian times in the third Seven years after Jehu's coup d'_tat, the half-
millenium BC, the Chaldeans had no presence in Ur Phoenician Queen Athaliah was overthrown by a

in the purported period of Abraham, the mid-second similar intrigue in Jerusalem (c. 837). The two
millenium BC (this fact usually receives less attention kingdohas lived miserably under an anti-Phoenician

48.Genesis3:17-19. 50.AncientNear Eastern Texts.p.277.

49.Genesis4:12. 51.Ibld.,p.42-44.
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regimen for some forty years. Worse for theml for a pute between the two factions of Tyre, Carthage, the
time after the death of Shalmaneser III (824 BC) "new city," rapidly assumed the leading role in the
Assyrian military power deteriorated rapidly, leaving western end of a major Phoenician trading push west
the two pro-Assyrian states fair game for their more into the Mediterranean which took the Phoenicians to

commercially oriented old enemies in Damascus, who Spain, North Africa, Italy, Sicily, and the Aegean
remained Assyria's implacable enemies• "In those region.

days," the Bible reports, "Yahweh began to cut off It was the Phoenician revival of this period that

parts of Israel: Hazael (king of Damascus -- PA) de- inspired Homer, and prompted other Greeks, led by
feared them throughout the territory of israel." In the Ionians and the Dorian Corinthians.to found some

Judah, the Syrians were kept at bay only by payment two score of colonies themselves between ap-
of aheavytribute. (52) proximately 750 and 600 BC. (54) These colonies

In approximately 814 BC, however, developments ranged from the Black Sea area where the Ionian city
occurred in Phoenicia whose impact soon drew Israel of Miletus was paramount, to Italy and Sicily where
and Judah out of their misery• Pygmalion, the youth- Corinthian networks were the major links with
ful king of Tyre, quarreled with his sister Elissa mainland Hellas and points further east, and included
(Dido), in what was recorded as an attempt to seize Marseilles (Greek Massalia) and the port of Nau-

the wealth of her husband Acerbas, a rich priest of cratis, established as a joint venture of several Greek
Tyrian Herakles (Melcarth). The upshot of the trading cities, in Egypt.

struggle was that Elissa and a group of leading This great commercial movement, which produced
Phoenicians from Tyre and Cyprus fled to North a sharp increase in trade between the Levant, and
Africa where they founded the city of Carthage. (53) Egypt, (55) did not pass Palestine by untouched• Its

Whatever the real differences that underlay the dis- impact was being fully felt in Israel by the reign of

52. II Kings 10:32; 12:17-18. x Studies, LXVI, pp. 67-98. Cook's analysis of the Ionian developments,
however, is perverse.

53. Justin, Universal History, XVIII, 4ff.; in Cintas, Manuel ..., pp.

1%19. 55. This conclusion is drawn "from the relative quantities of pottery
from different periods recovered from the coast off Palestine. See D.

54. A list of the Greek colonies, together with approximate or Barag, "A Survey of Pottery Recovered From the Sea Off the Coast of
proposed foundations dates, is contained in R.M. Cook, "Ionia and Israel," IsraetExploration Journal, 13 (1963), pp. 13-19.
Greece in ,t_e Eighth and Seventh Centuries BC," Journal of Hellenic



Jeroboam II (c. 786-746), the great-grandson of 3ehu lating and called for the assassination of King
who completely reversed his ancestor's pohcms, once Jeroboam. He proclaimed:
again emphasizing trade, commercial activity, and "Therefore because you trample upon
contact with the Phoenicians. Collaborating in his the poor
enterprises was King Azariah of Judah, who rebuilt and take from him exactions of wheat,
the port of Elath on the Red Sea coast to facilitate you have built houses of hewn stone."

southern trade. (56) Dressed stone houses were a major advance in those
days. In Mesopotamia, lacking in stone, most houses

were of (water-soluble) mud brick•
- High living standards and culture also drew Amos's

The Prophets Respond censure:

"Woe to those who lie upon beds
of ivory,

and stretch themselves upon their
The turn in policy in Israel and Judah drew a violent

couches,
response from the supporters of the Jehuite anti-

and eat lambs from the flock,
progress policies, who continued their pro-Assyrian and calves from the midst of the stall;

orientation and opposition to commercial develop- who sing idle songs to the sound of
ment. This is the policy which forms the actual content

the harp•" (58)
of the genuine oracles of Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and
Micah, whose fulminations against Jeroboam and on Officials at Bethel appear to have dealt promptly
behalf of the Assyrians are the earliest prophetlr utter- with the unwanted disrupter:
ances in the Bible: definitely assignable to identified

Then Amaziah the priest of Bethel sent to
prophets. Jeroboam king of Israel, saying, "Amos has

The earliest of these prophets is Amos, whose ac- conspired against you in the midst of the house
tivity is roughly datable to the period 760-750 BC. of Israel; the land is not able to bear all his
Amos identifies himself as a simple shepherd of words. For thusAmoshassaid,
Tekoa, a town not far south of Jerusalem, but his 'Jeroboam shall die by the sword,
writing is closely connected with that of Isaiah,, a and Israel must go into exile away
member of the pro-Assyrian faction around the from hisland.' " J

Jerusalem royal house and priesthood. It is these And Amaziah said to Amos, "O seer, go, flee
circles, and not the poor shepherds of Tekoa, that pro- away to the land of Judah, and eat bread there,

vided the "inspiration" for Amos's denunciations of and prophesy there; but never again prophesy
wealth and progress, and, presumably, the money to at Bethel, for it is the king's sanctuary and it is a
finance the publication and preservation of his ut- temple ofthekingdom." (59)t

terances.

The activity of the historical Isaiah is datable If the trend toward progress had continued uninter-
slightly later, from _the year of the death of King Uz- rupted in Israel and Judah, the career of Amos's co-
ziah (Azariah), 746 BC, down to the reign of Hezekiah factioneers would probably have suffered similar
(c. 715-687 BC). Micah was a contemporary of Isaiah, ignominious ends, and no utterances of Amos, Isaiah,
while Hosea, a bizarre personality who apparently Hosea, or Micah would have survived to edify suc-
married an adultress to symbolize what he considered ceeding generations.

Israel's foresaking of Yahweh, was a native of the In 745-744 BC, however, a new Assyrian king, a
northern kingdom whose activity occurred roughly general who took the royal name Tiglath-pileser (III),
during 750-730 BC. seized power, and then promptly co,trived to have

Amos's ministry occurred for a period estimated at himself named king of Akkad (Babylon) as well,
perhaps not more than several months, sometime under the royal name Pul. With this power base, he
around 760 BC. (57) He left his home in Judah and revived the moribund Assyrian military machine and
went to Israel to disrupt services at one of the chief na- began a series of military campaigns in Syria,
tional sanctuaries, Bethel, where he denounced the Phoenicia, and Palestine that lasted virtually unin-
Israelite merchants for the wealth they were accumu- terrupted until his death in 727 BC.

56. II Kings 14:22. 58. Amos 5:11, 6: 4-5.

57. R.H. Pfeiffer, Introduction, p. 577. 59. Amos 7:10-13.
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The political fortunes and posterity of Isaiah and Co. with his subsequent reputation for devotion to Yah-
were saved. The Assyrian invasions produced political weh. King Ahazwent to Damascus to'pay obeisance to
turmoil in Israel, and a rapid turnover of kings. Tiglath-pileser, and saw there an altar that the

Whitewashing Tiglath-pileser, Hosea blamed Is- Assyrian king had erected. Ahaz immediately sent
rael's troubles on its tradition of independent mon- back a model of the altar to a crony of Isaiah, Uriah
archy dating back to Saul (60) and on the existence of the priest, for duplication in his own temple. Without a
the monarchy and its rising wealth: peep from the pious prophet, who may be assumed to

Israel is a luxuriant vine that yields have supported the deed, the sacred altar of Yahweh
its fruit, was shunted off into a corner to be preserved for use in

The more his fruit increased the more divination, and the new one, built to Assyrian speci-
altars he built; fications, installed in its place. (64)

In 722 BC, the Assyrians -- under a new king, Sargonas his country improved he improved his
II -- completed the destruction of Samaria, thepillars (pillars were used in Canaanite

ritual -- PA). Israelite capital, carrying off its inhabitants into exile
Their heart is false; now they must in Syria, Assyria, and Media -- the so-called "lost ten

bear their guilt. (61) tribes." With this, the Assyrian conquest of Israel and
Judah was essentially complete, although a rebellion

In 735 BC, an anti-Assyrian king, Pekah, seized by Ahaz's successor Hezekiah apparently caused
power in Israel, andformed a league with Damascus Isaiah a little unease.

against Tiglath-pileser. The two kings attempted to The Phoenician cities of the coast -- aided by
persuade King Ahaz of Judah -- the grandson of Ionians--continued to resist the Assyrians until about
Azariah -- to join them. In a meeting with Ahaz, 701 BC, when the Assyrian king Sennacherib forced

Isaiah urged the king to ally instead with Assyria: their great king Elulaeus to flee to Cyprus. From that

"Yahweh will bring upon you and upon your time Assyrian domination in the region was not
people and upon your father's house such days seriously challenged until after the death of the
as have not come since the day that Ephraim Assyrian king Ashurbanipal in c. 629 BC.
(i.e. Israel- PA)departed from Judah- the It would be interesting to know what Isaiah's
king of Assyria." (62) Israelite and Judean opponents -- who also wor-

shipped Yahweh -- thought of him, and what they had
In other words, Isaiah was arguing that Tiglath- to say about his oracles. Some must have been ac-

pileser would actually restore the full extent of the tively involved in the Phoenician and Greek trading
kingdom of David! Anticipating the loot to be gotten in activity, but only Isaiah's side of the story has sur-
the coming war, the prophet named his newly born son rived.
"The spoil speeds, the booty hastes." Extravagant claims have been made for the signi-

Ahaz was convinc_ed. He ficance of Isaiah, H0sea, and Amos's utterances, that

sent messengers to Tiglath-pileser, king of these prophets developed the seed of later Christianity
and Judaism by attacking sacrifice and idolatry andAssyria saying, "I am your servant and your

son. Come up, and rescue me from the hand of demanding righteousness and justice as the

the king of Syria and from the hand of the king of measuring rod of piety. Nothing is further from the
truth.

Israel, who are attacking me." Ahaz also took
the silver and gold that was found in the house They were opposed not to sacrifice but, in keeping

with the spirit of the earlier policy of Jehu, only to(temple -- PA) of Yahweh and in the treasures
Canaanite-Phoenician rituals, which many less-of the king's house, and sent a present to the

king of Assyria. And the king of Assyria dogmatic Yahweh-worshippers happily practiced.
hearkened tohim. (63) Other than that, as the episode with Tiglath-pile-

ser's altar shows, they were highly flexible on particu-
In 732 BC, Tiglath-pileser conquered and destroyed lars of worship, and certainly practiced sacrifices ac-

Damascus, and toppled Pekah from power in Israel. cording to _their own (and Tiglath-pileser's) pre-
ISaiah's career now took a surprising turn for a man scribed rituals.

O

60. Hosea 10:9. 64. II Kings 16:10-18: Olmstead (History of Assyria) argued that the
61. Hosea 10:1-2. revised ritual included worship of a statue of King Tiglath-pileser in

the Jerusalem temple. The Assyrian king's annals state specifically
62. Isaiah 7:17. that he imposed such worship on the inhabitants of Gaza. Cf. Ancient

Near Eastern Texts, p: 283. On Uriah's connection to Isaiah, see

63. II Kings 16:7-9. Isaiah 8:2.
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Their concept was not of a universal god but of a little_in any of the organized religions of the first
local, Judeocentric sect, which preached that Israel millenium BC that have now perished, is a loss to
and Judah should be kept isolated from global develop- subsequent posterity.
ments and poor and underdeveloped. For obvious The point is merely that the transformation of the
reasons, the Assyrians openly promoted this frequently morally reprehensible rites of the time was
"religion," and were so supportive of this brand of not the work of the priests and prophets of Yahweh or
"Yahwism" that after they deported the "ten tribes" any other god, but of the numerically tiny group of
of Israel, they sent back a priest of Yahweh to teach thinkers and organizers who developed and carried

the ways and the "fear" of the "local" Israelite god to forward the traditions of rationalistic, Ionian science
the Babylonian and other settlers whom they had and epistemology.
settled in Israel in the Israelites' place. (65) And the

Assyrians were so confident of "Yahweh's" support in
return that when their army arrived before Jerusalem

in 701 BC to end Hezekiah's rebellion, its general VL Traitor Jeremiah and Deuteomy
taunted Hezekiah's officers in Hebrew that he had no
support for his revolt, and added:

"Moreover, is it without Yahweh that I have Among the Jerusalem priests, the period from
come up against this place to destroy it? Yah-

roughly 700 to 625 BC the period of unchallenged
weh said to me, Go up against this land, and

Assyrian hegemony" was spent mostly in importing
destroy it." (66) a plentiful stock of Mesopotamian divinities into Yah-

This is not to say that the Canaanite ritual practices weh's temple in Jerusalem. These were identified with
attacked by Amos et al. were good. The fact is that the stars--the "host of heaven"--widely worshipped

65. II Kings 17:27-28. 66. II Kings 18:25
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in-Babylonia, and included the sun god Shamash, to The Jerusalem temple faction resorted to a
whom a chariot was dedicated in the temple, and who desperate stratagem. In 621 BC, in the reign of their

possessed an altar on its roof. (67) puppet-king Josiah, a supposedly long-lost and
All this was later blamed on the unfortunate king forgotten law of "Moses" was "discovered" in the

Manasseh, who happened'to rule at this time, but temple in Je_cusalem. (68) By comparing the account
there is no evidence of opposition at the time to this of the discovery in II Kings with the legal codes of the
policy by the Jerusalem priests. Pentateuch, it has been determined with absolute cer-

By the mid-seventh century, however, the supply of tainty that this "law of Moses" consisted of the major
loot available from Assyria's victims began to dry up. part of what is today the Book of Deuteronomy.
It was insufficient, at any rate, to satisfy both Assyria Originally, the purpose of Deuteronomy was to
and Babylon, and the two partners grew increasingly provide the pro-Babylonian faction -- -those named
at odds. include a priest Hilkiah, a prophetess named Huldah,

By 627 BC, shortly after the death of the Assyrian and others (no doubt among them a young pr0phet
king Ashurbanipal, Babylon became independent named Jeremiah, a fervid Supporter of Deuteronomy

under a Chaldean dynasty headed by Nabopolassar, whose "calling" to the ministry of Yahweh occurred
father of the famous Nebuchadnezzar, and was at war in 626 BC and whose writing style is closely related to

with the Assyrians. Deuteronomy) -- with a pretext to militarily Crush all
In approximately 626 BC, Assyrian control over potential and-or actual political opposition, and at the

Palestine and Phoenicia was effectively endedtas a same time to grab for themselves every possible loose
result of a raid by a largeparty of Cimmerians, one of shekel of revenue in the impoverished kingdom. i

the barbarian hordes that occupied the Black Sea The pretext was that "Moses," in the "newly dis-
area. covered" law, had enjoined that sacrifice -- the heart

The situation posed a crisis for the Judean faction of religious worship -- could only be performed at the
represented by the Jerusalem priesthood. Their Jerusalem temple, and that all tithes were payable
country had been sucked dry by the Assyrians, with only to this temple as well. (69) This meant that the
whom they had been allied and upon whom they had multiplicity of local cults and parishes, which had
relied to maintain their power. This prop was gone. supported themselves and their priests for centuries

They could turn to Babylon -- then aiming to take through their own tithes and were the focus of local,
Assyria's place as the dominant power in the area -- grass-roots political organization, were immediately
and in fact soon did -- but until after 612 BC the outlawed.

Babylonians were preoccupied with the final struggles That the Phoneician-linked, trade-oriented segment
to wipe out the remaining Assyrian forces, and could of the Israelite-Judean population was especially
be relied on for little more than moralsupport, viewed as a target of this coup is clear from

Moreover, a century of Ionian and Phoenician "Moses's" repeated injunctions in Deuteronomy to en-
organizing in the Mediterranean area was beginning slave and exterminate the "Canaanites," and his
to pay off handsomely for the Jerusalem priests' insistence that the Israelites are a "chosen people"
commerce-oriented enemies. In a major coup, Ionians who must steer clear of foreigners and outsiders. (70)

and Phoenicians -- with aid from Gyges of Lydia, the Before anyone had time to question the authenticity

major kingdom of Asia Minor -- had seized effective of the document, Josiah's troops were sent out in a
political control over the Twenty-sixth Dynasty of Saite series of bloody raids against regional places of
pharaohs in Egypt. This dynasty, ironically, had worship, destroying them _ and sometimes slaugh-
originally come topower as vassals of Assyria, but by tering their priests. (71) To give the required
the late seventh century BC Egyptian trade was nationalist tinge to the effort to mobilize forces
channeled through such Greek trading colonies in against the "Canaanites," the new law commanded

Egypt as Naucratis, Greek mercenaries formed the the expulsion of the Mesopotamian gods in the templ'e

backbone of the Egyptian army, and Assyrian in- -- now politically useless anyway. "Yahweh is our
fluence had vanished, god, Yahweh alone," Deuteronomy proclaimed. (72)

67. II Kings 21:5, 23:11-13. The anonymous references to the "kings" being addressed by Moses east of the Jordan. before they entered,
of Judah who built these altars in II Kings 23 probably means that Israel•
Hezekiah. regarded later as exceedingly pious, had a hand in this
activity. 70. Deuteronomy 7:1-17, 20:10-18.

68. II Kings 22:8ff. 71. II Kings 23.

69. Deuteronomy 12:1-4. The Deuteronomic author is careful not to 72. Deuteronomy 6:4. Judging from Ezekiel. this expulsion was short-
mention Jerusalem by name. because the Israelites are supposedly lived.
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In a seesaw battle for control of Palestine and Syria 609 BC: At the beginning of the reign of Jehoiachim,

between the Egypto-Greek-Phoenician forces and the Jeremiah stands in the court of the temple and pro-

Babylonians, the Deuteronomists' own day of reckon- claims that unless the Deuteronomic law (presumably
ing came in 609 BC. The final struggles between junked upon the death of Josiah or possibly even
Babylon and Persia were waged through a kind of earlier, although the Old Testament is silent on this
surrogate Warfare: the Babylonians had organized touchy subject) is restored, Yahweh "will make this
neighboring, semi-civilized tribesmen, the Medes, into city a curse forall the nations of the earth." (77)
a quasi-empire whose goal was to destroy the Angered, the priests, prophets, and people demand
Assyrian cities. Assyrian efforts to enlist the bar- his execution on the spot, but. through the intervention
barian Cimmerians as a counterforce proved un- of officials linked to the Deuteronomic party, he is
successful, and the Mede hordes destroyed the saved, although banned from the temple. (78)

Assyrian capital of Nineveh in 614 and Ashur, their Jeremiah continues his attacks on Jehoiachim,
mother city, itself in 612. singling out the king for remodeling his palace with

The year 609 found the remnant of the Assyrian Lebanese cedar. (79)

army in'the city of Hamath, in Syria, awaiting the 605 BC" Nebuchadnezzar's army routs the Greeks
final onslaught of the Medes. Since it was now very and Egyptians at Carchemish in Syria. Jeremiah
much in the interest of Egypt, Phoenicia, and the seizes on the renewed Babylonian activity to publish a
Ionians to prop up the remaining Assyrians against book which declared
the growing power of Nabopolassar and his Median

that the king of Babylon will certainly come and
stooges, an Egyptian army including Milesian mer-

destroy this land, and will cut off from it man
cenaries was sent to Syria under the personal corn-

and beast. (80)
mand of the Pharaoh Necho to aid the Assyrians. (73)

Josiah, allied with the Babylonians, led his army out The book is read aloud in the temple by Jeremiah's
to intercept Necho, and Necho crushed Josiah's forces secretary Baruch. With the Babylonian army loose in
and killed the king in battle at Megiddo. While the Palestine, the priests become less antagonistic to
Medes annihilated the remaining Assyrians, they then Jeremiah's point of view, and they advise Jeremiah
withdrew, leaving the Greco-Egyptian forces for the and Baruch to hide while they present the book to the
time master of Syria and Palestine. In gratitude to his king.
Greek allies, Necho dedicated his arms of victory to Less fearful of the Babylonians than his priests and
the god Apollo at Miletus (74) (where young Thales, of officials, Jehoiachim slices up Jeremiah's book and
half-Phoenician parentage, was then reaching adult- burns it piece by piece as it is read to him. He gives
hood), and installed Jehoiachim, a new king more to orders for the traitor's arrest, but Jeremiah escapes.
his liking, in Jerusalem. (75) 601-597 BC: Jehoiachim is forced to pay tribute to

Leadership of the Deuteronomic party passed to the Babylonians in 602-1 BC, but rebels in 598. Jeremi-
Jeremiah, of a priestly family from Anathoth north of ah organizes a fifth column in Jerusalem, including
Jerusalem. Jeremiah was well liked by the Babylon- the remnants of the Rechabites sect. (81)

ians, whom he served loyally, and equally hated by the The rebellion is defeated in 597, shortly after the
Judeans. Even his own relatives and neighbors from death of Jehoiachim. Nebuchadnezzar carries off
Anathoth, whosealtar had presumably been one of Jehoiachim's son and successor, Jehoiachin (also
those shut down by Jeremiah's Deuteronomic law, known as Jeconiah), into exile in Babylon, and makes
accused him of being a false prophet and conspired to his uncle king, under the regnal name Zedekiah. The
kill him, warning: Babylonian king also carries off the cream of Judah's

skilled craftsmen, as well as a number of priests and
"Do not prophesy in the name of Yahweh, or you nobles, a to_al of 3,023 captives, according to the book

will die by our hand." (76) of Jeremiah, among them the future prophet Ezekiel.
A chronological summary gives the flavor of his 597-586 BC: The decade of Zedekiah's reign is a

activities: period of bitter struggle between the Babylonians on

f

73. II Kings 23:29; Herodotus II. 159. 78. Jeremiah 36:50.

74. Herodotus iI. 159. 79. Jeremiah 22:13-23.

75. II Kings 23:24. 50. Jeremiah 36:29.

75. Jeremiah 11:21. 81. Jeremiah 35:i. 11.

77. Jeremiah 26:6.
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the one hand and the progressivetendency repre- Jerusalem demanding thatJeremiah be arrestedfor

sentedby the Phoenicians,IonianGreeks, and their urgingthem toregardtheirexileas permanent. (84)

Egyptian allieson theother. Jeremiah met thechallengeby (literally)placinga

.Toemphasize the natureof the Ioniancontribution pair of yoke bars on his back, to symbolize sub-

to thisstruggle,itshouldbe noted thatitwas in the serviencetoBabylon,and tellingtheking:
year 594 BC that Solon of Athens introduced his

"Do notlistentothe words of the prophetsWho
celebratedlegalcode, which was based not only on

aresayingtoyou,'Youshallnotserve.thekingof
a debt moratorium but on establishmentof a new, Babylon,'foritisa liewhich they are prophesy-
silver-basedcurrency which aimed (largelysuc-

ing to you.... Serve the king of Babylon and
cessfully)atthrustingAthens intoa leaflershiprolein live.Wh_ should thisciW become a desola-
commerce in both the eastern and western

tion?" (85)
Mediterranean. (82) Solon was allied in his efforts

r

with the governments of the leading trade-oriented In this year, Judah did not revolt, but there was

Greek cities, most significantly Corinth and Miletus. sufficient unrest among the exilic community that the
These Greek leaders had to be concerned with following year Ezekiel received his "call" to curb the

commercial developments in the EaSt, and that they "rebelliousness" of the people of Israel.
were is attested by a Babylonian document from Jeremiah, meanwhile, sent letters to Babylon in-
Nebuchadnezzar's reign accusing the Ionians of forming on thoseexileswho had attempted tofoment q

mil_tarilyopposingBabylonianplans. (83) revoltinJudah, so thatthey couldbe burned aliveby
The Babylonians, for their part, had their eye theBabyloniansasanexample. (86)

especiallyon the wealthofTyre, which shared many In 588 BC, however, the Phoenician-linkedfaction

trading routes with the Greeks, particularlythose raisedanotherrebellion,backed thistime by a sortie

linkedtoEgypt.The Baby!onians'envy and greed for by the Egyptian army. The Babylonians besieged
Tyre was memorably expressed in the celebrated Jerusalem, and Jeremiah and Ezekiel worked

denunciationof the Phoenician city- enumerating strenuouslyto aid them. The overwhelming anti-

down tominutiaethedetailsofitswealth--composed Babylonian sentiment forced the equivocalking to

by Nebuchadnezzar-agent Ezekiel in the course of imprison Jeremiah on charges of treason, (87) but, as
Nebuchadnezzar's thirteen-year siege of the Phoeni- the Judeans' military fortuned declined, he met
cian city, and preserved in chapters 26 to 28 of the Old secretly with Jeremiah to discuss possible surren-
Testament book bearing Ezekiel,s name. der. (88)

Palestine, in the middle of the battle between the In Babylonia, meanwhile, "Yahweh" commanded
two tendencies, saw competition for the allegiance of Ezekiel, "And you shall set your face toward the siege

_the Judeans not only in Judah but in Babylonia as well, of Jerusalem, with you arm bared; and you shall
where exiled Judeans took part in at least one revolt prophesy against the city." (89)

against Nebuchadnezzar. It is the pressures exerted In 586, Nebuchadnezzar took and sacked Jerusalem,
by the various factions which accounts for the destroying the city wall, the palace, and Solomon's
vacillating policies pursued by the unfortunate temple. Theleading Judeanpriests and nobles and the
Zedekiah. sons of Zedekiah were executed before the Babylonian

In 594-3 BC, envoys from Sidon, Tyre, Edom, Moab, king at Riblah in Syria. (90) Zedekiah was merely
and Ammon sent envoys to Jerusalem to try to per- blinded, presumably leniency for his secret nego-
suade Zedekiah to rebel. This coincided, according to tiations with Jeremiah.
the Chaldean Chronicle, with a rebellion in Babylon In notable contrast, Nebuchadnezzar gave personal
itself. Members of the Judean exilic community were orders to his officers that Jeremiah be protected and
drawn into the rebellion, and dispatched letters to furnished a pension. (91)

82. The foreign trade implications of Solon's economic reforms have been strikingly confirmed by the contents of a contemporary letter
been reconstructed by 3.G. Milne, The First Stages in the Develop- written on a potsherd which was recovered by archaeologists from the
mentofGreekCoinage(Oxford: Basil Biackweli, 1934), 19pp. guard tower of the 3udean fortress of Lachish, also besieged by

Nebuchadnezzar (Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 322). The facts of
83. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 308. Jeremiah's treason are notoriously well known but usually glossed

over in modern Israel.
84. Jeremiah 27:3, 29:27.

88. Jeremiah 37:17ff., 38:14ff.
85. Jeremiah 27:14, 17.

89. Ezekiel 4:7.
86. Jeremiah29:21-22.

90. Jeremiah 52:24-27, 39:6.
B7. 3eremiah 32:3, 38:4. The treasonous r01e of the pro-Babylonian
group during this siege indicated in the 01d Testament account has 91. Jeremiah 39:11-14, 40:1-5.
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he tapped the resources of the divine prescience.
Samuel 23: 9ff. recounts:

David knew that Saul was plotting evil against
him; and he said to Abiathar the priest, "Bring
the ephod here." Then said David, "O Yahweh,

the God of Israel, thy servant has ,surely heard
that Saul seeks to come to Keilah, to destroy the
city on my account. Will the men of Keilah
surrender me into his hand? O Yahweh, the God
of Israel, I beseech thee, tell thy servant." And
Yahweh said, "He will come down." Then said
David, "Will the men of Keilah surrender me

and my men into the hand of Saul?" And Yah-
weh said, "They will surrender you."

As we saw, Yahweh retained this oracular attribute as

late as the period of the historical Isaiah, and probably
later.

Nor were idols unknown in preexilic Judean history;
from the teraphim (household idols) which Jacob and
Rachel stole from Laban (they were prohibited by the
Deuteronomic Code), to the two golden calves erected
at Dan and Bethel by the Israelite king Jeroboam I, to
the cherubim which guarded the very altar of Yahweh

in the temple of Solomon, the idols and iconography.
common to the ancient Near East were equally the
property of the Judeans and Israelites.

Following the capture of Jerusalem, Nebuchad- There is no question of the preexilic Old Testament
nezzar began a bitter, thirteen-Year siege of Tyre that authors groping toward (much less originating) the
ended with the final loss of that city's political in- process-conception of God expressed by Spinoza's
dependence, and the consolidation of Babylonian rule concept of extended being or the Christian Neo-
over Syria and Palestine, platonists' concept of the Logos. The Yahweh of the

Old Testament was fully anthropomorphic, complete
VII. n,--_oaoyumzan Exile and with an entourage of winged genii, and the prohibition

on representations of his image was due not to a desire

New Works of Moses for abstraction, but rather to a primitive belief that
" Yahweh's image was taboo, and the human being who

looked upon it profane. Writing as late as the middle of

The Judeans' Babylonian exile marked a watershed the eighth century, that is at the same time as
in the development of Israel's holy books and the hubristic Greeks were molding their conception of
_olitical tendency which wrote them, but this ten-

Odysseus who repeatedly foils the will of the Olympian
dency was hardly, as is often claimed, engaged in a

gods,_ Isaiah could commit to the scroll such super-struggle to preserve Israel's "national" traditions in
stitious drivel, regarding his vision of Yahweh (Isaiah

: the midst of the sin and depravity of Babylon. 6: lff.), as:
The Judeans, it is true, did have their own cultural

and religious traditions, which can be dimly discerned In the year that King Uzziah died, I say the Lord
through the falsifications and distortions of the sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up; and his
Deuteronomic history Judges-Kings. These traditions tram filled the temple. Above him stood the
did not differ qualitatively from those of the Israelites seraphim; each had six wings; with two he
and Judeans' neighbors. At an early date, for covered his face, and with two he covered his
example, the god Yahweh was regarded as having feet, and with two he flew. And one called to
strong oracular powers. David, among others, carried another and said:

with him an "ephod" (possibly a deliberate textual "Holy, holy, holy is Yahweh of hosts;
corruption for an original "ark," made in deference to the whole earth is full of his glory."
the late "ark of the covenant" hoax), through which And the foundations of the thresholds shoOk at
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the voice of him who called, and the house was
filled with smoke. And I said: "Woe is me! For I

am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips, and I

dwell in the midst of a people of unclean li15s; for
my eyes have seen the King, Yahweh of hosts !"

Then flew one of the seraphim to me, having in
his hand a burning coal which he had taken with

tongs from the altar. And he touched my mouth,
and said: "Behold, this has touched your lips;
your guilt is taken away, and your sin is
forgiven."

Nor, apart from the Deuteronomic cult, were most
Israelites and Judeans monotheistic, or, more ac-
curately, henotheistic, for even Deuteronomy
recognizes the existence of other gods,, and,

dogmatically, merely forbids their _worship. Apart
from that, few Judeans, even those who acknowledged
Yahweh as their nation's god (as Ashur was for the
polytheistic Assyrians and Chemosh for the
Moabites), thought to deny other gods their due. Ahab
for example, who erected a temple of Tyrian Baal in
Samaria, gave his children names compounded from
Yahweh. Particularly self-serving is I Kings's claim
that Solomon's adoption of foreign cults was due to the
bad influence of his foreign wives; the Deuteronomic
historian is doctoring history to make his cult's

prohibitions against foreign marriages and foreign Beneficent monsters similar to this Assyrian bird-headed

gods reinforce each other. The reality is that the genius [above] and winged bull [opposite page] were

foreign cults were there all along, imagined by Judeans to escort their god Yahweh [cf I

The so-called Song of Moses in Deuteronomy, for Kings 6:23ff., 8:6.; Isaiah 6:lff; Ezekiel l:4ff.].
example, presupposes a theology in which Yahweh is
a subordinate member of the Canaanite pantheon, the Judean exiles in Egypt, who had fled there after
receiving his allotted domain from its head El, or Nebuchadnezzar's annexation of Judah, to Jeremiah
'Elyon, "the Most High": Jeremiah had commanded them (Jeremiah 42:9ff.) :

_t

When the Most High ('Elyon -- PA) gave "Thus says Yahweh, the God of Israel, to whom
to the nations their inheritance, you sent me to present your supplication before

when he separated the sons of men, him: If you will remain in this land, then I will

he fixed the bounds of the peoples build you up and not pluck you up; for I repent of
according to the number of the sons of God. the evil which I did to you. Do not fear the king

For Yahweh's portion is his people (viz., of Babylon, of whom you are afraid."
only Israel, not the universe, or even
the entire Near East -- PA), The exiles in Egypt replied (Jeremiah 44:16ff.) :

Jacob his allotted heritage. (92) "As for the word which you have spoken to us in

the name of Yahweh, we will not listen to you.
Religion was a political question in the ancient

But we will do everything that we have vowed,
world, as it is today, and the reason that the majority burn incense to the queen of heaven and pour out
of Judeans opposed the Deuteronomists' henotheism

libations to her, as we did, both we and our

was because the "foreign" gods represented ties to fathers, our kings and our princes, in the cities
foreign merchants and the trade that accompanied of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem; for
them, and because the Deuteronomists' "Yahweh-

then we had plenty of food, and prospered, and
alone" dogma was openly propagated as pro-

saw no evil. But since we left off burning incense
Babylonian. This is particularly clear in the reply of

to the queen of heaven and pouring out libations
to her, we have lacked everything and haveY2. See O. Eissfeldt, "El and Yahweh," Journal o? Semitic Studies,

Vol. I, No. 1 (Jan. 1956), pp. 25-37. Eissfeldt cites also Psalm 82. been consumed by the sword and by famine."
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The "queen of heaven" referred to is the Phoenician garments. And every day of his life he dined regularly
goddess Astarte, popular among Phoenician met- at the king's table: and for his allowance, a regular
chants and sailors, whose worship had been spread to allowance was given him by the King, every day a
such far-off places as Grecian Corinth a century portion, as long as he lived." (94) Administrative
earlier, documents from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar record

There is little of significance for later humanist payments both to Jehoiachin and his sons, as well as to

philosophy and theology in either Jeremiah's hoked- an unnamed "eight men from Judah." (95) The exilic
up "prophecy," or in the pragmatic views held in editor of II Kings being so well acquainted with such
opposition by the Judear_ patriots. In Corinth, as a payments, it is not hard to imagine that he may have
matter of fact, the popularity of the temple of Aphro- been one of those anonymous eight.
dite (as the Phoenician goddess as known in Greek) The Deuteronomistic works were their starting

/

among sailors was due to the fact that it functioned point. The Deuteronomists had, besides their lawbook
mainly as a brothel, which had international notor- with its emphasis on Israelite exclusivity, an edition of
eity. The point is that the Deuteronomists were hardly the history Judges-Kings (originally perhaps written
concerned to preserve Judah's old religious and before the untimely death of Josiah, to gauge from the

cultural traditions in the midst of the Babylonian ex- unfulfilled prophesy of his peaceful death in II Kings
lie. Rather, the Babylonians used them to c_'eate 22:20), written with the purpose of showing that
entirely new ones, corresponding to the Babylonians' obedience to the Deuteronomic law was the path to
principles of administration o9 their subject peoples, peace and happiness on earth, and disobedience would

Like the Roman and British empires after it, lead to the opposite. They also had collections of pro-
Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon pursued a policy of "local phetic oracles, notably those of Amos, Isaiah, et al.,
control" and "cultural relativism" in the adminis- and a combined JE version of Israel's origins (in
tration of its subjects. As a matter of policy, the Babylonia) under the patriarchs and Moses, perhaps
various ethnic groups of craftsmen, etc., carried off already combined with the Deuteronomic legal
by the Babylonians were settled by themselves under document.
a Babylonian-sponsored ruler of their own origins. Where Deuteronomy had concentrated on Yahweh's
Greeks, for example, who were resettled by the gift of the land of Israel to the Israelites as the mark of

Persians (who merely continued Babylonian po.licy in their uniqueness, emphasis on this -- unsuited to the
this respect) in the fifth century, preserved their local conditions of exile in Babylon -- was now ,replaced
Greek customs for more than a century in the middle with emphasis on the practice of various fetishistic

of Iran, where Alexander the Great found them during rituals supposedly enjoined by YahWeh himself, to
his conquest of Persia in the fourth century BC. (93) form the basis of the special "Judean" identity.

Accordingly, besides drumming up support for As the German biblical scholar Julius Wellhausen
Nebuchadnezzar's foreign policy (Ezekiel), the described the process:
Babylonians' exilic Judean employees were assigned

to mold an appropriate new "ethnic identity" for the Circumcision had been in use before without any
Judeans, whose cultural and commercial ties to the particular religious stress having been placed
Phoenicians were too close for the Babylonians' on it; it was not commanded in any l_aw. Now it
comfort, becm_e, next to the sabbath, of the greatest

Their creative efforts were stimulated by payments possible importance as a symbol of Jewishness.
and subsidies from the Babylonian royal fisc. II Kings Similarly, other old usages were also practiced
concludes with the note that "Evilmerodach king of more assiduously than before, because they
Babylon (reigned 562-560 BC -- PA), in the year that could serve for the deepening of Jewish
he began to reign, graciously freed Jehoiachin, king of specialness and the seclusion against heathen-
Judah from prison; and he spoke kindly to him, and dora. Through this the priests who had been
gave him a seat above the seats of the kings who were placed out of work by the destruction of the
with him in Babylon. So Jehofachin put off his prison temple found an opportunity to intrude and give

i'

93. J.B.Bury, A History o[ Greece to the Death of Alexander the Babylonia, See Elias Bickerman, From Ezra to the Last of the
Great, (New York: Modern Library, n.d.), p. 780. Interestingly, these Maccabees (New York: Shocken Books, 1962), pp. 5-6.
had been priests of Apollo who sided with the Persians against the
Milesians and were deported for their own safety by Xer_xes. Xerxes's 94. II Kings 25:27-301
father Darius I was a strong supporter of the cult of Apollo in Ionia. On

thegeneral practice of deportees preserving "their own" customs in 95. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 308.
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answers out of their" Law to questions on what
was clean and what unclean, what permitted
and what forbidden, in the daily life of every
individual. (96)

In addition to this ritualistic cant, the Judean exilic
writers were heavily influenced in their doctrines by
the chief Baby|onian cult, that of Bel Marduk, whose

priesthood and temple, the Esagila, was a powerful
political force in Babylon. In addition to possessing a
creation account which was closely paralleled in the -

later "Priestly Code" account of Genesis 1-2:4a, the
Marduk cult preached the doctrine that man's role on
earth is to make life comfortable for the gods, through
his services to their priests (who commonly owned

large estates and business and banking enterprises).
The Babylonian national epic, the Enuma Elish (or

"Babylonian Genesis") is quite frank on this account.
Marduk declared to the other gods:

Verily, savage-man I will create.
He shall be charged with the service of the gods

That they might be at ease !
\

The gods build the Esagila in Babylon as a dwelling
for Marduk, and proclaim,

May he (Marduk -- PA) shepherd the black-headed
ones (mankind -- PA) his creatures.

To the end of days, without forgetting, let them
acclaim his Ways.

May he establish for his fathers (the other gods --
PA) the great food-offerings;

Their support they shall furnish, shall tend their
sanctuaries.

May he cause incense to be smelled,.., their

spells, The Ishtar Gate from Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon, as
Make a likeness on earth of what he has wrought in

reconstructed today. Near this gate, archeologists found

heaven, records of payments from the Babylonian fisc to its
May he order the black-headed to revere him,
May the subjects ever bear in mind to speak of Judean clients and agents.

their god, At the center of their doctrinal reworking was the
And may they at his work pay heed to the goddess, priest-cure-prophet Ezekiel. In his book there first
May food-offerings be borne for their gods and appears the fetishistic concern with ritual purity

goddesses, which dominates the "Mosaic" laws of the later
Without fail, let them support their gods ! (97) "Priestly Code," as well as the first efforts to raise the

Zadokite priests, the equals of the other Levites in

Adopting this model in their exile, the remnants of Deuteronomy, above them. And whereas under the
, the Jerusalem priesthood, the "sons of Zadok," monarchy the priests had been in the service of the

followed up the coup they staged with the king, in Ezekiel the Zadokite' priests begin to appear

Deuteronomic code, by beginning to elevate them- as the king's equals -- a condition well suited to a
selves to the exalted status of the Aaronic high priest- government subservient to Babylon.
hood of the Priestly Code and the later Judean "theo- "Other priests attached themselves to him,"
cracy." Wellhausen concluded, and thus began the work of the

96. Julius Wellhausen, lsraelitische und jiidische Geschichte, 6re 97. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, pp. 70-71. The Enuma Elish was
Ausg. (Berlin: 1907), pp. 149-50. Fecited every year in Babylon at a great New Year's celebration.
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numerous busy hands that,roughlyinthecentury550 doxy by .thelateradditionof chapters 28ff.,_par-
to 450 BC, produced the "Priestly Code" and in- ticularlythecrass_peechesofElihu.)

corporateditintothemodern Pentateuch.(98) The Ioniannetworksclearlyplayedtheirpartinthe

politicalparalysiswhich seizedBabylon intheperiod
from 562BC, thedeathofNebuchadnezzar, to538BC,

the occupationof Babylon by'Cyrus of Persia -- a

The Second Isaiah period which saw such events as a successful strike by
stonecutters against a building p_oject sponsored by
the king and a wealthy temple, and a marked

Nevertheless, the Babylonian priests and their diminishing of the power of the priests of Marduk
various stooges did not have a political monopoly in which was reflected in the cancellation for some years
Babylon. The entire Mediterranean world was an of theirnewyear's celebration.

arena of political struggle between forces favoring The faction _around the Marduk priesthood was able
progress, represented, following the Babylonians' to resolve the situation in their favor, however,
capture of Tyre mainly by the Ionian cities and their through the use of the army of Cyrus of Persia. From
ally King Croesus of Lydia, and the sterile reac- the point of his seizure of rule over the Median Empire
tionaries centered in Mesopotamia. Each side sometime around 550 BC, when it appeared that the

developed its politicalintelligence networks to subvert former Babylonian stooge Astyages the Mede was
the other, the Babylonians having among their foreign going to establish a durable entente with Greek-ally
hirelings the brother of the Lesbian poet Alcaeus, who Croesus of Lydia, Cyrus's career had been guided by
fought as a mercenary in Nebuchadnezzar's army, as influential factions in Babylon. (99) In 546 BC, he

well as the otherwise Unidentified "Zabir_a the successfully conquered both Lydia and the Ionian
Lydian" and unnamed Greeks and men of,Tyre, At- cities of Asia Minor, in what proved to be a fatal blow
vad, and Byblos, who are listed in surviving to Ionian development. In 538 BC, the priests of

Babylonian financial records as recipients of Marduk resolved their ongoing dispute with the
Babylonian payments, reigning king of Babylon, Nabonidus, by inviting

Among the Ionians, the period following the death of Cyrus to take over the kingship of Babylon himself. As
Nebuchadnezzar in 562 BC was the highpoint of the Cyrus relates the story of his "conquest":
scientific school of the Milesians Thales and the even

Marduk, the great lord, a protector of his
more powerful thinker Anaximander, one of whose people/worshippers, beheld with pleasure his
principle areas of activity was the development of geo- (i.e. Cyrus') good deeds and his upright mind
graphy and cartography to aid in commerce. Another (lit.: heart) (and therefore) ordered him to
Ionian thinker, Xenophanes of Colophon, began to

march against his city Babylon. He made him
articulate a systematic concept of a truly universal set out on the road to Babylon going at his side
and abstract deity, ridiculing all notions of anthropo- like a real friend. His widespread troops -- their
morphism as well as animal and vegetable attributes number, like that of the water of a river, could

of deities, etc. not be established -- strolled along, their wea-
The Near Eastern political networks Who were the

pons packed away. Without any battle, he made
ionians' cothinkers are clearly responsible for the

him enter his town Babylon, sparing Babylon
original portions of the Book of Job (concluding with any calamity. He delivered into his (i.e. Cyrus')
chapter 27), a political attack on the Neo-Babylonian hands Nabonidus, the king who did not worship
status quo in the form of an Arab merchant's dialogue him (i.e. Marduk).- All the inhabitants of
with God. The first twenty-seven chapters of Job

Babylon as well as of the entire country of
consistently prefer the abstract "God" over the pro- Sumer-and Akkad, princes and governors (in-
per name "Yahweh" (which appears only once) in re- cluded), bowed to him (Cyrus) and kissed his
ferring to the deity, and he has been entirely freed

feet, jubilant that he (had received) the king-
from his narrow fiefdom over the Jerusalem temple ship .... (100)
which preoccupied the Deuteronomists, and given a

more universal scope. (Instead of being suppressed, Cyrus also had his supporters in the Judean exilic
the Book of Job has been coopted into line with ortho- community, among them the anonymous author of

98. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel 99. A.T. Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire (Chicago:
(Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1957), p. 404. University of Chicago Press, 1948), pp. 36-37.

100. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, pp. 315-6.
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Isaiah 40-55, the so-called Second Isaiah, who "Yet you did not call upon me,
proclaimed, in chorus with the priests of Marduk, that O Jacob;

but you have been weary of me,
Thus says Yahweh to his anointed, to Cyrus, O Israel!
whose right hand I have grasped, to subdue na-

You have not brought me your sheep for
tions before him and ungird the loins of kings, to burnt offerings,
open doors before him that gates may not be

or honored me with your sacrifices.
closed: "I will go before you and level the moun-
tains, I will break in pieces the doors of bronze I have not burdened you with offerings,

or wearied you with frankincense.

and cut asunder the bars of iron, I will give you You have not bought me sweet cane withthe treasures of darkness and the hoards in

secret places, that you may know that it is I, money,
or satisfied me with the fat of your

Yahweh, the God of Israel, who call you by your sacrifices.
name. For the sake of my servant Jacob, and

But you have burdened me with your sins,Israel tny chosen, I call you by your name."
You have wearied me with your

While Cyrus direct!y acknowledged the support of _ ineauities.".(103)
the powerful Marduk, Yahweh's was merely one of a

Put on your beautiful garments,
plethora of less significant but nevertheless loyal cults
whose worship he encouraged to assist in the manage- O Jerusalem, the holy city;
ment of his new subjects. The lack of explicit royal for there shall no more come into you
recognition of Yahweh did not trouble the politically _the uncircumcised and the unclean.
oriented Second Isaiah. His Yahweh declares to "'"
Cyrus: Depart, depart, go out thence (i.e. from

Babylon- PA),

I surname you, though you do not know me. touch no unclean thing;
I am Yahweh. (101), go out from the midst of her, purify

The Second Isaiah is transparently a counter- yourselves,
insurgent, who betrays very clearly the degree to you who bear the vessels of Yahweh. (1_4)

which opposition to Babylon and the cosmopolitan
worldview reflected in Job had penetrated the exilic
community. The Second Isaiah pays lip service to both

VIII. Persia, Ezra, and the Torahnotions, but his conviction is belied by his preoccupa-
tion with the establishment of the Deuteronomic cult
in Jerusalem:

"I made the earth, and created man upon it; it
was my hands that stretched out the heavens, From the beginning of Cyrus's reign, the Persian
and I commanded all their host. I have aroused government based its administrative policy -- both
him in righteousness (i.e. Cyrus -- PA), and I domestic and foreign-- on the principle of "divide and
will make straight all his ways ; he shall build rule," the paradigm being its notorious funding of both
my city (Jerusalem -- PA) and set my exiles Athens and Sparta to war against each other in the
free, not for price or reward," says Yahweh of period around 400 BC. Domestically, this was ex-
hosts. (102) pressed in a policy of pluralism and the fostering of

i

both local "self-government" and local cults. An in-

The goal of the restoration, this counterinsurgent scription of Darius the Great (I, reigned 522-486 BC),
states, is to institute the Babylon-devised rigamarole for example, touts the Persian monarch as a great
of "Mosaic" ritual in Jerusalem, including collectic_n defender oi_the cult of Apollo of Magnesia on the Mae-
of the profitable tithes, and he makes very clea,' that ander (near Miletus) against his own "over-zealous"

Yahwism as he conceives it in Babylon is not currently officials. (105)
practiced in Palestine, where worship has followed a . The details of this policy as it applied to the Judeans
more independent course: are garbled and sometimes contradictory. The diffi-

101. Isaiah 45:1-5. 104. Isaiah 52:1, 11.

102. Isaiah 45:12-13. 105. Eduard Meyer, Die Entstehung des J_denthurns (Halle a.S.: Max
Niemeyer, 1896), pp. 19-21.

103. Isaiah 43:22-24.



HISTORY OLD TESTAMENT
Solon promulgates debt moratorium legislation (Seisachtheia) at Athens, 594.Thales reported Recording of the oracles of Babylonian
to have predicted eclipse of the sun, May 18, 585. Babylonian hegemony firmly established agents Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Locus of Old
over Judah when Nebuchadnezzar crushes rebellions in 597and 587-6BC, each time carrying Testament literary activity shifts to
leading Judeans into exile. ,575 BC Babylonia.

Babylonians fund insurgencies among Greeks, Lydians, and Medes, as well as maintaining Completion of revised edition of the Deuter-
counterinsurgents among their own subject Phoenician and Judean populations. Captive onomistic history Judges-Kings some time !
Judean King Jehoiachin raised to privileged status by Evil-Merodach, who succeeds Nebuch- after 562BC. Development of laws governing
adnezzar in 562. Babylonian-sponsored Cyrus of Persia overthrows Astyages the Mede, in c. ritual purity and their attribution to "Moses'
550,ending alliance between Medes and pro-Greek Lydia. 550 BC (e.g. Leviticus 17-26).

I

Backed by Babylonians, Cyrus conquers Lydia and Ionia in 546BC, and is invited into Babylon Anonymous "Second Isaiah" extols Cyrus,
itself to make a coupon behalf of the Babylonian faction associated with the priesthood of Mar- even though, he admits, Cyrus has never
duk, jn 538. Cyrus adopts "local control" policy vis-a-vis religious cults, which eventually heard of the Judean godYahweh.
results in restoration of the temple in Jerusalem. 525 BC

Cambyses, Cyrus's successor, conquers Egypt in 525BC.Cambyses is overthrown in a coup in Oraclesof Haggai and Zechariah.
522 BCby his brother Bardiya. In ensuing chaos, Darius, an upstart sp6nsored by a faction of
Persian nobles, gets the better of several Babylonian contenders for the throne. Striking a deal
with the Babylonians, Darius gains secure position on the throne by 51S. 500 BC

Ionians revolt against Persia in 499; revolt is crushed in 494, Persians raze Miletus. Ionian
philosopher Heraclitus flourishes. Darius invades Greece and is beaten at Marathon, 494.
Xerxes's subsequent invasion is defeated in 480at Salamis. Athens leads formation of Delian
League against Persia, 478. 475 BC

I

Athenians send expedition fo Egypt to support revolt against Persia, 460-59,and send addi- "Malachi" ("The Messenger") and "Third
tional troops to Phoenicia, at this time a Persian satrapy, in 459or 458. Persian government Isaiah" denounce apostasies in Judah.
sends Babylonia-based Ezra on a counterinsurgency mission to Jerusalem, to forestall tenden-
cies toward revolt in 458. 450 BC

I

O

1 Eunuch Nehemiah is dispatched to Jerusalem in 445-44BC to shore up Ezra's forces in the Memoirs of Nehemiah.

wake of rebellion in Syria. Ezra enacts the "Mosaic" Pentateuch in great assembly in 444.Treaty between Pericles and Persia ends possibility of successful revolt. 425 BC
...... 11 rl ]

culty lies in the fact that both the books of Ezra and Darius (520.BC), the temple was not only still in ruins,

Nehemiah, the main sources for the details in but the local population in and around Jerusalem was

question, stem from the at best notoriously unreliable not eager to see it reconstructed under the aegis of a
and at worst outright lying hand(s) responsible for the group of priests and nobles who had returned from

two books of Chronicles. Applying _he accounts of Babylon apparently for that purpose. Once the temple

events in Kings as a check for the veracity of the was rebuilt, the book of Ezra claims that it was richly

corresponding accounts in Chronicles long ago re- appointed with utensils and other ritual para-
vealed, for example, that the Chronicler freely re- phernalia, but Haggai 2:3 describes it as an im-

wrote those sections of Kings which did not correspond poverished and mediocre structure, especially by

to the dogma of the Priestly Code (which was not in comparison with the old temple of Solomon.

existence when Kings was written). In the cases of the Proceeding in the book of Ezra's account, the list of

books of Ezra and Nehemiah, the difficulty of deter- purported "returnees" under Cyrus reported in

mining the accuracy of events is compounded by the chapter 2 is repeated name for name as a census of
fact that no other source exists to cross-check the Judeans living 100 years later in the book of

majority of the Chronicler's claims. Nehemiah, chapter 7 !

In the one significant case where there is an outside Thus, while the books of Haggai and Zachariah

check, the report in the book of Ezra of the return confirm that some sort of "return" had occurred be-

under Cyrus and the rebuilding of the temple, the fore the second year of Darius, the details of this re-

veracity of the Chronicler's account is impeached by turn, as reported by the book of Ezra, cannot be re-

contradictory details in the book of Haggai. Ezra 1 garded as wholly the truth.

forthrightly reports a decree of Cyrus commanding Fortunately, there is a consistent method behind the
the rebuilding of the temple in his first year of rule Chronicler's lying, which makes it possible to restore

(referring to his accession in Babylorr in the year 538 the essence, if not the details, of the three-quarters of,
BC). It further claims that funds from the Persian a century separating the Second Isaiah from the

treasury were made available for this purpose. But return of Ezra the Scribe from Babylon bearing with,

Haggai 1 states clearly that in the second year of him the "law" of Yahweh.
/
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_ The outlook elaborated by the authors of the Priestly Chronicler appears simply to have omitted or ob-
Code was perfectly suited to Persian administrative scured major events which tended to expose the real
requirements. The Palestine-Syria region, which had unpopularity of his cause, while exaggerating or
been bled under Nebuchadnezzar and was bled again embellishing others, for instance the amount of
under Darius and Xerxes, was perpetually a hotbedof financial help the Persians contributed to the
revolt. It was also well situated to make the outside rebuilding of the temple, which were appropriate to

contacts, particularly with the Greek' world and with his purpose. Consequently, there are substantial gaps
Carthage, which could make revolt a success. The in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah's account of the

doctrines expressed by the Babylonian-inspired events of the sixth and fifth centuries BC, and details,
priestly circles were so "exclusionary" that, for as noted above, which are demonstrably spurious. But
example, when the Samaritans -- descendants of the basic outline of the remaining events seems ac-

#

settlers placed in Israel by the Assyrians and at that curate.

time graciously supplied with priests of "Yahweh" to In this outline, there is a gap of some sixty years, be-
maintain the continuity of the Yahweh cult in Israel-- tween the year 519, when the book of Zechariah in-
offered to help with the rebuilding of the temple, dicates that a member of the Davidide line, Zerub-
Haggai successfully protested on the grounds that babel ("Offspring of Babylon") was involved in an
they were "unclean." unsuccessful revolt against Darius, (106) and Ezra's

The internal features of the Priestly Code's belief arrival in Jerusalem in the year 458 BC, for which
structure required that it be portrayed as having neither the Chronicler nor any other source furnishes
existed among the Judeans the "chosen people" -- historical information on events in Judah. It is clear

from time immemorial, from, in fact, the very act of that some of the priestly institutions being evolved in

creation by God in the Priestly Code's Genesis which Babylon, such as the institution of the high priesthood,
already celebrates the sectar_ian institution of the were in effect in Jerusalem and that others, par-

sabbath. However, Israelite and Judean history was ticularly the injunction against foreign marriages
for the most part a history of opposition to the prin- commanded by both the Priestly and older

cipal features of the Priestly Code and its lineal pre- Deuteronomic Codes, were not. Wellhausen's assess-
decess(_rs, ment of the situation was that "the priests who had

Moreover, there is considerable evidence from the stayed in Babylon took as great a part, from a dis-
prophecies of "Malachi" and the "Third Isaiah," tance, in the sacred services, as their brothers at Jeru-
appa_'ently written in the period preceding Ezra's salem who had actually to conduct them. The latter
arrival in Jerusalem, as well as from the events of indeed lived in adverse circumstances and do not
Ezra and Nehemiah's activity, that many Judeans appear to have conformed with great strictness or

continued to disobey the Deuteronomic and Priestly accuracy to the observances which had been agreed
Codes' strictures right down to the time of the living upon." (107) The pro-Babylonian "Malachi" corn-

memory of the Chronicler (who wrote most likely in plains: "Judah has been faithless, and abomination

the fourth century BC towards the end of the Persian has been committed in Israel and in Jerusalem; for
period). Judah has profaned the sanctuary of Yahweh, which

For the premonarchic period, there was little to he loves, and has married the daughter of a foreign

check the imaginations of the Priestly authors as they god." (108)
fabricated their "Mosaic" stories, rituals, and injunc- These sixty years of missing history were eventful
tions to supply "traditional" precedents for their own for the Persian Empire. Upon gaining the throne,

practices (we will demonstrate in examples below), Darius commenced upon a reorganization of the
and the Chronicler enjoyed a similar latitude in his
inventions apropos of the period of monarchy, which 106. The circumstances of this revolt reflect favorably on neither the

Babylonians nor the Judeans. When Darius attempted to usurp the
had come to a close in 587 BC, more than 200 years be- throne following the overthrowof Cambyses (which was apparently
fore his time. His source, the two books of Kings, was sponsored by Babylon), the Babylonians sponsored an alternate

candidate. In the course of the fight against Darius, the Babylonians
rare, and in any case Hebrew, the language of Kings, orderedtheirJudean stoogesto revolt,as Zechariah6:10-14explicitly
was being replaced by Aramaic as the language of states. Later, when the Babylonians struck a deal with Darius on

most Judeans. The two books of Chronicles essentially favorable terms (as indicated by the fact that Darius later claimedBabylon had remained loyal all along in his notoriously lying Behistun
rewrite Kings to make it appear that the Priestly Code inscription,copiesof whichwerecirculatedthroughout his empirefor
was already in existence in the monarchic period, propagandapurposes), Zerubbabelwas apparently left holding the

bag, and disappeared from further .ludean history.
With respect to the Persian period itself, however,

the Chronicler was approaching events within or close 107.Wellhausen,Prolegomena, p.404-5.

to living memory of his contemporaries. Rather than 10s.Malachi2:11.
risk being caught in too blatant a forgery, the
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realm which transformed Persia from a loose con- 6od of heaven, let it be done in full for the house

federation of states into a tightly administered region of the God of heaven, lest his wrath be against
devoted to tax farming and securing a steady flow of the realm of the king and his sons ....

loot from the provinces toward the royal treasury at And you, Ezra, according to the wisdom of your
Persepolis and the banks of Babylon. By adopting a God which is in your hand, appoint magistrates
conscious policy of restricting the supply of specie, the and judges who may judge all the people in the
Persian government forced citizens to turn more and province Beyond the River, all such as know the
more to moneylenders for the cash required to pay the laws of your God; and those who do not know
tax coi|ectors. The result was a sharp jump in prices them, you shall teach. Whoever will not obey the

in the reign of Darius. (109) ' law of your God and the law of the king, let judg-
Among those burdened with rising debts, inevitably, ment be strictly executed upon him, whether for

were the rude Persian nobility themselves. First un- death or for banishment or for confiscation of

der Darius, and then under his son Xerxes, they at- his goods or for imprisonment. (111)
tempted to solve their problem by looting Greece.

This "law" and "wisdom" of God that Ezra took
Both attempts by Darius and Xerxes failed, and when

with him, substantially the modern Pentateuch, was
Xerxes's expedition ended in utter rout in 479 BC, the

an extraordinary document.
Athenians responded to the situation by organizing the With the inclusion of the Priestly Code to the older
Ionian cities into the Delian League and pursuing an J,E, and D documents, the Pentateuch is a program
active anti-Persian policy for approximately a quar- for the erection and functioning of an elaborate,
ter century, until the hegemony of Pericles.

priestocratic organization. Its psychological premise
The assassination of Xerxes, who had quarreled

was that the people of Judah, denied their own secular
with the Babylonians in 465 BC, and his replacement

government, could be induced to accept as an illusory
by the more pro-Babylonian Artaxerxes I propelled substitute, "their own" sacred priestocratic struc-
the Persian empire's situation from bad to worse. In ture. "The state suffered not a crisis, but des-
460 BC Egypt revolted with Athenian support. With truction," Wellhausen wrote. "In earlier times the
their forces in control in Egypt, Athenian troops were national state as it had existed under David was the

operating on the Phoenician coast in 459 or 458. (110) goal of all wishes. Now a universal world empire
It was in these circumstances that the final denoue-

was erected in imagination, which was to lift up its
ment of the story of the Pentateuch and "Mosaic" Law head at Jerusalem over the ruins of the heathen
occurred. The book of Ezra contains what it describes
as a decree of Artaxerxes issued to the Jewish scribe powers." (112)

In the form in which it presently exists, numerous
Ezra in458 BC: hands have contributed to its formation. Whether

Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Ezra the priest, the Ezra was the editor who inserted the Priestly Code
scribe of the law of the God of heaven. And now I i into the Pentateuch or whether it was an associate or

make a decree that any one of the people of someone before him is irrelevant; on the one hand,
israel or their priests or Levites in my kingdom, there is a tradition that Ezra wrote the Pentateuch,
who freely offers to go to Jerusalem, may go contained in the later "Ezra Apocalypse" (IV
with you. For you are sent by the king and his Esdras), but on the other hand, Ezra is identified in
seven counselors to make inquiries about Judah the book of Ezra only as a "scribe," and in any case
and Jerusalem according to the law of your God, there are clear indications of additions to the Penta-
which is in your hand, and also to convey the teuch after the period of his activity.
silver and gold which the king and his coun- Some of the institutions of Ezra's law had already
selors have freely offered to the God of Israel been imported from Babylon, such as the high priest-
whose dwelling is in Jerusalem... hood, but others came as a distinct shock to the
And I, Artaxerxes the king, make a decree to all Judeans.

the treasurers in the province Beyond the For instance the new levels of tithes. Compared to
River: Whatever Ezra the priest the scribe of the level of tithes in Israel's earlier days, under the
the law of the God of heaven, requires of you, be Priestly Code,

it done with all diligence, up to a hundred talents the amount which at least is required to be given
of silver .... Whatever is commanded by the is enormous .... The priests receive all the sin

i09. Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire, p. 194. 111. Ezra 7:12ff.

110. M.H. Tod, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions to the End 112. Wellhausen, Prolegomena, p. 419.
oltheFifth CenturyBC (Oxford: Clarendon Press, !933), pp. 40-43.
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and trespass offerings, the greater share of the mixed marriages, all, of course, comnlanded per-
vegetable offerings, the hides of the burnt of- sonally by Moses.
ferings, the shoulder and breast of meat of- These institutions were a novel and bitter pill for the
ferings. Over and above are the firstlings, to citizens of Judah. To sweeten them, the Priestly Code
which are added the tithes and first-fruits in a introduced some novel new historical "facts," which
duplicate form, in short, all kodashJm, which consoled them that the Priestly Code had really been
originally were demanded merely as ordinary in effect throughout Israel's earliest history.

meat offerings (Deut. 12:26 -- ver. 6, 7, and so Regarding the "Mosaic" tabernacle of Exodus,
on), and were consumed at holy places and by Wellhausen observed:

consecrated guests indeed, but not by the priest. Until the building of Solomon's temple the unity
And notwithstanding all this, the clergy are not

of worship according to it had, properly
even asked (as in Ezekiel is the prince, who speaking, never had any existence... The
there receives the dues, 45:13 seq.) to defray the

Priestly Code, on the other hand, is unable to
cost of public worship; for this there is a poll- think of religion without the one sanctuary, and
tax .... (113) cannot for a moment imagine Israel without it,

Payments of sin offerings were required, for carr.ying its actual existence back to the very

example, by anyone who "touches an unclean thing" beginning of the theocracy, and, in accordance
(Le_¢. 5:2)or "human uncleanliness, of whatever with this, completely altering the ancient

sort" (Lev. 5: 3), and by a wo,.lan who has given birth, history. The temple, the focus to which the wor-
and is accordingly "unclear," for either seven days, if ship was concentrated, and which in reality was
the child is a boy, or fourteen if it is a girl, according to not built until Solomon's time, is by this docu-
Lev. 12:2, 5. ment regarded as so indispensable, even for the

In addition, the Priestly Code revived the old and troubled days of the wanderings before the set-
long-disobeyed Deuteronomic prohibition against tlement, that it is made portable, and in the form

of a tabernacle set up in the very beginning of
things. For the truth is, that the tabernacle is

113.IbM, pp.158-9. the copy, not the prototype, of the temple at
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Jerusalem. The .resemblance of the two is in- looks like Ezra's mission fell on its face. Both Ezra and

deed unmistakable, but it is not said in I Kings 6 his later collaborator Nehemiah began their efforts by
that Solomon made use of the old pattern and focusing on the question of mixed marriages, whose
ordered his Tyrian workmen to follow it. The dissolution they merely saw as a means to break the
posteriority of the Mosaic structure comes into politically troublesome Jerusalemite ties to the
clearer light from the two 'following con- merchants of Arabia and the Phoenician and
siderations .... In the first place, in the Palestinian coast. Not long after his arrival, in 458,
description of the tabernacle mention is Ezra summoned the Judeans to an assembly-- in the
repeatedly made of its south, north, and west midst of _ rainstorm -- and commanded the Judeans

side, without any preceding rubric as to a de- to give up their foreign wives. They agreed, but
finite and constantly uniform orientation; the pointed out that "the people are many, and.it is a time
latter is tacitly taken for granted, being of heavy rain; we cannot stand in the open. Nor is this
borrowed from that of the temple, which was a a work for one day or for two; for we have greatly
fixed building, and did not change its site. In the transgressed in this matter." The book of Ezra then
second place, the brazen altar is, strictly breaks off with the report that a commission was
speaking, described as an altar of wood merely formed to determine the number of foreign wives and
plated with brass, -- for a fireplace of very large made findings, but it makes no mention of any actual
size, upon which a strong fire continually burns, divorces. (116)

a perfectly absurd construction, which is only to The conclusion that this abrupt and informative
be accounted for by the wish to make the brazen end of the book indicates failure of Ezra's mission is

altar whichSolomon cast (II Kings 16:14)trans- strengthened by the fact that there is no historical

portable, by changing its interior into data in the Old Testament which records the events of
wood. (114) the next 13 years, and that when the historical thread

i

resumes, in 445 BC, a delegation of Jerusalemites of
Of a similar mold is the Priestly Code's creation the Ezraite party has arrived in Susa, Artaxerxes's

story in Genesis 1. The Priestly author has taken the capital, to plead for assistance from Nehemiah.
shell of a typical cosmology of the period -- the Nehemiah was a Jew, eunuch, and cupbearer to the
creation story associated with the Enuma Elish is king. (117)
often cited as a parallel -- and then distributed the Using his influence over Artaxerxes, Nehemiah had
(eight) acts of creation over six days, reserving a himself named governor of Judah, and promptly de-
seventh for God to rest, to impart cosmological parted for Jerusalem with a guard of Persian
significance to the sectarian dogma of the sabbath. troops. (118)
Already by Philo's time it was.a scandal that the

sloppy Priestly author, in copying his prototype, post- Again, the political situation in 445-44 BC was
ported the creation of "lights in the firmament of the precarious for the Persians. Syria had recently
heavens to separate the day from the night" until the revoited, under the leadership of an old Persian crony
"fourth" day, leading Philo to question how the dura- of the late Xerxes, and while the rebel had been bought

tion of the threeprior days of creation could have been off through the intervention of the Persian Queen
demarcated without night and day. Mother, the sentiment for revolt was still widespread

among the local population which lacked such connec-
The Code was hardly a defense of "monotheism" tions to the royal household.

either. The Priestly creation account itself contains Nehemiah's tactic was to use his position in Jeru-
the embarrassing polytheistic formulation "Let us salem to disrupt any possibility for unity of action by

make man in our image, after our likeness" so the various cities in and around Palestine. He began
troublesome to later exegesis, and preserves from an by rebuilding the Jerusalem fortifications, using con-

older source the even more awkward story of how "the tracts on the project to bribe local craftsmen. Since a
Sons of God saw that the daughters of men were fair; fortified Jerusalem under Persian official Nehemiah

and they took to wife such of them as they was adefactomilitarythreattothesurrounding, less
chose." (115) loyal cities, notably Samaria, tensions immediately

Ezra could hardly have expected a friendly arose. Nehemiah instituted strict observance of the
welcome for this concoction, and it appears he did not sabbath and other measures to restrict the activities

even attempt to introduce it upon his arrival. In fact, it of foreign merchants in Jerusalem, and organized the

114. Ibid., pp. 36-7. 117. Nehemiah 1:1-3.

115. Genesis 1:26, 6:2. 118. Nehemiah 2: lff.

116. Ezra 9-10.
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"Levites" as. a religious police force to break up made them take oath in the name of God,

marriages with foreigners. (119) saying, "You shall not give your daughters to
The outcome was a near civil-war situation between their sons, or take their daughters for your sons

the Samaritans and Jerusalem, precisely the overall or for yourselves. (123)
policy goal of the Persians, who appear to have en-
couraged both sides in the dispute. Now was the Nehemiah was able to win nominal acceptance of
moment for Ezra to publicly unveil his law and impose the law, ending centuries of purported sin and dis-

obedience by the Israelites which the Bible asserts
its complete provisions on the populace. In a great
assembly, apparently in 444 BC, goes back to the very period of the Exodus. With the

law accepted by all -- or rammed down their throats
•.. all the people gathered as one man into the -- disagreements began to assume the form of inter,
square before the Water Gate; and they told pretation of the law : the Talmud.
Ezra the scribe to bring the book of the law of The Persians now felt confident enough to proceed
Moses which Yahweh, had given to Israel. And to impose this new belief structure on the Jews of
Ezra the priest brought the law before the Egypt, who since the days of Jeremiah had continued
assembly, both men and women and all who to follow their own, polytheistic brand of Yahweh-
could hear with understanding .... And he read worship. A decree of the Persian king Darius II dated
from it facing the square before the Water Gate 419 BC commands the Jews of Elephantine, the old
from early morning until midday,.., the enemies of Jeremiah who had never even accepted the
Levites helped the people to understand the law, Deuteronomic law, to begin observing the Passover,
while the people remained in their places. (120) one of the major points of the Deuteronomic program:

Evidently the Judeans did not like what they heard, To my brethren Yedoniah and his colleagues the
"for all the people wept when they heard the words of Jewish garrison, your brother Hananiah. The

the law." In response, Ezra enjoined them, "This day welfare of my brothers may the gods seek at all
is holy to Yahweh, your God; do not mourn or weep," times. Now, this year, the fifth year of King
but the commotion grew beyond arresting, and he was Darius, word was sent from the king to Arsames
forced to send the crowd home commanding them to (satrap of Egypt) saying, "Authorize a festival
celebrate a feast. (121) of unleavened bread for the Jewish garrison."

The remainder of the month was devoted to further So do you count fourteen days of the month of
feasts and holy days, as well as special study of Ezra's Nisan and observe the passover, and from the
law by leading Judeans. At the end of the month, a 15th to the 21st day of Nisan observe the festival
sx_fficient number of leading Judeans to pass as a of unleavened bread. Be ritually clean and take
representative quorum of / the citizenry signed a heed. Do no work on the 15th or the 21st day, nor
covenant in Nehemiah's presence pledging that they drink beer, nor eat anything in which there is
would pay the tithes demanded by the new law. (122) leaven from the 14th at sundown until the 21st of

Nehemiah's first governorship lasted 12 years, until Nisan. Bring into your closets anything
433 BC, at which time he departed for Susa. The leavened that you may have on hand and seal it
rebellious forces he had kept in check immediately re- up between those dates. By order of King
surfaced, with his old enemies almost immediately - Darius. (124)

regaining positions of influence in even the Jerusalem For their efforts Ezra and Nehemiah have been

temple. Nehemiah returned for a second guberna- recognized, along with King Artaxerxes, as the
torial term, to deal forcibly with the ongoing problem founders of moderzi Judaism. But they would not have

of mixed marriages: succeeded without important indirect assistance from
'In those days also I saw the Jews who had the famous Pericles of _thens. In 449 BC, upon assure-

married women of Ashdod, Ammon, and Moab; ing power in Athens, Pericles reversed the Delian

and half of their children spoke the language of League's anti-Persian policy and concluded a corrupt
Ashdod, and they could not speak the language treaty with the Persians which recognized Palestine
of Judah, but the language of each people. And I as Persia's "sphere of influence." Cut off from their
contended with them, and cursed them and beat traditional support from the west, Palestine and
some of them and pulled out their hair; and I Phoenicia were powerless to mount any serious

119. Nehemiah 2:17-6:18. 122. Nehemiah 10.

120. Nehemiah 8:1-3, 7. t 123. Nehemiah 13:23-25.

121. Nehemiah 8: 9-12. 124. Ancient Near Eastern Texts, p. 491.
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resistance to Persian policies. Ironically, this same commission of king Ptolemy II, Philadelphus (285-246
Pericles was also the funder and patron of the in- BC), a member of the bankrupt Hellenistic dynasty in

\

differentist sophist movement, whose bitterest Egypt then ruling Palestine, and both the Seleucid
enemy, Plato, probably had more to do than any other Greek dynasty in Syria and the Ptolemies sponsored
individual in determining the particular form that the Jerusalem priesthood to collect tribute and farm

philosophical Christianity and Judaism " later taxes. (127) ,\
assumed. Ironically, Plato's dialogue with the The Romans later manipulated the "nationalistic"
greatest influence on later Judeo-Christian doctrine, Maccabees to further their own interests against the
his Timaeus, was named for a contemporary of Seleucids.

Nehemiah, Timaeus of Italian Lokri. By the first century AD, when the Neoplatonic
The certification of the Pentateuch as canonical currents that eventually overturned the Hellenistic

under the Persians by no means brought an end to the Roman system and paved the way for the later
production of Jewish canonical books. Chronicles was Islamic developments were active, it was easier for
written afte'r the Pentateuch, as were many psalms the majority -- especially the mass organizers of
and the present edition of the Psalms as a whole. The Christianity -- simply to accept the canonical
present edition of the prophetic books is quite late, and authority of the Old Testament, with the necessary
the fact that the Book of Daniel was written around 166 exegetical qualifications.

BC, in the reign of the Seleucid monarch Antiochus IV But in the first century AD, when Paul of Tarsus
Epiphanes, was already known to the third century initiated the form adopted by subsequent Christian
AD Neoplatonist Porphyry. (125) doctrine, the Old,Testament served a new purpose:

The books of the Hebrew Old Testament were not it was not politically possible in those days simply to
fixed until about 100 AD, and the Septuagint, the Greek start a new religion on its merits, Christianity had to
translation of the Old Testament made in the third demonstrate its antiquity and historical traditions.
century BC, differs from it considerably. Nor is the The early Church fathers accordingly pointed to the
viewpoint of the Mosaic Pentateuch maintained in all Old Testament, claiming to find within it certifiably
its particulars throughout the other books. The book of antiquated "prophesies" of the coming of the Christ.
Ruth, for example, is a clear polemic against the At the same time, however, the doctrine of Christ's
"Mosaic" prohibition against mixed marriages, redemption of man's sin gave Paul et al. all the pre-

The primary invariant in the Jewish faith as ar- text they needed to discard most of the aspects of Old
ticulated by Ezra and Nehemiah is that its most ardent Testament-enjoined religious practice as no longer
defenders were the foreign governments which ruled necessary. In the second and third centuries AD, when
the Jews. When Alexander the Great conquered some defensive Christians even resorted to writing
Palestine in the latter part of the fourth century BC, fake gospels and epistles in order to establish the
bringing with him a train of Aristotelian philosophers historicity of the faith's earlier figures, there was no
to help him administer his new empire, the Persian mood to then discard a religious book such as the Old
policy of supporting the temple was continued. No less Testament which even in those days could be shown to
than the. celebrated Aristotelian Theophrastus pro- antedate Plato. Instead, ,the Neoplatonists 'who
nounced the Jews a "philosophical race," while dominated Christianity followed Philoin accepting the
another Aristotelian Clearchus compared them with canonical authority of the Old Testament, but rein-
the Indian Brahmans and the Persian magi. (126) A terpreting it allegorically or passing it off as a
probably reliable tradition holds that the Septuagint "mystery" whose "true" meaning is hidden from all
translation of the Hebrew books was undertaken upon but a few.

125. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament .... p. 517. 127. Ibid., p. 57.

126. Bickerman, From Ezra .... pp. 48-49.




